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AW aerial view o f ODU's campus, circa 1064.
Photo, courtesy o f the ODU Library Archives
THE construction o f the m all area in fron t o f
Webb Center and Chandler Half was under
way in 1974. Photo courtesy o f S cott Sechrfst
THE orginal seal o f Old Dominion was adpoted
by the Board o f V isitors in 1963. Photo courte
sy o f the ODU Library Archives
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DOING the latest dance moves, students rock at
an ODU dance. Photo by C. Johnson
W HAT’S in your student life? Suzy Lomker wants to
know! Photo by B. Domanski

LIVELY "tele-talk” breaks the monotony of Patti
McCulloch’s classes. Photo by C. Johnson
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Student life definitely has some
thing for everyone. Much of our
time is spent outside the classroom.
Living, studying, working, sleeping
and playing are all part of a stu
dent’s life and have to be worked
into a hectic class schedule.
ODU is no exception. With a
campus set in a city the size of Nor
folk and seven other large cities
close by we have as many different
lifestlyes to choose from as there
are types of students.
Some students attend cultural
events at Wells Theatre or Chrysler
Hall, others participate in on-cam
pus organizations and some hit the
party scene.Virginia Beach is a
popular place for students to check
out parties, catch some rays or
cruise the strip. W h a te v e r the
events, ODU students spend their
time in interesting ways.
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WATERSIDE
FOR some students Waterside offers not only enjoyment, but employment. Photo by B.
Roper
EACH summer the Parade of Sails klcks-off the Harborfest celebration.

SEAFOOD lovers like Senta Scarborough and Heather Roe enjoy dining at Phillips of
Waterside. Photo by C. Johnson
EACH year Norfolk’s harbor attracts boat lovers from all over the world. Photo by C.
Johnson
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FIREWORKS are a popular event on Saturday night dur
ing Harborfest. Photo by C. Johnson
WATERSIDE attracts artists as well as tourists as
shown by Richard Hass’ illusionistic art. Photo by J.
Fisher

The Harbor Gem of Norfolk
Mall opened its plate-glass doors for business in June, 1983. Since then it has
Waterside
attracted locals and tourists alike to specialty shops and restaurants with waterfront
views.
Modelled after other inner-city harbor renovations; our own Waterside has outdoor dining and
lounges, unique shopping, an aquarium display from ODU’s oceanography department and
fudge made while-u-wait!
The facade facing the city features “ trompe I’oeil” artwork by Richard Haas of New York.
The success of the Waterside Mall has encouraged construction of hotels and other busin
esses in the waterfront area.
Harborfest, one of Norfolk’s most popular annual events, is held near waterside in Towne
Point Park and Freemason Harbor. This year over 385 thousand people attended between June
5th, 6th and 7th to enjoy the festival. Fireworks and flyovers, boats and beer, music and
madness all made Harborfest weekend unforgettable.
by J. Fisher
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PARENTS’
WEEKEND
14

lean your rooms, Parents’ weekend begins Oc^ tober 9th.” For many students it was the first
time since August they had seen their parents/or
cleaned their rooms. Orphan parties sprang up for
those to celebrate the fact that their parents couldn’t
come to visit.
Casino Night was ODU’s answer to Atlantic City, in
which parents and students gambled the night away
in the Mid-Rise cafeteria.
The following day families took a three hour relax
ing cruise on the New Spirit ship from Norfolk’s Wa
terside Festival Marketplace. Once aboard, families
were entertained by the ODU Pep Band while viewing
the scenic shoreline.
by K. Hines & S. Windisch
BETH Cooley, Denise Bolos, Tekako Akagagi, sing and clap to the
Pep Band music. Photo by C. Johnson
FAMILIES enjoyed time together as well as the beautiful weather.
Photo by C. Johnson

PARENTS Weekend ended with a wonderful cruise.
Photo by C. Johnson
FAMILIES are entertained by the fabulous ODU Pep
Band. Photo by C. Johnson
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MICHELLE Terry awards the big winners with ODU gifts. Photo by B.
Domanski

KEN Masters is the host of the evening. Photo by B. Domanski

“I raise you $500.00” Photo by B. Domanski
RICH and famous gamblers of the evening are Abbie
Meitzer and Joe Pauldine. Photo by C. Johnson
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Something 80’s Style!

TIE-DYE Tees are hot items making a come back in college
wardrobes. Dawn Carter browses for her favorite style.

VERONICA Wilder and Harold Ballen tote their books via back pack and
duffel bag.

BACKPACK meets the outback in a new twist sported by Michael Wingfield
discussing class with Billy Wilton.
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SLEEK stretch pants, longer skirts, big
tops and flats are the main look, as Linnea
Heide and Keeley McDonald know.
DAN Levesque is right in style with his flattop. Pal Travis DuBois goes for
the clean short look.

WHAT’S in at ODU? Anything and Every
thing students feel is different. Spuds
McKenzie, Bad Dog University, and Dino
saurs are some of the animals that are mak
ing a hit this year. Along with hot colors and
retro 60’s look, other fads and styles make
their debut on the ODU campus.

BOX tops are a new rage. Jerry Spivey
combines his with the ever popular Reebpks.
Photos by J. Fisher
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. . . Some ways to get around
How do students get around on Campus? Well, beside the
traditional way of walking and running. ODU students have
found new ways such as, skateboarding, bicycling, and possi
bly catching a backseat or handle bar ride on a bike. The
disabled students also have the benefit of getting picked up by
the E-Z Go Carts supplied by the University, which is their way
of getting around.
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MAKING unicycling look easy, Jeffrey Rodgers balances with skill.

Just peddling around
you been walking down the sidewalk not pay
Have
ing attention to anything around you when sud

DON MacDonnell gets around by getting a lift from Camilo Ramirez.

denly you do a double-take of a guy on a single
wheel? It’s one thing to avoid all the bikes on this
campus, but unicycles? ODU has two unicycle riders:
Dan Harvey and Jeff Rodgers. Harvey, who has lived
in Virginia Beach most of his life, has been riding two
and a half years. Mastering the sport in just a couple
of hours, he has been riding ever since. He thinks his
unicycle is a great means of transportation and is
very practical. “ Nobody will probably believe this, but
it’s a lot safer than a bike. If you know your going to
wreck on a bike, there’s a good chance you’re going
down. On a unicycle, you can jump off without killing
yourself on any handle bars,” he said.
Rodgers is using his talent for something other
than practical purposes. He has done fundraisers
since he started at the age of eleven. Some include
toxic waste, cancer, and his favorite cause, the
S.RC.A. “ Unicycling” is much more than tricks and
fun, and even more than a practical way of getting
around.
by Chris Allan

SKATEBOARDS, bicycles and feet are the way to get around.
W ENDY Farnham goes to pick up disabled students to get around.
LOCKING his bike before class, Chris Parker ensures his way to get
around will still be there.
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The Oyster
Bowl
ODU doesn’t have a football team,
A lthough
one of the hottest social events is the annual
Oyster Bowl, sponsored by the Shriners Club.
Each year the game is put on to raise money for
charity. This Year the big game kicked-off at
Foreman Field with VMI pitted against William
and Mary.
Halftime was one highlight of the bowl when
Sigma Nu stormed the field with their Greek
banner held high. Clowns, marching bands and
cheerleaders all added to the excitment of the
game and kept the Oyster Bowl spirit racing.
by K. Hines

WILLIAM and Mary make a break for
a touchdown. Photo by C. Johnson
CHEERLEADERS from William and
Mary show their spirit as their team
go for a win. Photo by C. Johnson
“DOWN, Set, 35 Left Hut!

14 STUDENT LIFE

VMI cadets support their team by donning their uniforms.
Photo by C. Johnson
VMI cheerleaders form a pyramid to pysc the crowd up.
Photo by C. Johnson
VMI runs for the goal line. Photo by C. Johnson

THE marching band of VMI plays to,
and dazzles the crowd. Photo by C.
Johnson
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back when “ main street” meant a place
Remember
where you could find anything you wanted? it still
means that each fall on the ODU campus; Mainstreet is
an annual event for every organization to show their
stuff, and everyone gets to see what they have to offer.
This year at Mainstreet students and faculty browsed
among more than 90 tables in sweltering heat to get free
goodies, sign up for clubs and generally see what a
variety of activities ODU has to offer.
Some freebies included cake provided by the Student
Senate, cups from the University Auxiliary Services,
welcome packs from E.S.C.A.P.E. and information from
various organizations.
Other items were sold by groups. The Ski Club sold
“ powder hound” tee-shirts, while the Laureate market
ed the new edition for the first time.
Of the student organizations present many brought
their whole organization to Mainstreet; among these
WODU went on the air live from Webb Mall, between
other live preformances. Other groups who staged ac
tivities were the Karate Club, the ODU Dance Team and
the cheerleaders.
Despite the rain delay and the scorching tempera
tures of the day, Mainstreet still drew a crowd.

BALLOONS, singing and clapping marked the crowd of
mainstreet. Photo by B. Domanski
ODU cheerleaders kept the spirit of the crowd at attention.
Photo by C. Johnson
ALPHA Phi Alpha brothers Kevin McNeal and Darryl Cheaton showed their greek spirit, while enjoying the hot weath
er. Photo by Marc Banks
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H IG H -K IC K IN ’ Donna Daubert
d e m o n s tra te d M a r tia l A rts
moves with Jeff Walker. Photo by
B. Domanski

HELPING the army band out, Big Blue expands his musical horizons.
Photo by C. Johnson
BROWSING around and having fun in the sun was a big part of mainstreet. Photo by M. Banks
ESCAPE— Enthusiastic Students Coordinating Athletic Participation
Events grab attention by handing out welcome packs by Sandi Phillips
and Dawn Garmon. Photo by M. Banks

CAM
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WAITING for buses seems like a constant job for George Delpozz and Dean Elforsi.

Flock to Class;
the rest
nest on campus!
lA l h a t is a commuter? The commuter, a rare species of bird known
” * as the off- campus student, is known to inhabit the campus area
of Hampton Boulevard and 49th Street between the hours of midnight
and midnight exclusively.
Actually, there are a number of species of commuter birds available
for indiscriminate viewing. The first of these strange birds to come to
mind is the Droopy-Feathered Early Morning Riser. This unique fellow
stumbles from the nest at around 5:00 am and fumbles around in
search of hot liquids loaded with caffeine for the long — or perhaps
not so long — journey to the campus. Upon arrival at the halls of
academe, the Early Morning Riser joins his cousins, the Late Night
Partiers, in a usually futile attempt to stock their gray cells with
enough “ go juice” to survive those fearsome 8:00 am classes.
A second species of commuter bird is the Wired-Up Wishful Think
er, who flaps onto campus with only 15 minutes before class, and
lives in constant hope that a parking place will miraculously appear
just three steps from Webb Center. He, too, has a weird cousin known
as the Impossible Dream Bird, who also lives in hope and fervent
belief that all the dormitory resident birds will someday decide to
consume their noonday meals in their “ nests” rather than the Webb
cafeteria, thus leaving him the possibility of gaining nutrition and
getting to a 1:00 class on time.
The final species of commuter is the Rapidly-Aging, Bespectacled
Owlish bird. This one does not appear in his campus habitat until after
sunset. Struggling to feed the ever-growing national debt, this bird is
only able to take pause for learning in the late-night hours. He lives in
hope that he will, one day, find that his daytime cousins have left him
just a little java and some change in the change machines.
In reality, the commuting student does not fit any real pattern.
There are all ages and backgrounds; there are traditional and nontraditional fields of study and all points of the compass are included in
the commuter student. There are returning adults, working toward
the degree they didn’t complete in their youth. There are military men
and women, who are studying for degrees as well as professional
advancement, and there are the traditional students, who may be
living at home or off-campus to save money.
They are, indeed, not such rare breed — and a welcome part of the
ODU family!
by Cheryl McAllister
CRUISING for parking spots is the number one activity for many commuters.
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JUGGLING pins during part of his performance, Doug Morrison
assured the audience later that his machete was “all part of the
act.”

Talent celebrates . . .

BLACK
HISTORY
MONTH
at its best was found at the Black History
Entertainment
Month Talent Show on February 12,1988. Its purpose was
to celebrate the cultural history of the black race during Black
History month. Darrel Johnston, President of Fellowship of Mi
nority Engineers and Scientists, was the MC for the show, spon
sored by Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity. There were about 13 acts
including singers, dancers and a comedian/juggler. The partici
pants were from the university and the community.
First place went to the “ Reebok Kids” — three young talent
ed dancers. Second place went to the ‘‘Ebony Impact” — Male
Quartet, and a woman from the ‘‘Ebony Impact” took home third
place. The judges were Mindy Sopher, Coordinator for Greek
Affairs, Joseph Wiggins, Chapter Advisor for Kappa Alpha Psi,
and Sharon La Forgia, Member of Greek Issues Committee. The
enthusiasm of the crowd was proof of the great talent pos
sessed buy all who performed.
by C. Joynes

SINGING “Saving All My Love for You” won 3rd place for Sabrina Hendrix.
All Photos by K. Welliver
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FIRST Place Dancers, The Reebok Kids; Stephanie Mathews,
13, Yusef Mathews, 10 and Leslie
Goodman, 13 show their winning
style.
ENJOYING the show, Petrina
Wormly and Cassandra Vann are
enthusiastic with their applause.
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JOHN PETERSON asked, “Does anyone know the school song?
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,RMS loaded with T-shirts Hal Vought takes the Bonehakers show into the audience. Door prizes, Senior giveways as well as t-shirts, tumblers and frisbees made Exam
a m a fe s tiv e event.
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PO P U LA R group the “ B o n esh ake rs,”
made the festivities a lively jam for many
ODU students.
ENJOYING the Jam, students Jill Yang and
Kellie Yang and Steve Palmer socialize with
Father Francis of the ODU Catholic minis
try. Photos by C. Johnson

Activities Council (SAC) presented “ Exam
T heJamStudent
Before You Cram” on the first spring semester
reading day, Wednesday, April 27 from three to six p.m.
Tickets were free to Old Dominion University students,
who gladly supported SAC by attending the Boneshakers
Concert. Webb Center lawn was packed with students
standing, sitting, playing frisbee, soccer, hackeysack and
numerous other recreational activities. Chris Johnson
commented, “ It was great when the lead singer, Hal
Vought walked around the audience involving the crowd
and their pets in the show.”
WATCHING from both directions Amy Molleen and Charlotte Ramey
looked to see what’s happenin’ at the Jam. Photo by C. Johnson

MINGLING, eating and relaxing were the main
activities during the Jam, and students took
great advantage of the opportunity.
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Some Are Ex-Students, Some Are Not;

The Alumni Serve
rH B STÜDENT alumni
ASSOCIATE
t™COFFEE
rcc WD DONUTS!
FREE

information on stude

ÎH E O LD OfflCnM ttffiiSSTY 4UM ASSCCXK

PRESIDENT of the Young Alumni Council for ’88-’89,
Tom Cook (extreme right) and other Young Alumni
seem to be jumping for joy as they begin careers in
the “real world.”

SERVICES are provided for students by the Student Affairs Commit
tee. Here Susan Stewart and other committee members encourage
donut consumption.

Alumni Association is one of the university’s most valuable assets.The Association works to
T hepromote
the interests of the university and to establish and sustain a mutually beneficial relationship
between the university and its alumni. The Alumni Relations Office helps parents, students and alumni stay
informed It keeps everyone interested and involved through programs, services and publications.
Serving as a link between former, current and future students, the Association sponsors many programs
such as exam week Survival Kits, Outstanding Scholar awards, Student Athlete awards to graduating
seniors, the alumni career advising network, scholarships for entering freshmen, and class reunions. Once
the football program is in place, the Association plans to play a major role in Homecoming, an event which
will involve the entire university community.
Thirty-five members make up the governing board. It was founded in 1933 and is still made up of
dedicated alumni who are directly involved in Old Dominion. One must be nominated to run for office and
elected by the Board of Directors. The Board has legislative interests, one of which includes lobbying
government officials in Richmond for state money to be allotted to our school.
In an interview with the Alumni Director, Gordon McDougall, it was evident that a group as active as the
Alumni Association has influence in the University. They are aware that in protecting and improving the
University, both present students and alumni benefit.
As students grow and change it is exciting to see the University do the same. Energy and enthusiasm
generated by the Alumni is motivating; the Alumni contribute time, money and talent because they know it
is a worthy investment as ODU flourishes.
1
by Heidi Shiner
All photos courtesy o f Bob Flrek
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R E UN IO NS are one of the
functions of the Alumni Asso
c ia tio n th a t m ost p e o p le
know about. Here Big Blue
joins his predecessor, the Wil
liam and Mary Chief, for the
Class of ’62 reunion.

CLOWNING around at the Step Show are Gordon McDougall, Direc
tor of Alumni Relations, and some friends. Involvement is the key to
the Association’s success.

CELEBRITY Alumnus Tommy Newsoms (’48) of NBC’s “To
night Show” , recently met students at commencement
ceremonies. Continued support marks outstanding alumni.
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TRAINING is a daily routine for Navy
Gl’s. Photo by John Ling
OPEN house is for the public to sightsee
on the USS Iowa. Photo by Mike Bell
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Military in Hampton Roads
1980’s have been the age of Iron Eagle, Rambo, Top Gun, Platoon and Bomb Iran!
TheEverywhere
we turn we see militaristic images. From the protests of the 60’s we have gone to

e n t e r t a in m e n t

¡s one job of the

military you don’t usually consider.
Photo by Caroline Deiacruz
m il it a r y presence is everywhereeven at Norfolk’s Waterside marketplace. Photo by Juiene Fisher

from Hampton Roads Bridge
looking past a coal collier towards
the USS Roosevelt and Norfolk Na
val Base on the horizon. Photo by
John Ling
v ie w

celebrating the militant.
Are you a hawk? Or a dove? No matter what your attitude is about the military, their presence
undeniably gives this area a unique flavor. Unlike some towns with a few recruiters, uniforms of
all branches are a common sight on the streets here.
Some of us may not even realize how much the military colors our community until we stop
and try to imagine them gone. Direct economic influences are recognized; of course with no
military here, there would be less people buying houses, groceries and haircuts! But, we are also
effected by attitudes they bring from around the world. “ Foreign brides” are not the only exotic
import. Many military members have travelled to far away places. They bring awareness of
cultural differences in food, dress and customs. Perhaps some of our best restaurants owe a tip
of the hat to the broadening of Virginia’s tastes by European, Oriental and Mediterranean
influences.
Let’s not forget foreign influences from a little closer to home. In spite of the world travelled
image we may have of Uncle Sam’s soldiers, some of them never leave the good oP U.S.A. But,
you can bet those that come all the way from California or Maine to Hampton Roads, make an
impact on us. Even the mainland military members help make this a more cosmopolitan area with
an exciting variety of accents and lifestyles.
It’s a fact that buisnesses flock to where the markets are. As one of the largest ports on the
east coast, we already enjoy civilian enterprise. The strategic importance of the Chesapeake
Bay insures there will always be a focused military attention here. Support buisnesses such as
shipbuilding and drydock facilities, petroleum imports and scientific research and deveplopment
all will continue to add commerce to our thriving region, thanks to military encouragement.
We are some what more aware of the historical aspects of our military neighbors. This region
¡s especially rich in such patriotic sites as Yorktown Battlefield, Colonial Williamsburg and Fort
Monroe. Only a few years ago Ft. Monroe was scheduled to be closed, but its historical import a n c e w g s u n jq u e )t startec| as one wooden pier to help the early colonies receive supplies; it
ended up the largest stone fortress built in the U.S.A. Now it still stands as a historical tour site,
and a|s0 part 0f an active military facility.
g 0 yOU gee — the mj|jtary part of our community contributes more than just big boats to our
horizons; they actually contribute to our future.
by Juiene Fisher
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B.S.U. Rocks With

TH E
BLOCK
BASH
ENJOYING dance music is Father Francis, Karen Carpenter and friends.

you wondering what a Big Blue Block Bash is? This is an annual
A redance
for all of the campus religious organizations held at the Bap
tist Student Union. This year it was once again a night filled with fun and
excitement!
Denominations do not separate on the dance floor, but socialize to
gether, so everyone felt at ease in the potpouri of religious affiliation.
There was plenty of food and conversation. It was interesting to see a
Baptist talking to a Catholic and a Presbyterian dancing with Methodist.
That is the way it should be. All religious organizations were represent
ed, and all agreed the evening was a success, and look forward to future
interdenominational activities.
by C. Joynes
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SOME had to take time out for a breather and
refreshments.
LOTS of dancing and a chance to meet new
friends insured the success of the Big Blue Block
Bash.

. - -»«-Æ

LOCATED close to campus, BSU sponsors many activi
ties.
W HETHER dancin’ or just hanging out, everybody had a
great time.
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Find a group and join the . . .

RUSH
many students the adjustments of living away from
Forhome,
coupled with an intense academic atmosphere can
be overwhelming. Activities such as “ Rush” sponsored by
the Greek Sororities and Fraternities can help in easing the
pains of home sickness and anxieties of college life by provid
ing oppurtunities to meet new people. According to Ann Mur
phy of Tau Beta Pi Sorority, “ my sorority sisters helped to
make ODU life more of a home away from home-so classes,
study time, and even meeting hundreds of strangers at par
ties didn’t seem so scary after all.
The Greeks serve many purposes to the students who join
and can be the best friends one may ever have. They help in
making school less boring and also help you to solve school
related problems, roommate problems and even love affairs.
Good times are sure to be had by all who join a Greek Group
and they can expect to mature and share a bond of friendship.
by C. Spanoulis
DARE to be in our Frat, says Harry Teromya, Scott Daniels and their daring
dangerous dinosaur.
RUSHEES get advice from Anne Paisley their Rush Counselor (Rho Chi).

FUN and games are one way to welcome the rushees for sorority member
Trish Rabbit.
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ADVERTISING at Mainstreet for Chi Omega, April
Brinn shares her collection of vaulable Greek keep
sakes.
C O S TU M E parties are another way Chi Omega Jen
nifer Fitzgibbon, Alana Mateling, Brenda Jones and
Roxanne Schwartz welcomes and advertises their
sorority name to the rushees.

SHOWING the original Frat initiation paddle and several trophies Curtis Bronder
and Scott Thatcher promote the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity to the rushees. Pho
tos By C. Johnson
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ALCOHOL
AWARENESS
Oct. 16th the S tudent
Friday,
Health Center kicked-off Alcohol
Awareness Week by having the Oc
tober Beerfast. The contest was for
all clubs, groups and staff to fast of
any alcohol for the whole weekend
and carried through to Monday
where the non-alcoholic bar was set
up in Webb Lobby. Bartenders fixed
samples of different flavored drinks,
resembling the real thing. Booths
were set-up by various organizations
such as Alcoholics Anonymous and
Maryview Psychiatric Hospital.
by K. Hines

GIVE me a double please.”
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BARTENDER David Ponds hands out a non-alcoholic beer at the popular tasting bar. Photo
by C. Parker

BIG Blue participates in exercising against drunk
drivers with the ODU aerobic instructors Sherri
Hensley, Beth Moyer, Vicki Van Dan, and Jennifer
Lauchnor (not pictured). Photo by C. Parker

ODU students test their drug IQ at one of the display tables. Photo
by C. Parker
MANY students enjoy sampling non-alcoholic cocktails in Webb—
Drink Up! Photo by C. Parker
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«<T rick or Treat” is a thing of the past for most ODU students. However that doesn’t mean
■ they can’t dress up and have a ghouling good time.
Partygoers wore such orginal costumes as toilet bowls, boy scouts, girl scouts, Santa
Claus, Domino’s Pizza Noids, Ollie North and seasonal favorites of ghosts and goblins.
A “ real” ghost in Rogers Hall which has been named Eugene by the residents failed to show
on its special night. Perhaps it was visiting special friends at Wells Theatre or some of the
many mansions on the Portsmouth Ghostwalk.
There was plenty of fun to be had on All Hallows Eve; Sigma Nu/Delta Zeta provided their
own haunted house. A local radio station, Magic 92, held a costume party at the Chesapeake
Ballroom of the Holiday Inn while Town Point Park threw a Wizard’s Ball.
Students who didn’t want to travel far had a variety of parties to choose from on campus, as
well as at the near by clubs.
by K. Hines
CREATURES from space and creatures from our imagination come to life, stalking the streets in search of souls to
scare on All Hallow’s Eve. Photos by C. Johnson
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Black History
Celebration
Black History Month is a celebration of twenty-eight days set aside each year to showcase the
black race. It is a time to reflect on the victories past, and to remember people like Frederick
Douglass, Harriet Tubman, and the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who never gave up the
dream of freedom. February is the time we gather together and reflect on their dreams, and how
they are being carried on through present day crusaders like the Reverend Jesse Jackson,
Shirley Chisholm, Andrew Young, and the thousands of young blacks in college today.
Here at Old Dominion University, the black students sponsor events throughout the month. Iri
conjunction with the University’s acknowledgement of Dr. Martin Luther King’s birthday, Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., the brotherhood to which King is a member, sponsors an old-fashioned
freedom march from Webb Center to the ceremony at the Mills Godwin Building.
Many plans are made for this 28 day tribute to black culture because it is not only a celebration
for blacks, it is a celebration and an education for all. “ We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal.” The celebrating of Black History Month is a testament to that
fact, and by this decree, everyone is invited to join in the celebration. Here at Old Dominion
University, we too as black students, have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American
dream. The celebration of Black History month is a celebration of freedom, and we want the
echo of freedom to resound in all communities. We at Old Dominion University truly believe, that
through the celebration and understanding of Black History Month, we shall all overcome
someday.
by Alton Jacinto Harris (Jay)
“TH E Precious Gems” , sponsored
by Opal Bazemore Dance Company
dazzle the audience at the 10th An
nual Brotherhood Dinner.
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Black History Month was celebrated
T heby the
10th Annual Brotherhood Dinner
on November 15th at Webb and was carried
out by the theme “ United in the struggle for
Excellence.” The NAACP, the SDBC, Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, and Fellowship of Minor
ity Engineers and Scientists were thanked a
great deal for their planning and coordina
tion.

TH E Ebony Im pact Gospel Choir
thrilled the audience with their mag
nificent singing.
CAROLYN Bell the Vice President
for Development of Community Re
lations at Norfolk S ta te w as the
Guest Speaker for the afternoon.
TH E audience is dazzled by Black
Local Talent Inc. who presented the
play “ Pieces of a Dream” . Photos by
C. Johnson
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HANDICAPPED
AWARENESS DAY
Thomas remembers when she was a student at ODU and Chanler Hall had no
Janelevators.
She had to struggle against traffic to get to class, and that 10 minute

44

I think this is a
gre at idea the only
thing I do n’t like is
when people say . . .
they wish they could
ride in a wheelchair everyday. It makes me
mad for them to think
it’s fun every day of
your life. Elaine Gard
ner fcfc
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interval between classes was all too short. She is very much excited about Handicapped Awareness Day. You see, Jan Thomas was born with no hip sockets and has
degenerative arthritis, and many people are not aware of the problems Jan and
people like her have to deal with every day of their lives.
National Handicapped Awareness Week was an opportunity for people to learn
more about those problems. The Student Senate sponsored a Handicapped Aware
ness Day on October 16, and students, faculty, and administrators were welcome to
participate by role-playing a disability during their normal activities that day.
“ Its very difficult for non-disabled people to comprehend the difficulties we face in
day to day life,” Jan told me. “ Doors are heavy; they were built with the able-bodied in
mind. Role-playing can help people understand such things.” But Jan also cautioned,
“ You can’t get a concept in one day. It’s just not the same.” She quickly added,
though, that “ You will get enough of an idea to make you think, to make you experi
ence what it is like to not be able to see the numbers on the phone or to not have an
elevator.”
Jan feels that Handicapped Awareness Day will also help to inform people about
the need for proper facilities for the handicapped. But most of all, it will make people
more sensitive to the little things disabled people face. If they see someone strug
gling, they might be more likely to lend a hand. And that’s what counts, human beings
including other human beings in their lives, regardless of the condition of their bodies.
by Doug Morrison
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ADJUSTING to the feel of a wheelchair is strange.
WHEELCHAIRS await students who are interested in finding out what it
is like to be in one.

STU D ENTS learn from each other on Handi
capp Awareness Day.
GOING down a ramp isn t as easy as it seems
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A sk any ODU student what their favorite hob# "\b y is and the reply will be the same, sleep
ing!! Regardless of what age, sex or major a
student may be, all share the problem of finding
time to rest.
Demanding academic schedules consume
much of the students’ time, and homework only
adds to the problem. English majors and Engi
neering majors alikp can confess to catching a
few winks in the library when they’re supposed
to be studying.
Many students also complain of time con
straints. Traffic back-ups and tunnel congestion
often restrict them to ODU’s campus, forcing
them to catch a few Z’s in Webb Center instead,
if Webb is too crowded, classroom desks (much
to the dismay of many professors) are popular
locations as well!
Aside from simply relieving the exhaustion of
studying, sleeping does of course allow for an
other great hobby, dreaming — of graduation
perhaps?
by K.A. Costello
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Pharmacy, well-known by the ODU student body Is located on Hampton Boulevard across from the Webb
Gray’s
Lawn. It is a small store by today’s standards, yet it has something the larger places don’t; it has an atmosphere
the modern drug store doesn’t. It has a nostalgic charm.
The narrow aisles, the shelves bursting with greeting cards, candy, school supplies, cosmetics, books, magazines
and of course medicines are all part of it’s charm. All these things make Gray’s a cozy spot to dine. It is a warm and in
viting place.
Before Webb was built Gray’s was a favorite meeting place for students because it, complete with a lunch counter,
was a convenient place in which to meet.
Helen, who has worked at Gray’s for sixteen years has seen many students fall in love, get married, move away and
move back again with their children. She feels that today’s students don’t differ from students of twenty years ago and
she enjoys watching students grow-up.
Gray’s provides special services like daily deliveries of prescriptions and check cashing for students.
The lunch counter, which is a 1950’s vintage, has been part of the store since it opened. Many students and faculty
eat lunch,as well as other meals there. The only things that have really changed over the years are the prices.
The lunch counter is owned separately and leased out by Gray’s. Gray’s has changed owners since it was first
established.
Helen says that people frequenting Gray’s are considered clientele rather than customers, and she enjoys catering
to the university body.
The food is cooked individually and nothing is pre-packaged or put in a microwave.
Walk into Gray’s and you’re bound to find many regulars. It is a lovely place to meet your friends for coffee or a coke
and chat.
SERVING lunch from an old-fashioned soda counter, Willie Walters greets hungry
clientele with a smile. Photo by C. Johnson

STANDING among the store merchandise, Martha Banks
takes inventory at Gray’s. Photo by C. Johnson

TAKING a break from studying, Charlie Grant, Peter Quinn,
Susan Bucci, Marina Lazzara enjoy an afternoon at Gray’s.
Photo by C. Johnson

STOPPING for a quick drink, Sherri
Smith and Mellody Encarnación discuss
weekend plans. Photo by C. Johnson
SITTIN G in the street-side dining area
of Gray’s, clientele take a break from the
business world. Photo by C. Johnson
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EXAM

m?
“FRIENDS” help Ann Maniglin during a long study
session. Photo by C. Johnson
SHANNON Moylen manages to study and still en
joy a beautiful day. Photo by C. Johnson
FOR students like Cathy Marone, Powhatan
Apartments are home, and a great place to study.
Photo by C. Johnson
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PANIC!
do you think of when someone says exam week? Some
What
think of the final reward of a month vacation, others think of
graduating (those who are lucky enough to see the last exam week
of their college career) and yet others think of the endless supply of
caffeine, candy bars and pizzas they will need to make it through
the next six days. The thing most often thought of around exam
time is PRESSURE!
Many students try to learn a semester’s worth of work in a two or
three day period. With some exams being 40% of a final course
grade, students try to make-up for a bad grade by “ acing” the final!
Others just try to pass the exam in order to pass the course.
But how does one find time and the right atmosphere to study for
finals? Some students put studying off until the night before the
exam, while others (probably few) begin to study early. In Mid-Rise,
Rogers and Gresham mandatory 24-hour quiet hours begin’s three
days before exams and contiune until the end of exams. In the
dorms if the quiet hour policy was broken, automatic resident hall
probation was the result. This was used to control the noise and
create an atomosphere conducive to studying.
Many students received survival kits from home which contained
a free-pizza coupon for Domino’s, candy, Slim Jims, and most
importantly— aspirin. The dorms also provided free donuts and
coffee each night from 8 to 10 p.m.
by B. Roper

UNLESS you're clever like Marissa Cachero, finding a quiet place to
study can sometimes be difficult. Photo by C. Johnson

SENIOR Sandi Carver finds the sun conducive to studying. Photo by B.
Domanski
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TH E Virginia Beach Neptune Festival fea
tures a sand sculpture contest which at
tracts national artists. Photo by Marc
Banks
CONSIDERING some students see the At
lantic Ocean for the first time; Virginia
Beach sunrises are an added bonus. Photo
by C. Johnson

AROMAS of open pit beef sandwiches entice sunbathers and
tourists in for lunch. Photo by C. Johnson
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Something Every Beach Scene Has . . .

Surf, Sand, & Sun
are you most likely to find stu
Where
dents on a hot, sunny day when
there are no classes or they just think
there are no classes? Answer: the
beach!
Virginia Beach is one of the “ hottest”
spots during the first few weeks of fall
semester and the end of spring semes
ter. Some enjoy just soaking-up the
sun, while others like to try their hand at
the surf.
ODU’s sun worshippers are often
found at the college hot spot, 86th
street. Volleyball, softball and frisbee
are favorite sports played on the beach.
Boogie boards have been spotted in the
hands of many beachgoers and even
bobbing about the surf without owners.
There are even some who attempt to
study while tanning, but usually end up
with sand in EVERYTHING or falling
asleep. Most of the time students kill
two birds with one stone by working on
their tan and sleep at the same time.
Those are the students who look like
the lobsters served at Phillip’s Restau
rant.
Anyway you look at it surf, sand and
sun are favorite “ courses” of ODU stu
dents.
by B. Roper

I

“BAKING to a brown” isn’t the only thing to do at the beach; students also enjoy volleyball and
hanging-out with friends. Photos by C. Johnson
■•. BUT Barty MacCormack, Shawn Windisch and John Ling don’t end the fun when the sun
goes down. Photo by C. Johnson
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PARKING is always a problem; good luck finding a space!

the deal here at ODU? We cars really get a bum wrap,
What’s
having to start-up at 7 A.M., drive 20 minutes through
tunnel traffic just to get parked in mud because there are no
spaces left. On top of that, we get less to drink because of stupid
decal prices. I bet my insurance costs less than a semester
parking sticker! And those %&*$#* tickets, every time I turn
around I have another ticket stuck on my forehead. If the ODU
police don’t get you the Norfolk ones will. And the traffic trying
to get out of here at 3 P.M., well I almost hit this cute little RX7
because some Volkswagen dodged in front of me.
ODU’s parking lots are nothing to sing about either. The other
day I hit a pothole the size of Hampton Coliseum. Where does
the money for tickets and decals go? I’m sure some could find its
way to the repair budget.
You know it’s terrible, the things we go through being cars; the
worst is being parked from 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. with no one to talk to.
It never fails, I’m always parked next to some idiot Rabbit or
heaven forbid a Plymouth! Whoever said college was great; it
couldn’t have been a car!
by B. Roper
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Something Old

Torn Down

INSTALLING new lines
for new phone system,
C & P is supervised by
Universtiy Project In
spector James Pethal.
Photo by F. Copeland

t i f \ onstruction” is the word around campus these days. The
O Webb Center addition and renovation project headed by
Jack Zwicker, the Assistant Director of Architectural Services,
says that “ construction should begin January of 1989 and will
take 20-24 months to complete.”
The project will consist of a 2-story addition to the front part
of Webb and a campus meeting center along with various modi
fications to the Copy Center, the Credit Union, and the second
floor.
The architects envision a mini-mall concept that would house
numerous retail shops and a new cafe to replace the Rathskel
ler. This mall will link the old Webb Center to the new 2-story
additions on both sides. The second floor will hold various stu
dent services and organizations including a Computer Center,
Academic Advising, the Health Center, the Woman’s Center, the
Orientation Office, the Center for Major Exploration and many
others.
The new construction will cover 88,664 square feet and the
renovation space will be over 23,400 square feet. It is estimated
that the Webb Center addition and expansion will cost 7.7 mil
lion dollars to finish.
by C. Joynes
PARKING at BAL is now being taken up by a new type of automobile, due to
construction of the parking lot. Photo by J. Fisher
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Something New

Going Up
in the world are they doing to our parking
What
spaces in Webb Center parking lot — what
few $50 parking spaces we do have? Well, they,
the ODU architects and Physical Plant Engineers
are breaking ground for Phase 1 of the New Fine
Arts Building. All that disturbing and monotonous
noise during spring semester resulted in the foun
dation pilings being laid.
It is predicted that the construction will start the
first of August and take one and a half years to
complete. Phase 1 will cost an estimated 5.5-6 mil
lion dollars. According to the Project Manager,
Dick Pancoast, the Fine Arts Building will be a twostory brick/limestone exterior finish. On the first
floor, there will be three dance studios, an art li
brary, a media room, a band orchestra rehearsal
room and other classrooms, practice rooms and
office space. But the biggest feature will be the
Recital Hall. The second floor will contain an elec
tric piano lab, and electronic music room, various
studios for voice and instruments, and many other
essential spaces for learning.
It’s exciting to see a project like this actually
becoming a reality for the Fine Arts department.
The kind of talent found IftODU students needs to
be encouraged and developed and the Fine Arts
Building Phase 1 is a major step in accomplishing
just that.
Over the next ten to fifteen years as the funding
is approved, there will be two other phases of the
building. So everybody look forward to more dis
turbing noise due to further construction for the
good of our future “ fine artists.”
by C. Joynes
WHAT parking lot, ODU students are asking? Con
struction for the new Phase I of the Fine Arts build
ings is happening. Photo By F. Copeland
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SNOW bunnies and racing buffs alike look for
ward to a break in early spring, when they can
take advantage of the last ski days, and the cheap
rates. Photos by C. Johnson

MASSANUTTEN is close by and usually has snow well Into March. Photo by C. Johnson

RELAXING in the tropics Stuart Grogran enjoys the balmy temperatures.

Break came early this year — March! And al
Spring
though it’s a traditional party time at the beach, for
some ODU students a cold-weather retreat seemed
more in order. Norfolk is close enough to the mountains
and close enough to shore that spring break can hardly
be the same for everyone.
Trips to Ft. Lauderdale and The Massanutten were
advertised as early as December and some were
booked as early as January. They had the options to
ride, drive or fly to get them to their destinations. Six
nights and seven days at hotel accommodations, close
to the beach or the slopes at a low, low rate ranging from
$300 to $500, included all nite pool parties, games, or
free lift tickets and beginning ski lessons. Other exciting
options were included for an additional price, depending
which package deal you chose.
Although students had the option of flying down the
slopes or floating across the waves, some chose to just
- -go hom^ a ad-diyiw t: aid fi|h}oned vacatibn o£Jus|
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SPLASHING In the surf somewhere warm is surf
ers number one priority over spring break. Photo
by d. Johnson

WORKING on a corn nutrient analysis experiment, Mark
Gray earns high regards from other botany lab students
Linda Davis and John Troyer. Photo by C. Johnson
MEETINGS wilj always be a part of student academics, and
serve as a vital part of all campus organizations. Photo by J.
Ling

STUDYING for that next exam or yesterday’s homework
assignment is an essential part of the day for Andrea Mohammadi and Melody Curtis. Photo by J. Ling
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To Some Degree. . . whether you are
here for a Bachelors, Masters, Ph.D
or just to further your education
w e’re all here for some degree, but
that’s not all academics has to offer.
Aside from textbooks and long lec
tures, students have an opportunity
to learn outside the classroom too.
Many clubs and academic depart
ments schedule speakers from all
over the country to speak on specific
topics, such as the Fine Arts and
English departments, while others
sponsor fairs and fun activities such
as the Engineering department.
So you see whether you are here
for biology or graphic design, here for
a semester or four years, as an ODU
student you are involved to some de
gree. by B. Roper
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10th Annual

Literary
Festival
are traditionally the hub of the academic world where scholars gather to share and exchange
Universities
information. In keeping with this tradition Old Dominions English Department hosted the tenth annual Literary
Festival featuring three Pulitzer prize winners, representing six universities, two magazines, and one newly
published novelist.
American poet and Pulitzer prize winner Galway Kinnell launched the festival on September 29th. A ten dollar
ticket donation was solicited to help benefit Old Dominion student activities and programs.
Pulitzer prize winners Donald Barthelme, a regular contributor to The New Yorker anti teacher at the University
of Houston, and poet Maxine Kumin, author of seven poetry books, were featrued during the five day festival.
Representing a small cross-section of American universities; six teachers and professors came to give speeches
and read from their latest work. Novelist Janet Burroway, co-director of the writing program at Florida State
University and publisher of six novels and British plays also read and gave a unique speech. Frandcois Camoin,
director of the creative writing program at the University of Utah and winner of the 1981 AWP Short Story
competition spoke on male/female relationships. Alf Mapp, Jr. read from his recently published Thomas Jefferson:
A Strange Case o f Mistaken Identity, which was a featured selection in the Book of the Month club. The University
of Denver was represented by their writing program director and faculty editor of the Denver Quarterly, David
Milofsky. David has published two novels, Playing From Memory and Eternal People.
Bringing lighthearted comedy, award winning poet and short story writer Albert Rioz read-form his work which
deals mainly in growing up as a Mexican-American in Nogales, Arizona. He is also the Director of Creative Writing
Program at the Arizona State University, and has one the Academy of American Poet’s Walt Whitman Award for
Whispering to Fool the Wind and the Western States Book Award for Fiction for The Iguana Killer. In addition, his
poems have been published in over 100 magazines.
The festival contributed to some of today’s novelists and inspired some of tomorrow’s writers.
by Shawn Windisch

AUTOGRAPHING his latest novels for fans, John Edgar Wideman smiles
proudly.
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OPENING the Literary Festival with a fundraiser, Gal
way Kinnell comments on his Pulitzer Prize-winning
poetry.

A
A STU DENT feels privileged as she gets an autograph from award winning novelist Louise
Edrich.

Featured Speaker from ODU

ALF MAPP
Mapp has been at Old Dominion since 1961. He has achieved the rank
AltofJ.eminent
Professor. This achievement is just one many laudable
achievements.
Professor Mapp teaches Engish, Journalism, and creative writing. He has
also taught history and western civilization. When asked why he likes to teach
he said “ I enjoy working with students and possibly acquainting them with
new authors and helping them succeed.”
This past year Professor Mapp was a featured lecturer at the Old Dominion
Literary Festival. The topic was his latest and quite possibly his best work so
far: Thomas Jefferson: A Strange Case o f Mistaken Identity.
He first became interested with Thomas Jefferson while he was a freshman
at William and Mary. The very fact that he was studying in the exact same
place that Jefferson had studied thoroughly piqued his interest in the late
president. After spending thirty years doing minor research and numerous
other things such as writing textbooks, over 800 articles for the New York
Times and other publications as well as five other books, he devoted four
years of intense research on Jefferson.
The astounding popularity of Thomas Jefferson has resulted in its being
named the ‘‘Best Book of 1987” and it was a featured selection for the Book
of the Month Club twice. It has also been published in England, France,
Belgium, and New Zealand. There are plans for publication in other countries
as well.
Professor Mapp has won numerous awards such as the Hampton Roads
Great Citizen Award 1987, Portsmouth Virginia Noteable Citizen Award 1987
and the Commonwealth of Virginia Cultural Laureate in 1981.
He has held offices in many historical societies as well as having been
Virginia Symphony Director in 1986-87 and he is now a trustee for that
institution.
by Margo Barvy
CAMPUS celebrity, professor Alf Mapp, autographs one of his best novels.
DURING an evening program, Donald Barthelme speaks
on one of his award-winning novels.
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ANSW ERING a question for Nancy Libert
or any other student is most enjoyable for
Chief Departmental Advisor Dan Wilson of
the English Dept.

Good Bye & Good Luck

Dan Wilson
e is a warm person; his eyes always seem to be smiling. His perpet
H
ual tan glows with energy, set off by his white hair. And for a man
about to retire, he is uncommonly hip. When I asked him for a quick
interview, he was hesitant. As he put it, “ no one wants to read about an
old fogey who’s retiring.” Dan Wilson however, is worth reading about.
As those who have had him as a professor or counselor know, this
native Virginian (from Suffolk) is one of those gems-of-a-teacher who is
truly involved with the students. For him, there is always time to talk to
a student. With his smooth Southern accent and calm lecturing style,
he is able to relate academics to the realities of life. His love of a subject
comes through along with his expertise, and he is entertaining. His wry
wit sometimes sneaks up on a class — but not often does it sneak by.
This is Wilson’s last semester as Chief Departmental Advisor (and a
professor) of the English department. He began teaching at ODU in
1949, after graduating from its parent school, William and Mary. Wilson
longed to teach Chaucer though. In two years he received a fellowship
to get his Ph.D at the University of Pennsylvania, but when he returned
to William and Mary he found they already had a Chaucer expert. So he
came back to ODU in 1955.
This campus was only an extension of William and Mary at the time.
Since then he has seen a lot of changes. When asked how the school
has changed he points to the wider variety of subjects offered and of
entirely new departments, such as the Oceanography Department; and
of course that the campus itself has expanded. As to the changes he
sees in students, Wilson says, “ they’re so much more worldly now
that’s for sure . . . and most of them are smarter, better prepared.”
The thing he has enjoyed the most about teaching at ODU is “ the
kids —absolutely. . . I hate to see them go. I’ve been to all the gradu
ations.” He adds that teaching has the “ advantages of being a parent
without the disadvantages.”
Wilson says he will miss the college atmosphere, especially the
students; “ they tend to keep you young,” he says with a smile. But he is
looking forward to opening his own antiques store and hopes to make
profitable his long-time hobby. I asked him finally if there was any thing
he would like to add. In his typical friendly drawl he answered, “ no,
except maybe tell everyone to buy the antiques!”
by J. Fisher
ADVISING students with English transfer credits is a task Dan Wilson can handle
with ease agrees Lee Cralp. All Photos by F. Copeland
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Who’s everywhere?

Judith Andre
Andre, Associate Professor of philosophy at Old Dominion Universi
Dr.tyJudith
is energetically involved in the goings on of the university. “ I think it is
important to tap the resources a campus offers; attend lectures, meet people
who have done important things with their lives. Being a part of organizations
will benefit both the institution and oneself. Involvement of professors and
students bridges the gap and creates a common ground, discussing a mutual
experience such as poetry reading would be a unifying experience for students
and faculty,” comments Dr. Andre.
Originally form Spokane, Washington, Andre attended Viterbo University in
Wisconsin for her bachelor then taught junior high school before receiving a
Ph.D from Michigan State. A philosophy professor at Old Dominion for the past
eight years, Dr. Andre teaches Intro to Philosophy, Buisness Ethics, Profession
al Ethics (an honor program) and upper division ethics courses. She is most
interested in the field of ethics, which is, “ emerging as a new interdisciplinary
field, especially in the United States, England, and Canada,” says Dr. Andre.
Ethics brings philosophers and practical professions in fields such as engineer
ing, law and medicine together to help one another understand the issues. Andre
has been involved with the Institute for Applied Ethics since she came to ODU
and has been a director the past three years. “ The group is becoming more well
known, vocal, and broad based, catering to students, faculty, and the communi
ty,” added Dr. Andre.
Andre helped begin the Norfolk Chapter of Amnesty International which is a
university and community wide organization. As president of the ODU chapter of
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), Andre has made it a
goal to revitalize the organization which gives university faculty a voice national
ly. One way in which the AAUP informs and protects professors is through their
newsletter which each faculty member receives.
Andre was the only Old Dominion University professor chosen to spend a one
year fellowship at Harvard University to study programs in ethics and the pro
fessions. She is excited about working with professors from around the country
and learning ways to help ODU’s department flourish. A future ambition of this
charismatic professor is to travel and see the world. For the present, Old Domin
ion is honored and indebted to this wonderful organizer, involver, and instructor
combined!
by Heidi Shiner
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PARTICIPATING at all levels, Dr. Andre helps Timothy Winchester
with a videotape.
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OCEANOGRAPHY

THE L inw o od H o lto n is a 65 ft. vessel owned by Old Domin
ion which students use for their labs and Graduate students
use for research.
TAKING water samples near the Elizabeth River on this 20
ft. boat, The P rivateer, is part of research done for the
oceanography classes.
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EACH HarborFest weekend Old Dominions Board of
Visitors goes out on the L inw o od H olton to celebrate.
THESE graduate students are doing a beach profile
on Cobb Island. Behind them is the 23 ft. boat, The
Sea Ox.

Dominion’s Oceanography Department is one of the largest in the
Oldcountry.
It’s divided into four major fields; physical oceanography,

Photos courtesy of the Oceanography Department

chemical oceanography, biological oceanography, and geological
oceanography. Oceanography offers a unique experence to students by
giving practical uses of the subject matter covered.
Oceanography is a popular course which approximately four hundred
students take per year to fulfill their general education science require
ments. Students in the freshman level spend two of their twelve labs on
location each semester. One is on the research vessel, The Linwood
Holton, where students use an echosounder, plankton nets, and devices
to take water and sedement samples and measure salinity. The other
lab is on the beach. Students measure the beach profile, study waves
and sand and wind. These activities utilize many skills learned in weekly
lab classes.
Oceanography is primarily a graduate program. In the upper level
courses there are about twenty undergraduate students and sixty grad
uate (masters and phd) students. The curriculum is designed to prepare
graduates for professional practice in the varied aspects of oceanogra
phy. Among the many course requirements, graduate students must
spend at least ten days of study aboard a ship. The Oceanography
Department runs the Barrier Island Field Station which is located in
Oyster, VA. Here graduate students and faculty participate in extensive
studies.
The rapid deliberate growth of the department over last twenty years
reflects the commitment of the goverment and the people of Virginia to
the program of marine studies. Success is partly due to the university’s
superb location. Norfolk is in the hub of the world’s largest harbor and is
regarded as a national leader in buisness and industry.
Expansion of building space and faculty size is still increasing. There
is one main oceanography building where classrooms, labs, and some
offices are located. Another smaller building houses more offices, and a
warehouse is being renovated for storage. The department has one
visiting, seventeen full time, and two research faculty members. Dr.
William Dunstan is the department head, Dr. George Wong is the Gradu
ate Program director for the phd’s. Dr. Ron Johnson is the graduate
program director, Chief department advisor, and informative interview
for this article.
by Heidi Shiner
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BEHIND the Womens Studies program 100% is Program Direc
tor Dr. Ellen Lewin and Program Support and Technician Gloria
Putman.

Women’s
Studies
Celebrates
10th Anniversary

LANDMARKS IN WOMEN’S STUDIES PROGRAM
1977- 78—Dr. Carolyn Rhodes establishes Women’s
Studies as an interdisciplinary field for teaching, re
search, and service with a pilot grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
1978— Dr. Nancy Topping Bazin becomes Director of
Women’s Studies in August.
1978—By November, the School of Arts and Letters
approves a 15-credit Women’s Studies Certificate.
1985— Dr. Bazin becomes Chairman of the English De
partment, and a nationwide search is begun to find a
new director.
1986— Dr. Ellen Lewin becomes Director of Women’s
Studies in the fall. Also, The Women’s Studies Lecture
Series is established, enabling the department to attract
well-known scholars and speakers.

The Women’s Studies program is designed to
* provide students with an understanding of
the roles, achievements, and experiences of
women
* explore the roots of sex-biased ideas and
practices in society and in academic disciplines
* develop feminist awareness that will both
eliminate distorted notions about women and
recognize women’s needs and contributions irf ;
society
* prepare students to serve society through
careers in such fields as counseling, education,
health, the arts, politics, and the media, while
providing them with an understanding of chang
ing trends and issues related to sex roles
■
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W OM EN ’S studies offers a variety of courses, under the direction of
Dr. Carolyn Rhodes agrees former Director Dr. Nancy Bazin, and
Grad. asst. Tracy Webb.

lawyer for more than thirty years and a member of the U.S.
ACongress
for six, Bella Abzug was the first woman in history to
run for the U.S. Senate from New York and for Mayor of New York
City. A long time worker for women’s rights, she co-sponsored the
original Equal Rights Amendment while a member of the House.
Some of her other accomplishments include co-chairing the Na
tional Advisory Committee for Women during Carter’s administra
tion; founding the National Women’s Political Caucus; writing the
first law banning discrimination against women in obtaining credit,
loans, and mortgages. Over the years, she has been voted one of
the most popular and influential women in the United States. Ms.
Abzug is currently in private law practice and lectures frequently.
Never far from the political arena, she remains a forceful, coura
geous and outspoken fighter for local, national and world causes.
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studies have been argued, debated and approached
Women’s
from all different angles. The validity of studies on women’s

m
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ENJOYING the Wom en’s Studies 10th Anniversary celebration is Bella Abzug,
as she delivers her speech. Photo By W. Domanski

topics has often been questioned. Controversy surrounds just how
to go about collecting data for these programs.
At least people are talking about it.
Until the 1960’s few scholars paid attention to women and their
roles in literature, history, and sciences. They had been swept
under the rug of civilization. Today, more and more often, topics of
women’s interests are finding their way into mainstream thoughts.
The idea of studying women’s contributions to society is finally
catching on.
This year at ODU the Women’s Studies Program celebrates its
tenth year. Some colleges have had programs twice that long. But
some still have none. In Eastern Virginia, there are no others, says
Dr. Ellen Lewin, director of ODU’s program. One of the highlights of
the anniversary celebration was an appearance by Bella Abzug on
October 22. She spoke to a full MGB auditorium about the political
climate for women today. Also in the fall a picnic was held for
students, and topping off the celebration events was an exhibit
featuring the work of two local artists, Fay Zetlin and Katherine
Huntoon.
Dr. Lewin is quick to give credit to Dr. Carolyn Rhodes, founder of
Women’s Studies, and Nancy Bazin, the first Women’s Studies
director. Ten years ago at the Norfolk college, a women’s caucus
met to talk about pay and promotions for women. From that gath
ering, a movement developed which led to a grant from the Nation
al Endowment for the Humanities. Dr. Rhodes was instrumental in
obtaining that grant for ODU.
Today, women’s studies are integrated into the university com
munity with a full time director and a secretary. The entire curricu
lum has been updated to include women’s contributions. But their
budget doesn’t cover all the expenses. The small program often
needs help from other departments and from outside the universi
ty. This spring, Women’s Studies sponsored a conference entitled
“ Technology and Reproduction: Ethical, Cultural, and Social Is
sues,” with the help of a grant from the Virginia Foundation for the
Humanities and Public Policy.
Another big supporter of the program is The Friends of Women’s
Studies. It is made up of concerned citizens in the community. It
began almost two years ago and now has 300 members. Accord
ing to Lewin, only two other colleges in the country have such a
program. Their donations make possible projects such as the new
endowment for an annual speakers symposium, and such wellknown speakers like Bella Abzug.
One reason why women’s studies haven’t faded as a faddish
study, Lewin says, has been the quality of the research. Women felt
an obligation to produce something worthwhile because they were
pioneers in the field. She is something of a pioneer in her own right.
As a graduate student at Stanford University in Anthropology, she
decided to focus her research on women. Several of the faculty
thought her topic, Latin American women immigrants, was not
“ real” anthropology. And there was little material compiled for her
to study. But she remained firm, and became one of the first Ph.D.’s
in the country in women’s anthropology.
At ODU, the program has practical uses. It helps ease transition
for older women returning to school; Lewin says, “ they have some
basis for expertise . . . that’s an important step” . One Women’s
Studies student started a battered women’s shelter, for others it
may help develop knowledge that they don’t have to put up with
sexual harrassment on the job.
“ Women’s Studies was created in the context of a political
movement, a need to understand women’s status. We’d like to
improve it and change it,” Lewin says. “ The point of it all is to
achieve an understanding that will make a difference, make the
world fairer to men and women.”
by J. Fisher
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WORKING hard and waiting impatiently for this
day to arrive December graduates await the be
ginning of the ceremony.
HAPPINESS is an understatement to the gradu
ates as they proudly applaud for their fellow
graduates and themselves.

RELATIVES from every generation come to share this special moment with the Dec. Grads., and of watching
each graduate receive their degree is well worth the wait.
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It’s well worth the wait for a . . .

December Graduate
Color Guard was in formation with shoes spit-polished. The ushers assisted
T hethousands
of proud moms and dads, little sisters and grandparents of gradu
ates into the packed bleachers and compressed rows of chairs. Helium balloons
and flowers were nearly as prevalent as the Commencement programs. As the
faculty members gathered in the back hall of the Health and Physical Education
Building crowds continued to stream into the building like bees on honey. “ Stand
ing Room Only” in both the balcony and floor area was declared at least 20 minutes
before the actual ceremony began. “ We should have used Foreman Field” came
from many lips of disgruntled parents and friends, “ the weather is beautiful today!”
Sunshine was not the only thing brightening up December Commencement. The
graduates were more than creative with their mortar board decorations with every
thing from “ TNX M + D” to fraternity letters to a big yellow “AT LAST!” covering
their tops. Gifts were exchanged and opened in the hallways while the procession
was meandering through the gym. Students hugged students who in turn hugged
faculty members.
Unfortunately, Commodore Dr. Grace Murray Hopper, scheduled to deliver the
Commencement Address, had fallen and broken her hip earlier
in the week and therefore was unable to join the festivities.
Grads, were pleased that University President Dr. Marchello
was able to share Dr. Hopper’s thoughts and inspiration in her
absence. As the inventor of the computer language COBAL and
the oldest living United Naval Officer, Dr. Hopper’s experience
and determination set a great example for the graduates to
follow. Several celebrant explosions broke the long list of gradu
ates and outstanding student awards. The crowded conditions
and the heat of the room could not spoil the generally electrified
atmosphere of the day. The ushers even ran out of the souvenir
programs, but the parents were still just as proud of their gradu
ates. Faculty and staff were still very proud of their graduates
and Old Dominion University was still just as proud of their
newly graduated, soon-to-be-success-stories!
by Mindy Sopher

STUDENT Body President, Brian Heath delivers his honorary farewell speech to
1987 graduates.
UNIVERSITY President, Joseph Marchello hands a much deserved degree to a
December graduate.
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O.D.U. goes
INTERNATIONAL
Dominion University was the sponsor of a fabulous, nationally
Oldtelevised
program entitled “ U.S.A. — U.S.S.R. Youth Summit^
Teleconference Series.” The series was aired in three segments:
February 12th and 26th, and March 11, 1988. During the first two
segments of the series Gigi Young (you may recognize her name from
FM 99’s morning show) was the moderator and the features were
prerecorded. The last segment of the series, and the most exciting,
was the Spacebridge — a live telecast between the U.S. and U.S.S.R.
The first segment featured teenagers discussing Soviet education
and rock n’ roll. Neither education or rock are quite like what you’ll find
here in the States. Education in the Soviet Union is more like the
military, with all of the students having to wear uniforms. There is a
wide variety of classes offered to the students, but most of the kids
are geared toward a specific profession early on in their education.
Part of the discussion on education focused on a guest commentary
by Frank Thoms, an American teacher currently teaching English in
Russia. The rock music feature informed all of us in the U.S. that there
are two types of rock music in the U.S.S.R. You’ve got the State
approved rock and the underground rock. Needless to say, the under
ground rock is the choice of the students, and it sounds most like the
rock music in the U.S. The rise of Soviet rock entertainment was
discussed by Joanna Stingray, an American Society rock music critic,
and Troizki Artiem, a Soviet rock critic.
The second part of the University’s series featured Soviet teen
agers discussing their family structure, foods, and fashion. The most
memorable aspect of the family discussion was the living arrange
ments that most Soviet families have. Basically, there are no arrange
ments because there is typically nothing but one room to house the
family. Believe it or not, one of the families featured has six family
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TOPICS introduced by both audiences made the summit espe
cially interesting.
PARTICIPANTS gave themselves a big hand at the reception
on the New Spirit cruise after the telecast.

FACES of Soviet students on the wide screen
brought the reality of a foreign nation to our cam
pus.
DEMONSTRATING “The W ave” was a fun cultur
al exchange activity. Photos by J. Ling

members living in one room. The food of the Soviet Union didn’t
look too bad, if you like stew. And the fashions, w e ll. . . the most
popular fashions are found on the black market and they’re
from, yes, the United States.
The final segment featured the Spacebridge! Fifty high school
students in the U.S. (one from each state) gathered in the Edu
cation Bldg.’s broadcast room to partake in a question and an
swer exchange with Soviet teenagers gathered in Moscow. To
pics ranged from family discipline to international policies.
All of the applause for this series should go to the Center for
Instructional Services who did an outstanding job!
by Scott B. Harrison
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ORNATE Oriental Art was an added extra in the Chinese teaching experience.

ENGLISH CLASS

CHINA STYLE

S TU D E N T S take advantage of the serene at
mosphere on Peking campus. The pagoda in
the background is typical of the campus there.

Legendary China in Western lore is a land of willows, pagodas, moon gates and chopsticks. The mysterious East, the
Cathay!
inscrutable Orient, has re-emerged as a momentous political power in Western interactions with The People’s Republic o I

China. What are the Chinese people really like? Are they all communists? Do they welcome Westerners? What do they study ir I
college?
After a year on a campus in Beijing, teaching courses very much like the ones I teach at Old Dominion University, I find that my I
replies to large socio-political questions are always hedged with references to scholars whose lives have been devoted to China
watching. But I can affirm the pleasures of getting to know some Chinese people in our daily worlds, In classrooms, anc;
courtyards, and in the homes of colleagues. And I am still bemused by the memories of places and their histories.
The settings on our campus at Peking University could be described as breath-takingly lovely as scroll paintings. Arched
bridges, pavillions and bell towers, bamboo groves, peony gardens and lace-barked pines, all decorated certain carefully
groomed spaces about the campus. Intermixed with these evocative settings, so reminiscent of traditional arts, were pitfalls and
eyesores, it is true. Yet what lingers in the memory are the charms of traditional scenes, and constant efforts to improve the I
messy spots. Like China at large, our university campus struggled to keep ancient graces while modernizing, to hear the antique I
music of a legendary past amidst chattering jackhammers and clicking xerox machines.
I was one of more than 20 college and university teachers invited by The Peoples’s Republic of China to work in China unde
the Fulbright Lecturers Program for the 1986-87 academic year. Five of us taught at colleges or worked with other agencies in the
capital city, Beijing. Although I was Peking University’s only “ Fulbrighter” in my year, there were dozens of teachers called
“ foreign experts” who visited and lectured for a few days or a few weeks. Many stayed in our apartment complex, which was a
cluster of five large buildings built by the university to accommodate foreign students and teachers. At the heart of the complex
were the kitchens and food services with assembly rooms and entertainment halls for festive or political occasions.
Peking University provides housing not only for its 14,000 Chinese students, selected by a rigorous national examination, but
also for most of its faculty, staff and maintenance crews. These and other workers of all ranks live in small apartments within
easy biking distance form the center of the campus where there are dormitories, classroom buildings, the main library, a movio
theater, and the many scenic areas I mentioned: an orchard, lotus ponds, and a very tall pagoda. Beside the biggest pond, called
“ No Name Lake,” at a spot he chose for his ashes to be placed, is a memorial to Edgar Snow, the author of Red Star Over China
(1938: rev. 1968, 1978).
Dining Halls, laundries, a travel agency and other services are run by the university. The intimacy of institutions in the PRC of
ten startled us. University presses, as we know them in the United States, turn out scholarly books. University presses on
Chinese campuses not only publish such academic works but also print textbooks and countless supplies for university use,
such as schedules, invoices, letterhead paper, notebooks, even postcards of campus scenes.
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e found it difficult to grasp the ramifications of such close-knit campus life in the aftermath of the Cultural
W
Revolution. And most certainly we can make no claim to a full understanding of China’s 5,000 year old culture or
many of the customs now characteristic of a population in excess of a billion. We try always to remember that we talked
to people who were English-speaking, and usually urban intellectuals; that is hardly a random sample in a population that
is about 80% rural. In China over 60% of the population is under 30 years of age, and less than 5% have college
education.
Teaching American Literature to Chinese graduate students was very rewarding. The undergraduates in the English
department were not so consistently striving and attentive, because they were tracked for guaranteed jobs. Many
preferred conversation courses, with immediate practical uses, to literature courses. But my graduate students planned
to make their careers in teaching English and American literature, or in translation. They responded well to their survey
courses (19th and 20th century American literature) and even more enthusiastically to my class on American Women
Writers. Two of my students from that class read papers (written during the course) at a Women’s Studies conference in
Henan in June 1987.
My husband, Ernest Rhodes, retired from ODU’s Department of English, joined the ranks of thousands of Foreign
Experts teaching in China. He taught in the Department of International Politics. His classes in world drama and
American biography were primarily for graduate students, and especially for those in the Cultural Exchange Program.
Course content, however, was merely a framework to help students develop skills in written and oral composition at
advanced levels to give them practice in speaking and writing in the American language.
Chinese students, we discovered, seem to sort themselves out into familiar patterns. Some are eager to learn, some
lazy, some pragmatic, some dedicated. I’ve been a student in large cities, large colleges and small ones and I’ve taught
on three continents. Similarities in students impress me more than differences. Chinese students varied in personalities
and goals, in as wide a range as those I have taught in Romania, Kentucky, and Virginia. Chinese students are delightful
to know. A great many of them are warm, witty, and eager to explore the issues of our turbulent times.
The most mistaken statement that I have read about contemporary China is that the people are “ programmed
robots.” Individualism flourished among students. Those we taught were, admittedly, a highly selected group — and
they know it. Peking University admits only those students who finish in the top percentiles in China’s annual nationwide
examination. Although they were not typical members of their society, they did represent varied social backgrounds.
Many become future leaders of the country. The eagerness that most of them showed to learn about the United States,
its literature and life, made me increasingly hopeful about the future of Sino-American ties.
Ernest and I both believe we’ve formed lasting friendships with some of our students and colleagues. They were
generous with their time and delightfully eager to help us cope. Naturally we yearn to be optismistic about the prospects
for contiued openness in China’s policies for contacts with the West, especially the United States.
Travelling was a fringe benefit we dreamed of, and our dreams came true. Close to home, we took trips arranged by
Peking University for their foreign experts. We spent weekends at nearby places such as Tianjin and Chengde, a small
city with many pavillions and temples — once an imperial retreat. Also we enjoyed frequent day trips to Beijing’s major
sites, excursions that were nicely planned to fit the seasons or national occasions; thus we got the effect of each spot at
its best time. Some trips also showed Chinese industry (rug weaving, shoe making, jade carving) and other typical
activities (a working agricultural commune and performing arts events).
The happiest professional experience for me was realizing how eager Chinese students and teachers are to learn
more about American women writers, feminists literary criticism, and the women’s movement in the United States.
Lectures that I offered on these topics were enthusiastically received not only on my universities campus but at four
others.
Many graduate students and scholars contacted me about their work in progress on women writers and women’s
studies. I am now corresponding with American Studies centers at several Chinese universities about such topics. |
Another major women’s conference is scheduled in 1989.1hope I can return to the People’s Republic then to survey in |
more detail just which American women writers and which current ideas about women have stirred Chinese scholars and |
found a place in university education.
\
Living in China was exciting, sometimes difficult, yet fruitful. We want to go back. What more could one ask than a l
place that welcomes American literature and is moving ahead in women’s studies? Returning to China would also offer |
us a second chance to do things we missed!
\
by Carolyn Rhodes

Ballet Is an intergal part of the College of Arts and Letters.
T heA ODU
nonprofit self-supporting, community service program, the
ODU Ballet is dedicated to providing quality dance education and
cultural enrichment to the residents of Greater Hampton Roads
through both its classes and performances.
Through the ODU Ballet, qualified students have the opportunity to
perform before an audience, giving them invaluable professional ex
perience. The Performing Company, composed of students from the
Ballet School stages two major productions each year. Tcharkovsky’s holiday classic, The Nutcracker is performed annually at the
Pavillion Theater in Virginia Beach and Chrysler Hall in downtown
Norfolk accompanied by the Virginia Symphony. Each spring, the
company presents a full-length classical ballet or a program of mixed
repertory including a variety of dance forms. The ODU Ballet also
sponsors the Richmond Ballet. This fabulous and cultural part of
ODU operates under the direction of Istvan Ament.
by C. Joynes
ENCOURAGING dance students is one of Istran Ament’s role as dance
instructor.

PRACTICING every day is a routine requirement for the
talented dancers.

EMCEE of the Cabaret, played by Hugh Copeland, gets squished between Eva Bright and Betty Shiffely during the
number “Two Ladies” .

■¡MB
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LEADING lady Loren Antley, as Sally Bowles,
sings of life in a Cabaret.
OPENING the production is a grand “Welcome
to the Cabaret!”

ten years of quality theatre
productions, the Riverview Playhouse
Celebrating
kicked off the 1987-88 season with the

RIVEE VIEW
ACTS CP

time-honored Arsenic and Old Lace. The
outrageous story of two docile but deadly
aunts brought audiences to their feet in
sold-Out performances.
A veteran to the stage, the musical play
Caberet, danced its way into the hearts of
theatre goers. Appearing as this year’s
tenth anniversary production, the 1987 per
formance incorporated some of the music
written when the play was made into a mov
ie.
Anne Frank stepped into the limelight as
the Riverview’s third show. The Diary o f
Anne Frank, a sensitive and straightforward
real-life drama, recounted the horror of a
young Jewish girl in Nazi Germany. The
subject reflected new levels of awareness
as the latest Nazi war criminal trials bring
renewed interest on the Holocaust.
The March production brought light
hearted comedy to the stage. Hadrian VII, a
play of pagentry and fantasy, detailed a hu
morous and heartwarming portrayal of a
loser’s desire to rule the Vatican as Pope.
The season finale, 5 5 M inutes from
Broadway, 1988 Edition, brought to the
Playhouse an all new, lively and colorful
musical review. Following the footsteps of
two previous editions that were the most
popular shows in the history of the ODU
theatre, the whirlwind show wound up the
season in a spectacular style.
by S. Windisch
Photos by Hal Smith
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Make It Fun,
Make It Right;

ENGINEER IT!
PARTICIPANTS included York Engineering Cen
ter. At their display Jim Whelan talks with co-op
student Barbara Tilley and alumni Jeff Cox. Photo
by T. Smith
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WORKING “magic” with machines is Raphael
Gagnon and Ron Schupert. Engineering isn’t all
paperwork. After the design is completed it has to
be put to use. Photo by T. Smith

ANXIOUSLY watching the noodle crusher,
Ren Rodman, John Hasselman and Jennifer
Roberts wait for the stress test results. Photo
by L. Woolard
SECOND place winner in the Logic Design
Contest is Kraig Evan’s proposed intersection
of 49th and Hampton. Photo by L. Woolard

featuring eggs dropped from a height of 25 feet,
Contests
mini-tanks powered by rubber bands and spaghetti-made
bridges were among the events at ODU’s 16th Engineering
Open House. The program was held on February 26-27, in con
junction with National Engineers Week.
Local industries participating in the program this year includ
ed NASA, Newport News Shipbuilding, Texas Instruments and
Hewlett Packard. In addition, the U.S. Air Force presented a
scale model of its F-16 fighter jet.
Student projects exhibited during the two-day event included
a multi-terrain, mini-Baja vehicle and a Mars oxygen experi
ment. A speech communication lab, robotics lab, and a comput
er engineering lab also were open to the public.
More than $500 in prizes were awarded to top competitors in
contests held during the event. Contests were divided into high
school and university categories. Included in the open house
were:
* Model Span Contest, where model bridges were tested for
strength and weight as they were crushed before your eyes.
Bridges were constructed of epoxy and dry spaghetti. This con
test was sponsored by the American Society of Civil Engineers.
* Mini-Tank Competition, sponsored by the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers. This featured moving tanks powered
by rubber bands, shooting ping-pong balls at a target area.
* Egg Drop Contest, held on the second floor balcony of the
new engineering addition. Contestants competed against their
peers to see who designed the best device to protect a raw egg
from fracture when dropped from a height of 25 feet. This was
also sponsored by the ASME.
* Logic Design Competition, sponsored by the Institute of
Electrical Engineers.
Awards were given at the engineering banquet Saturday night
in Webb Center cafeteria.
HIGH point of the Open House was the Egg Drop
contest. Mike Strobach of Greenrun High drops
his paratrooper from 25 feet above floor level.
Photo by L. Woolard
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Journalism Department’s
Glennan Lecture Series
Invites You To

Meet The Press

MANAGER of the Photographic Department of
the Daily Press/Times Herald Jim Livengood talks
about photojournalism during his lecture session.
Photo by C. Johnson
FOCUSING on the photographer’s job, Bill Recktenwald traveled all the way from his job at the
Chicago Tribune to give his point of view. Photo by
F. Copeland
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you have what it takes to be a journalist? Are you
Doobservant
and curious about the world around you? Do
you like to write and interview people? Then you should con
sider becoming a journalist.
A step in this direction would be to enroll in ODU’s Journal
ism program. This is a branch of the English Department and
the program is interesting and varied. There are seven
courses currently offered in the program. Introduction to
Journalism is the first course you should take. It teaches you
what you need to know to write a good story. This course is
followed by Public Relations and Advanced News Reporting,
where you learn how to become a good investigative report
er. After all these courses you may take Feature Story Writ
ing, which teaches you how to write and possibly market a
feature story. Next is Newspaper Editing and Editorial Writ
ing. In this course you learn how to write a good editorial
column, among other things. Last but not least is the Media
Law and Ethics course. This teaches about plagarism,
suits and the hazards of twisting words.
Each year the Journalism Department sponsors the Glen-1 1 ®
nan Lecture Series. This is a three-day program held each |g ||g
spring. The series begins with an evening lecture from a well- |§ j||
known journalist. In the past Sam Donaldson and Helen |||ip
Thomas have been keynote speakers. Each evening another | | | | |
professional journalist lectures. During the day local journal- IS S b
ists from print and broadcast media come to meet with ODU
students and local high school journalism classes.
This is a fine program and enrollment has remained high.
Today it can boast of even larger numbers of students. Ex
pansion in the Journalism Department includes recently hir
ing another instructor for this fall. Although the department
may be small now, it is a vital and growing part of the English
Department.
by Margo Bavry

I

m

Local media speakers for 1988 Glennan Lecture Series
WAVY-TV: Joel Rubin, Barbara Ciara
WVÊC-TV: Stuart Zanger, Jane Gardner
WTKR-TV: Bruce Barry
DAILY PR ESS/TIM ES HERALD: Jim Livengood, Jim Spencer,
Ernie Gates
VIRGINIAN-PILOT/LEDGER/STAR: Ronald L. Speer, Denis Finley,
Tony Germanotta, Bill Tiernan
SPECIAL presentations by local journalists,
such as Denis Finley and his slide show, helped
make the program exciting. Photo by C. John
son
PROFESSOR in the English D epartm ent’s
journalism program, Alt Mapp gives some tips
to aspiring writers. Photo by C. Johnson
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HORSES 1400-1500 years old, made of black terra
cotta are on display at the Hermitige. Located in Nor
folk, the Hermitige has many displays of ancient culr
ture. Photo by K. Hines-Gooden
UNDER repair construction, the Chrysler Museum is
located in downtown Norfolk near the Scope. One of
the best known museums in the area, Chrysler is
recognized for its national art exhibits. Photo by K.
Cederquist

*
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When learning takes
place off-campus,
you have entered:

THE CULTURE ZONE
1 1 1 can’t believe my parents are coming to visit. What are we going to do! I’m sure my parents won’t want to go to Tuck’s or
I 4400. What is there to do in this town?”
Plenty. Norfolk and the surrounding Tidewater area is one of the best places for cultural events on the east coast.
Within 15 minutes of ODU there is the Chrysler Museum. The Chrysler brings in many national art exhibits and houses its
own fine collection of art pieces. Some of the traveling exhibits that were shown this year were an African art display and
selected photographs of people visiting the Vietnam Wall Memorial in Washington D.C. The Chrysler also has its own
collection that ranges from ancient vases to Baroque art to an Egyptian exhibit.
Another cultural hot spot is the Hermitage Foundation. The Hermitage is a residence that has been preserved as a
museum; it is completely run on private funds. Aside from its art collection the Hermitage has beautiful grounds that anyone
who wishes to may walk around; the Hermitage also sits on the banks of the Elizabeth River. An interesting aspect of the
Hermitage is that some local artists maintain studios on the grounds, in the smaller cottages that dot the premises.
Interested in more festive culture? Hampton Roads is always in the midst of some type of festival. For strawberry lovers
Pungo offers its annual strawberry festival during Memorial Day Weekend, or the following weekend one can fight the
250,000 people who cram Waterside for Harborfest, a 3 day outdoor party with live music. Still other festivals include the
Chesapeake Jubilee, Hampton Bay Days and the T.G.I.F. celebrations at Towne Point Park. If one’s interests is music, the
Hampton Jazz Festival is the place to go.
Yet, if travel is the ticket, hop a ride to Colonial Williamsburg, VA, historic Charleston, SC or hit the road to Washington
D.C. All within a day’s drive if a weekend of culture is the plan.
No matter what your personal taste, this area can satisfy any cultural appetite, by B. Roper

BETWEEN ODU and the Naval Base, the Hermitage is an old
residence that has been transformed into a display museum. Photo
by K. Cederquist
ADDING to the cultural surroundings and city sights is the Douglas
MacArthur memorial in Norfolk. Photo by K. Hines-Gooden
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JUBILANT graduates David Fee
and Heidi Cross are the picture of
how a new graduate feels. Photo
by C. Johnson
M O R TA R B O A R D m essages
seem to say it as Hope Baisden
shows her gratitude to her par
ents. Photo by C. Johnson
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would you want to be doing at 8:30 a.m. on the Saturday after spring
W hat
exams? Sleeping in until dinner time?
Not if you’re a spring graduate. They’ve been dreaming about graduation since
senioritis hit them in March and now it’s only an hour away. All the late nights
cramming for tests, the classes that bored them and tons of textbooks are past,
but their toughest challenges are yet to come. Challenges like careers, starting
families or maybe moving to another state are all part of the transition from the
academic atmosphere to the “ real world.’’
As Dr. Joseph Marchello, President made his introductory remarks to the some
1400 anxious soon-to-be-graduates these thoughts may have crossed their minds,
but they were still focused on the here and now — graduating.
After being deemed graduates each college went to their respective areas to
receive their diplomas.
Messages like “ THX M & D” decorated several graduates’ mortarboards and
proud parents watched as a new beginning was forming before their eyes. Some
shed tears, but more grinned with relief, knowing that they really did make it. Yet,
each graduate came to the reality of college ending and some things changing.
by B. Roper
PERFORMING at the commencement exercises, the Old Dominion Concert Choir is directed by
Dr. Nancy Klein. Photo by B. MacCormack
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GULPING down a coke with the help from some
friends, ODU students enjoy the scenery of main
street ’87.
SOLITUDE inspires some types of people. Lawrence
Caimine seems lost in thought by W ebb’s empty win
ter water fountain. Photo by C. Johnson

REASSURING presence of lots of friends keeps
some of us sane through our stay at college. Photo by
T. Smith
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People, that’s what makes a
university what it is. Students
who care about a college edu
cation and the improvement of
their university, faculty who
strive for scholarly achieve
ment, both in themselves and
their students and the admin
istration who work to meet the
needs of the students and the
university all combine to make
the university body. From the
freshmen who enter not know
ing what to expect to the se
niors and graduate students
who don’t know what life has in
store for them, each one is im
portant; because the universi
ty is made up of some of every
one. By B. Roper
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Graduate Students
Kechil Awang, Mathematics
Ruth Barco, Secondary Ed.
John Bledsoe, Humanities
Rowena Breen, History
Sarah Brown, Reading Ed.

Jon Calabria, Business
Kenny Chen, Elec. Computer
Ming Tarng Chen
Stacey Crawford, Accounting
John Flemming, Urban Serv.

Huang Hanping, Chemistry
Hong Hu, Mech. Engineering
Raihan Ismail, Business Admin.
Roslina Ismail, Mathematics

Darryl Johnson, Computer Sc.
Peggy Kerr, Counseling
June Lam, Humanities
Shakirah Mohdabdrahman, Math.

Abd Maler Othman, Computer Sc.
Ekaterini Shiakalli, Business Admin.
Hazari Syed, Computer Sc.
Susan Thomas, Computer Sc.

Christian Van Den Heuvel, Elec. Engin.
Larry Wooster, Guid. & Counseling
Yong Xiang Xue, Mech. Engin.
Jiunn Horng Yu, Computer Sc.
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A
SECOND
TIME
AROUND
are some major differences between undergraduate students and gradu
T here
ate students. First, graduate students have the privilege of paying more for
each credit hour that they take. They also have the gift bestowed upon them of
paying for each credit hour, even if it is beyond full time. They have the knowledge
that a B- is not considered passing. But seriously, graduate students are allowed to
cheek out journals in the library, which underclassmen can’t.
Those in graduate school have mastered the art of being a student. They have
learned much valuable information. They know exactly where every 7-11 store is
around campus. They also know exactly where the “ Big Gulp” machines are in
each of these stores. They know which stores takes checks and what restaurants
have specials and when. They know never to venture on campus when a Norfolk
State football game is letting out unless they have about an hour to spend In a
traffic jam. They know to always order a Dominos pizza during these times. They
know how to save money, which grocery stores double manufacturer’s coupons,
and which stores give student discounts. They know it is Murphy’s Law that the
more important it is to wake up in the morning, the more likely it is that the
electricity will go off and mess up the digital alarm clock. In short, they know how to
get by.
Although I did my undergraduate work as well as my graduate work at Old
Dominion, some things seem to be different. I no longer have the ability to wait until
the last minute before studying for a test. I can’t cram. I no longer have the ability
(or desire) to pull an all-nighter. I have learned that professors expect more and you
MUST deliver. There are no excuses. I have learned that I feel old when I walk
through the Midrise and young when I go to class. I guess I’m somewhere in
between. I have learned form going to another graduate school for one semester
that the people at Old Dominion are the greatest. I have very special friends and
supportive professors. We may not be Ivy League (yet), but to me this is much more
important.
Although there are some parts of graduate school that are not so desirable, I
would not trade any of my years at Old Dominion for the world.
by Peggy Kerr
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Lion-hearted symbol of spirit:

BIG
BLUE
good university should have a mascot to represent them at sport events and
Every
other functions. For the last three years, Tom Wade has been ODU’s lion-hearted
symbol of spirit. Tom is a 24 year old 1988 graduate with a degree in Electrical Engineer
ing Technology. Last Febrauary, in the National Collegiate Mascot Championship in
Orlando, Florida, he came in third place out of 120 contestants. The competiton, spon
sored by the Universal Cheerleaders Association was judged on three things: keeping in
character, props, and crowd appeal. Big Blue has many responsibilities — it isn’t all fun
and athletic games. He has a cheerleader doll that he throws around, a huge walkman
set, a skateboard and an over-sized insecticide sprayer that he keeps on hand for the
Richmond Spiders. He also plays the drums with the Pep Band.
Big Blue is an all-volunteer, non-profit organization. There will be a new Blue next
semester, but Tom will always be remembered for his hard work and light-hearted fun
that he has provided for the ODU teams and fans.
by C. Joynes
CHEERING at Mainstreet, Blue clowns around while the
cheerleaders begin their routine. Photos by C. Johnson
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KICKING back at half-time, Blue rejuevenates his spirit for the next half.

FAN participation is one thing Blue promotes at pep rallys; Sherman Williams
joins the fun.
SHARING the spirit with Melanie Holley, Blue is all heart when it comes to the
crowd.
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Class of ’88
Maheran Ab-Latif, Civil Engin.
Syed H. Abbas, Civil Engin.
Julie Abretski, Business Admin.
Scott F. Adams, Computer Sc.
Douglas C. Agner, Mech. Engin.

Lisa C. Agner, Elem./Mid. Ed.
Jorge Agnese, Computer Sc.
Nanette Albarillo, Business
Michael Albright, Civil Engin.
Richie Alstaetter, Real Estate

Anthony Alston, Computer Sc.
Ana Maria Alvarez, Span ./French
Earle D. Anderson, Crim. Just.
Nancy Anderson, Finance
Peter R. Andrews, Envir. Health

Jeffrey Archambault, Bus. Mgmt.
Kelli Arledge, Political Sc.
Roger Arrington, Finance
Jeffrey E. Atkinson, Psychology
James A. Bailey, Engineering

Lavinnie P. Baker, Poli. Sc.
Deborah Ball, Dental Hygiene
Marc Banks, Marketing
George Barnett, Marketing
Sharon Barringer, Psychology

Gayle Barrow, Computer Sc.
Ellen Bass, Middle Sch. Ed.
John Beasley, Economics
Amanda Beem, Marketing/Ed.
Paul Behson, Elec. Engin.
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Campus Companionship
used to be that a dog was a man’s
Itbest
friend, though this is only partially
true. It seems to be that nowadays a
“ pet” is a person’s best friend. Some
times an animal is more dependable
than a human being. It always seems to
be there when you need a little com

pany. They never argue with you or tell you
that you’re wrong — I bet everyone wants a
friend like that.
But seriously, pets can keep you from be
ing lonely. If you need someone to tell all your
problems to without good advice, curl up with
a cat. Sick of all those fairweather friends,
find yourself a ferret. Maybe if you just want
to get away from home for a while, simply
walk your dog. But if none of these sugges
tions seem to suffice you’ll just have to settle
for a slithering snake.
by C. Joynes

PLAYING with his ferret, Toto, is Pat O ’Brien at the Exam
Jam. Photo By C. Johnson
JAMMIN at the Exam Jam, with
Python Roxanne, is Mike Palkovics and Janel Doughten. Photo
By C. Johnson
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Class of ’88
Marsha Bell, Elem. Ed.
Troy Bell, Marketing
Lisa Belton, Fine Arts
Karen Berger, Elem. Ed.
Howard Berle, Elec. Engin.

Matthew Bertapelle, Engin.
Clayton Best II, Mgmt.
Mary Beth Billing, MIS
Julie Bisgrove, MIS
Andrew Bishop, History

Sheri Bishop, Pysc.
Nancy Bland, Biology
Stephanie Blowe, Biology
Donald Blythe, MIS
Pamela Boatwright, Mktg.

David Bonney, History
Bernard Boone
Robert Bossuk, Finance
Russell Bouknight, Tech. Oper.
Carlyle Brady, Civil Engin.

Robert Breeding, Marketing
Kevin Breen, IDS
Lynn Bremby, Envir. Health
Marina Brenke, German
Henry Brent, Mech. Engin.

Lisa Brinkley, Nursing
Wallace Browning, Mgmt.
Sherry Brubaker, Dance
Byron Bueno, Accounting
Elizabeth Bulluck, MIS
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Drats, the Rat’s Gone!
111 et’s go get a burger and fries at the Rathskeller.’*
“ Didn’t you know, the Rat closed down?”
The Rathskeller was a small pub located in the back of Webb Center where students
could go get subs, pizza or burgers either with cash or on a meal card. Often the Rat
would run specials each night of the week such as taco night, pizza night or surf and turf
night. At other times student bands would perform during dinner or SAC would sponsor
nightly events in the Rat. When asked why the Rat was closing after Spring semester ’88
the administration’s reply was that the Webb Center renovations, lack of student patron
age and Virginia’s new drinking law all played a part in the end of the Rat. Because the le
gal drinking age moved to 21 and the campus became known as “ dry,” the Rat lost
business and essentially could not afford to stay in operation.
by B. Roper
SAYING farewell isn’t always synonomous with tears. Some graduates say
good-bye to ODU as well as the Rat
during the week before commencement
exercises with a blow-out celebration.

Possessed by his performance, Carl Rosen gives a SAC-sponsored music/comedy concert in the Rat. Photo by C. Johnson
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Class of ’88
Jimmie Butler, Computer Engin.
Ward Byington, Marketing
Wayne Byrd, Biochemistry
Kim Califano, Speech

Janet Callioti
Robert Capel, Computer Sc.
Rodd Carey, Management
Lance Carmine, Mech. Engin.

Charles Carr
Eric Casa, Accounting
Gregory Cearley, Computer Sc.
Trinidad Chacon, Med. Tech.
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Blizzard
of Bucks!!!

H t wasn’t pennies from heaven, but dollars from the “ inl 1credible money machine!”
F
The Student Activities Council (SAC) sponsored the
| Kramer Agency Inc. to perform a ‘‘Blizzard of Bucks” show
H n the Rathskeller. Four teams competed for a chance to
Tgrab money in a booth full of flying dollar bills. Some of the
r wacky games included finding a key in a plate of whipped
^ cream with your face and attempting to stuff a teammate
rw ith the most foam rubber pieces possible. Of the four
t teams competing the Rathskeller Employee Team won the
t-shot at the big money. After three minutes in the booth, the
r team representative emerged with approximately $115.00.
r Who said money isn’t free, you just have to be wacky to get
l ‘\V.
J
by B. Roper
E W INNING the chance to grab at money is every student’s wish. Photo by
L B. MacCormack

James Chadwell, Mech. Engin.
William Chalfont, MIS
Kimberly Chambers, MIS
Stella Chan, MIS

Jinng Ching Chen
Anne Chesson, Elementary Ed.
Gordon Chin, Mathematics
Carol Ciaramentaro, Adm/Acct.

Judy Cirillo, Business Admin.
Carol Clark, Marketing
Laura Clark, Crim. Just.
Eileen Coakley, Art Ed.

BLOWING bubbles is just one of the wacky stunts of the “Blizzard of Bucks" show. Photo by B. MacCormack

Class of ’88
Millicen Collins, Biology
Constantinos Constantin, EE
Robert Corey, Mech. Engin.
Charles Cotton, Mech. Engin.
William Covington, Mech. Engin.

David Cowan, Computer Sc.
David Cox, Engineering
Kathryn Cox, Economics/Speech
John Cranmer, Political Sc.
Katharine Creal, Speech

Pamela Crockett, Marketing
Leonard Cross, Elec. Engin.
Carlos Cruz, Med. Tech.
Anthony Cucciardo, Crim. Just.
Greg Daniels, Finance

Lisa Daughtrey, Marketing
Muhanad Davd, Elec. Engin.
Daren Davis, Business Mgmt.
Pamela Davis, Psychology
Sean Dawson, Biology

Edwin Deagle III, Psychology
Alice Deleon, Nursing
Daniel Dennett, Sports Med.
Elizabeth Diggs, Nursing
Harry Dinga Jr., Mech. Engin.

Karen Dingleberry, Psychology
Darryl Dittmann, Biology
Kenneth Dixon, Civil Engin.
Kathryn Douglass, Human Serv.
Larisa Dragonetti, Finance
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HENRY

The Bull
DELTORO
’bout a little “ Bull” in the morning?
How
That’s just what you’ll get if you tune into FM99, WNOR from six to ten in the
morning. Who exactly is “ The Bull?” He’s Henry Del Toro and he’s one of the most
recognized voices on the radio in the Tidewater area.
Why you ask?
Aside from being the number one rated station in Hampton Roads, Del Toro stirs up
controversy as well as listeners.
Henry Del Toro once attended ODU as a Speech Communications major and returned
during the fall semester to talk about his job and the lawsuits against him. The hour
discussion was sponsored by the Speech Communications Club in which Del Toro
fielded questions from students.
During the discussion
v | Del Toro also spoke about
i «K
.Av
C ljf
his uPcomin9 bo°k- Fin_
I,
ishing the hour chat, “ The
vU i
Bull” said he loved work9ft
yr
** ing for FM99 and that they
supported him and his

LUNCH speaker at the Speech
Communication Club “The Bull”
talks about his job, his book, and
the lawsuits against him!
DELTORO gives out a tee shirt at
the Exam Jam to the winner of
SAC’s ticket drawing. Photo by
C. Johnson
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Class of ’88
Lynne Drew, Marketing
Shirlene Drew, Nursing/Psyc.
Dimas Dumanoir, Business Admin.
Cindy Duncan, Elem./Middle Ed.
Julie Duniow, English Ed.

Barbara Eaton, Leisure Studies
Efren Echipare, Accounting
Cyrus Edlow, Business Admin.
Wendy Edwards-Carter, Hm. Srv.
Jeannine Eggers

Charles Egress, Speech Comm.
David Elkins, Psychology
Diana Elks, Computer Sc.
Andre Elliott, Computer Sc.
Brion Elliott, MIS

Charles Ellis, Marketing
Denise Ellison, Sociology
Craig Evans, EET
Azman Ezaddin, Civil Engin.
Janice Fain, Mech. Engin.

Steven Fairess, Envir. Health
Joe Fazzi, Tech. Ed.
Johnnie Felton, Hm. Srv.
Connie Ferrell, Nursing
Theresa Fisher, Speech Comm.

Gayle Foley, Accounting
Arthur Forster, History
Gary Francella, MET
Scott Fresco, Computer Sc.
Suzanne Fry, Hm. Srv.
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Biology
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In the Field
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The biology department at Old Dominion offers many fascinating courses, one of which is
botany. Botany is the study of plants and their
interaction with the environment. During spring,
Dr. Lytton Musselman taught botany. Throughout the semester students went into the field to
study plants in their true enviornment. The trips
ranged from simple campus walks to an hour
long drive to the Blackwater Ecological Preserve in Zuni, Virginia. At each of these places
students observed and identified many species
of plants. Such courses are designed to inform
students that without plants our world would
not be capable of supporting life.
by C. Johnson
GETTING more than a class lecture, students observe a
type of tree as Dr. Musselman speaks. Photo by C. Johnson
EVEN the smallest of plants are identified in Dr. Lytton Musselman’s botany class. Photo by C. Johnson
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Steven Frye, Mech. Engin.
Robert Gabler, Psychology
M.P. Galasky, Finance
Thomas Galligan, Physics

Thomas Gamble, Mech. Engin.
Scott Gilman, Business Mgmt.
Chris Glancy, Finance
Steve Glisson, Finance

Ruby Glunt, Hm. Srv.
Brian Godan, Finance
Ingrid Goldblatt, Envir. Health
Kelly Golliher, Mech. Engin.

T n rn r*

Reserve Officer Training Corps.
Leaders In Training
The Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) was established at Old
Dominion University in 1969. Since then, 380 cadets have been commissioned
as Second Lieutenants in either the Regular Army, U.S. Army Reserves, or
National Guard. Currently, there are cadets participating in the ROTC program.
The ODU program is committed to developing leadership and management
skills through a variety of physically and mentally challenging training events.
Cadets also have the option of attending additional army training during the
summer. This training includes Airborne School, Air Assault School, Ranger
School, and the Northern Warfare Training Course.
The ROTC program prepares the cadets to assume positions of responsibility
in both the military and civilian job markets. The ROTC motto-Leadership Excel
lence Starts Here — describes perfectly what ROTC is all about!
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Donna Gorman, Finance/Mktg.
Beatrice Graham, MIS
Jeannine Gregurich, Den. Hyg.
Eugene Grogan, Elec. Engin.

Teresa Gross, Education
Samuel Guemple, Financial Mgmt.
Inez Guillory, Nursing
Henry Gutierrez, MIS

Joel Hadley, MIS
Timothy Hahn, Mgmt.
Judy Hairston, Accounting
Heidi Hall, Human Services
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ARMY ROTC falls in for a weekly drill.
ARMY ROTC learns how to repel from Foreman Field’s wall.
ARMY ROTC presents its colors at an ODU soccer game.
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Class of ’88
Carolyn Haman, Human Services
Steven Hamlin, Business Admin.
Susan Hardaway, Business Mktg.
Susan Harding, Fin./Rea! Estate
Alton Harris, Speech Comm.

Robert W. Harris, Physics
Roy Hart Jr., Marketing
Brian Heath, Business Mgmt.
James Heffernan, Finance
Deborah Heisterhagen, Psyc.

Nancy Henley, Elem. Ed.
Maureen Hickey, Phys. Ed./Sport
Clayton Hodges, Finance
Frank Holloman, Mech. Engin.
Tammy Holthoff, Marketing

James Honeywell, Computer Sc.
Bruce Hopler, Business Mgmt.
Kathy Houlihan, Marketing
Simon Hounslow, Finance
Mark Howard, Biology/Business

Reginald Howard, Elec. Engin.
Steven Hoy, Finance
John Hryskanich, Mgmt.
Charlotte Hund, Philosophy
Cheryl Hunter, Marketing/Ed.

Jennifer Huntley, Business
Kathleen Hutton, Elem. Ed.
William Hyler, Marketing
Rhonda Ingram, Accounting
Charles Irrer, LSS
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POSTED messages form one dorm room to another
sometimes make some sense . . .

3
2

Crazy Campus Communications
Want to get a message across . . . or tell a friend something across the street in the
other dorms? Well, dorm-to-dorm window communication may be the answer. But if you
don’t live in the dorms, this method could be quite impossible.
Another alternative could be baffling bumper stickers, Baby on Board signs, or loony
license plates; however, a car is an essential.
On the other hand, anyone can make a statement with a t-shirt. It’s a great way to
advertize or publicize what you’re feeling and who you are. You can communicate just by
a style of dress or a type of hairstyle — we are all different, but that’s what makes this life
interesting — that’s what makes ODU alive.
by C. Joynes
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. . . until you see the reply!
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Class of ’88
Kimberly Isdell, Theatre/Mktg.
Brian Jennings, Elec. Engin.
Gregory Jennings, Secondary Ed.
Christine Jervis, Business
Renale Joe, Psychology

John-Michael Jones, Indust. Ed.
Baxter Johnson, Biology/Photo.
Susan Johnson, Computer Sc.
Shawn Jones, Psychology
Ronald Jordan, Mech. Engin.

Harleen Juneja, Accounting
Patricia Jurick, Finance
Bonnie Kawamoto, English
Violet Keene, Elem./Middle Ed.
John Kelly Jr., Business Mgmt.

Peter Jerome Kelly III, Philos.
Dean Kelsey, Political Sc.
Robert Kerns, Mech. Engin.
Michelle Kesler, Business/Comm.
Sandra Kirby, Civil Engin.

Amy Klamerus, IDS
Louis Kontozis, Elec. Engin.
Michael Kuhn, Crim. Just.
Robert Laflafranco, English
Rodney Lam, Mech. Engin.

Mary Lamarca, Mech. Engin.
John Larson, Marketing
Jennifer Lawrence, Psychology
Tyson Lawrence, Accounting
Toni Lee, Accounting
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SPRING FEVER!
Spring fever sounds like a serious
illness, but surprisingly enough it is a
condition of anticipation and exhiliration as the weather gets warmer.
Something happens to college stu
dents when the sun beats down on
their heads and a refreshing breeze
blows.
They lose all sense of time; they
find themselves missing class for no
apparent reason except maybe to sit
in the sun and soak up the spring
rays. Sun and studying just don’t
seem to mix when it comes to college
students.
The spring air brings an adventure
some spirit to the campus. Students
receive a second wind of energy and
vigor that prompts them to be and to
some degree (about 70) crazy.
I don’t know of a successful rem
edy for spring fever except maybe
summer break. Some students get a
temporary cure from spring break in
Ft. Lauderdale or any warm weather
climate, others just suffer it out. The
best thing to do is just hang on.
by C. Joynes

SPRING fever really lifts Tim Carnahan’s spirits as he soars
over Elizabeth Delaney and Bill Groeninger. Photo by C.
Johnson

LUCKILY, Tim lands safely on the other side
Photo by C. Johnson
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Class of ’88
Douglas Leed, Nursing
Jane Leighton, Psychology
Elaine Lemmon, Crim. Just.
William Liperis, Biology

Douglas Lichtman, MIS/DS
Garrett Lin, Psychology
Guy Liskey, Marketing
James Long, Envir. Health

James T. Losk III, EET
Bassem Maasry, Civil Engin.
Karen Maclin, Marketing/Ed.
Christopher Malendosky, Music

The Most Travelled
Road trips are often a college stu
dent’s way of escaping life for awhile.
Other students take road trips as
study breaks, and yet others take
them just for the thrills. Road trips
range from short hops to Richmond,
VA, Washington D.C., or Nags Head,
NC to longer trips to New York City,
the Poconos ski resorts or any place
in Florida. Most road trips are inex
pensive, especially if a group of four
or five friends go along. Often a
group leaving on a road trip will pack
meals to take, but most of the time
the trip is spontaneous and planning
is an afterthought. No matter what
the reason or where the destination,
the road trip is as familiar to a college
student as pizza and David Letterman.
by B. Roper
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GRINNING from ear to ear, Lyndy Davis catches her friend Kristen
Melson, who is “riding shotgun,” in her shades while on route to
Southeastern, VA. Photo by C. Johnson

Regi Mallari, Elec. Engin.
Khalidah Mamat, Civil Engin.
Louisa Manalac, Med. Tech.
Kenneth Mann, Mathematics

Rocky Manning, Marketing
Naser Manochehri, Computer Sc.
Charles Marttila, Finance
Gregg Mauer, Computer Sc.

Sheldon Mayo, Elec. Engin.
Chris McCoy, Mech. Engin.
Bernard McCrickard, Accounting
Gregory McDonald, Computer Sc.

EMPTY highways are blessings to Lyndy Davis during her road
trips. Photo by C. Johnson

i

PUMPING gas for a Halloween Night road trip to
Nags Head, NC, Mike Sanderson discusses plans
with Mike Mahoney, Heather Spooner and Georgi
H vrip
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Class of ’88
Kathleen McGeein, Accounting
Bruce McLaughlin, Marketing
Wayne McLaughlin, Engineering
Francis McLennan, English
Nora Perang, Statistics

David Meiser, Mech. Engin.
Karen Mell, MIS
Calvin Mercer, Psychology
Eva Mikulencak, German
Catherine Miller, Marketing

Lori Miller, Middle Ed.
Theresa Miller, Accounting
Kathy Mills, Marketing
Do Tri Minh, Elec. Engin.
Kerry Moncure, Crim. Just.

Roger Moore, Elec. Engin.
Cynthia Morgan, Psychology
Edward Morgan, Finance
Jan Morgan, Marketing
Keith Morris, Speech Comm.

Christina Morrison, Education
Paul Moser, Mech. Engin.
Michelle Moyer, Finance
John Harold Murphy, Psychology
Jacqueline Myrick, Accounting

Michael Namisnak, MIS
Laslie Nash, Business Mgmt.
Shari Nesser, Marketing
James New, Elec. Engin.
LaFayette Norton, Busns. Admin.
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MEDIA coverage is
part of the Martin
Luther King Cele
bration which partly
o c c u rs a t W eb b
Center.
M A R C H IN G from
W eb b C e n te r to
MGB are the par
tic ip a n ts o f th e
Martin Luther King
Celebration.

Keeping the Dream Alive
Martin Luther King Day
The memorable Martin Luther King Celebration began with a press conference. The
traditional Martin Luther King Walk, sponsored by the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity (of
which King was an alumni), started at Webb Center and concluded at the site of the
memorial service, the Mills-Godwin Building.
The service began with a speech by attorney Henry Marsh III and was followed by the
presentation of the memorial award to the honorable Joseph Jordan, a retired judge.
Remarks were made by Joseph Marchello, President of ODU, Mr. Robert Stanton of the
Board of Visitors, Dr. Nina Brown, Chairman of the Faculty and Brian Heath, Student
Body President. The music was provided by the Ebony Impact Choir.
A reception followed the ceremony and then a luncheon was provided for the program
participants and community leaders.
by C. Joynes
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Jill Nunnery, Dental Hygiene
Dennis O’Buck, Crim. Just.
Samuel Ong, Elec. Engin.
Lance Orndorff, Psychology
Daniel Osteckim, Mech. Engin.

Scott Osterfeld, Mech. Engin.
Pamela Owens, Nursing
Cheryl Pahno, Marketing/Ed.
Canda Palmer, Secondary Ed.
Michael Palmer, Studio Arts

Cathy Palmieri, Accounting
Charyn Palnisano, Civil Engin.
Augustus Patterson, ME
Michelle Peede, Accounting
Arlyne Pelina, Marketing Mgmt.

Jason Perry, Tech. Ed.
Rodney Perry, MIS
Patrick Pettitt, Mech. Engin.
Teresa Pettruny, Envir. Health
Diana Lumley, Marketing

Daniel Lynn, Biology
Joseph Pfab, Elec. Engin.
Man Phan, Elec. Engin.
Kevin Pierce, Civil Engin.
Linda Pillow, Mech. Engin.

Frank Pinto, Geography
Thomas Pocock, Civil Engin.
James Polk, Mech. Engin.
Tracy Poole, Accounting
Roma Porter, Marketing Ed.
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SMOKING becomes restricted in some areas of campus, but not for Nelson Santiago. Photo by C. Johnson

Smoking policies change

Designated Area
No longer can you light up
in any of the campus build
ings, unless it is designated
as a smoking area. This poli
cy went into affect at the
sta rt of the 1987-88 aca
demic year. The only way
smoking is allowed in any en
closed room , o th e r than
classrooms, is by the permis
sion of the dean of that build
ing. In Webb C enter one
lounge section is smoking
and the other non-smoking,
this is also true for sections
of the cafeteria.
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Class of ’88
Joseph Price O’Brien
Ronnie Puckett, Marketing/Ed.
Danming Qian, Elec. Engin.
Christine Raines, Sports Med.

James Rankin II, Finance
Mary Ranzetta, Education
Beverly Rayner, Management
Philip Read, Engl./Art Hist.

Jennifer Reilly, Dental Hyg.
William Renica, Finance/Econ.
James Reutt, Mech. Engin.
Eugene Richmond, Mech. Engin.
Robert Riddell, MIS

Help Me Find a Job
The Career Development Center offers a wide variety of services, pro
grams and resources to enhance the career development of students. The
support service helps students who are making the transition from college to
the job place.
Career exploration for students is encouraged through a variety of informa
tion and resources available in the Career Resources Library. Internship posi
tions offer students opportunities to field-test their assumptions about spe
cific jobs and career fields. The internships are offered for credit and often
times pay too.
The Student Employment Service lists on and off campus jobs; these jobs
provide students with opportunities to finance their educations and gain
valuable experience at the same time.
The Career Development Center also offers cooperative education match
es to students who wish to work in a field related to their major. Students
work one semester and attend classes the other semester; credit is given for
the time spent on the cooperative job.
A placement service is offered to students preparing for graduation who
are looking for post-graduation employment.
INVESTIGATING possible careers, Karen Shreckengaust looks through some information at the
Career Development Center. Photo by F. Copeland
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VIRGINIA
*1 VIEW

John Riley, Business Admin.
Susan Robbins, Speech Pathology
Renee Roberts, Management
Barkley Robinson, Computer Sc.

Michelle Robinson, Poli. Sc.
Kenneth Rodman, Civil Engin.
George Rogerson, Engineering
Zhiwei Rong

David Rosia, Mech. Engin.
Jeffrey Rouse, Marketing
Melvin Royal, Finance
Bev Ruis, Business

ASKING about exploring her major, Racheh Esquig speaks with G.W. Thompson. Photo
by F. Copeland
CHECKING to make sure everything is running smoothly, Beverley Walker, CME Advisor,
stays on top of things. Photo by F. Copeland
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Class of ’88
Richard Ryder, Marketing
Steven Sadler, Civil Engin.
Khairiah Salleh, Civil Engin.
Kimberly Sampson, Fine Arts
Maria Sampson, Envir. Health

Mario Scribner Mathematics
Donovan Shand, Accounting
Steven Shank
Elizabeth Shannon, Marketing
Gail Shepard, Speech Comm.

Keith Sherman, Elec. Engin.
Tannis Shuffler, Hm. Res.
Teddy Siedlecki, Sec. Ed.
Maria Skyrm, Finance
Erskin Sledd, Elec. Engin.

Susan Smigielski, Speech Comm.
Amy E. Smith, Crim. Just.
Cynthia Ann Smith, Economics
Anne Sokol
Elizabeth Soltys, Psychology

Patricia Soltys, Psychology
Vernon Soyars, Mech. Engin.
Constantina Spanoulis, Engl.
Dawn Squires, Tech. Ed.
Julie Standish, IDS

Shannon Stauffer, Economics
George Steffen, Civil Engin.
Daniel Stellmach, Elec. Engin.
Melissa Stillman, Marketing
Margie Strickland, Accounting
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Cross-Cultural
Education
There are almost 600 international students from 68 different countries that attend
ODU, about two-thirds of them are graduate students. International students are very
academically oriented and come to America seeking a good education. Most of the
students are very intelligent, but have to work much harder than American students to
overcome the language barrier. They leave their homelands for a variety of reasons; in
some countries graduate education is not that developed and the high technology is
unavailable.
In some South American countries where there are many economic and political
problems, colleges and universities are closed down. A U.S. education is also highly
respected in most countries and international students want to take advantage of the
opportunity.
Being an international student is by far not easy; they struggle to get here and struggle
as they remain here. The majority of students come to America on personal funds. One
of the biggest problems they face is financial difficulties. Their families are not rich and
getting off-campus work isn’t easy. They need permission from the immigration services
to get a job unless they’ve been }n the U.S. a year.
ODU does offer support such as the Office of International Student/Faculty Services,
the Host Family Program and the International Students’ Association. According to
Judith A. Corello, Director for ISFS, “ there’s never a dull moment (with the programs).”
by C. Joynes

TALKING during a class break, KuoPin Jen, Li Jou-Ying, Hwa Chang and
Jih-Shis Hsu discuss the lecture.
Photo by C. Johnson
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Class of ’88
Carlton Stultz, Mech. Engin.
George Sumner, Psychology
Elizabeth Swann, Mech. Engin.
Thomas Sweet, Nursing
Joan Taylor, Business Admin.

Gordon Theisz, Biology
Della Thomas, Human Serv.
Trey Thompson, Biology
Sharon Tillberg, Secondary Ed.
Danny Tran, Elec. Engin.

Glenn Tunstall, Biology
Travis Turner, Mech. Engin.
James Twitchel, Computer Sc.
Virgil Tyler, Mech. Engin.
Barry Underwood, Engin. Tech.

Gina Updike, Marketing
Nancy Valentini, Dental Hyg.
Particia Van Winkle, Admin.
Lucy Varker, Psychology
Luz Villanueva, Finance

Grant Vitale, Speech Comm.
Amy Vreeland, MIS
Thomas Wade, Elec, Engin.
Michael Walker, Speech Comm.
Fran Ward, Speech Ed.

William Ward III, Physics
Celia Warren, Marketing Ed.
Karen Warren, Finance
Sandra Waters, Nursing
Stephen Webb, Health/Phy.Ed.
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Learning for Better Living
The College of Health Sciences at Old Dominion University is composed of schools
whose degree programs are designed to prepare students for careers in the health
professions. The college has also developed graduate programs in the health-related
professions that meet the needs of the Eastern Virginia region, the state and the nation.
The School of Nursing offers programs leading to the Bachelor of Science degree in
Nursing and the Master of Science degree with a concentration in Nursing. It prepares
the graduate students through academic courses and clinical experiences to give them a
wide range of knowledge. The goal is to meet the present nationwide demand for nurses
who can serve as clinical-practitioners, teachers and administrators as well as to pursue
dotoral study. The School of Nursing is fully accredited by the Virginia State Board of
Nursing and the National League for Nursing.
Another program offered by the College of Health Sciences is Medical Technology.
Students have the opportunity to gain a bachelors in this field and begin working in a
hospital, technology lab or clinical office.
Health sciences also has a very good pre-medical program, which prepares students
to continue on to medical school. Often students opt for Eastern Virginia Medical
School, which is only about a fifteen minute drive from ODU’s campus. Whatever the
interest, if you want to work in the medical profession, The College of Health Sciences is
the right direction to go towards.
by C. Joynes
GRADUATE student, Sina Fazeli-Matin demostrates the proper way to check a patient’s blood pressure.
Photo by C. Johnson
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Class of ’88
Carl Wegener, Engineering
Sandra West, Sociology
Kenny White, MIS
Tracy White, Political Sc.

Vickie White, Management
Esther Whitehead, Education
George Whiting, Secondary Ed.
Donna Whitley, Crim. Just.

Kimger Whitney, Business Admin.
Stephen Whittier, Biology
Thomas Wiggins, Phys. Ed.
Charles Wilkinson, Accounting

BSU

Senior
Dinner

and fellowship is what you found at
Food
the Baptist Student Union on Friday, April
r
£
E
z
t
r

29th, 1988. Although there was no electricity,
the candlelight helped set the atmosphere of
the spring banquet. It was a time to celebrate
the end of the semester and a time to bid the
seniors farewell. The seniors were recognized and had a chance to say their good
byes. Most students took the opportunity to
^ dress up and went all out. The event was
r- truly enjoyable and, for the seniors especially,
E something to be remembered.
by C. Joynes

F LOOKING dapper, Steve Vick and Christy Joynes antici— pate a great dinner. Photo by C. Thomas
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Leonard Wilkinson, Marketing
Julian Williams, Elec. Engin.
Kevin Williamson, Elec. Engin.
Marven Willis, Mathematics

Gregory Wills, MIS
Sarah Winters, Marketing Ed.
Cherise Wright, Computer Engin
Christine Wu, Accounting

Eydie Wynne, Finance
Ting Xu, Computer Sc.
Chanaja Yatawara, Mech. Engin.
Teresa Yoder, Composition

Jennifer Yu, Computer Sc.
Chen Yung, Mech. Engin.

STOPPING for a photo, Bruce Hopler-f
sports his best while Terri Gross w ears-i
a strapless formal. Photo by C. Thom as^
ARRIVING at the BSU spring banquet,^
Carlene Palmer and Gregory Cearleys
w ait for some friends. Photo by C.~^
Thomas
3

HANDY stop for a quick lunch, for Teresa Earls and Mike
Protono. The Hot Dog cart also provides employment for
students trying to make ends meet, like Patti Hunt.
Photo by J. Fisher

PIZZA delivery is a lucrative job and one way to run
across new faces. Phillip Stanford greets a coed return
ing from her pizza pick-up at Midrise foyer.
EXPERIENCE as well as spending money is provided for
many on campus. Elicia Vaughter gets training as a sec
retary assistant at the Center for Major Exploration.
Photo by C. Thomas

Get a Job:

Make Ends Meet
an education is expensive and getting more expensive each
Getting
year. Just ask anyone who is paying for all or part of college tuition. But
that’s not the only expense of going to college. Books, supplies, fees, a
place to live and food to eat are requirements for a higher education. Then
there’s clothes, gas, liquor, posters, late-night munchies and miscella
neous entertainment costs that are almost as important! It all adds up to a
big fat BILL at the end of the month.
How do poor students manage to get by? Some kids are lucky enough to
have rich parents pay for their school. Others qualify for financial aid
through loans or grants. Smart students can sometimes get scholarships.
But often all of these don’t help enough.
Most students end up working, at least for some of their college funds.
Summer employment is perhaps the most convenient and common way for
full time students to add to a dwindling bank account. Waiters and wait
resses, lifeguards and bellhops are standard youth opportunities in the
working world. Yet there are also other options. Workstudy and internships
offer hands-on experience as well as money. Some enterprising students
go into business for themselves, offering their skills or services from tutor
ing to typing to research assistant. Then there’s employment offered
through the university which incorporates just about all of the above
choices!
If you are struggling, working your way through school on a limited budget,
you can be sure that you are not alone. Next time you call and order a pizza re
member that you are probably talking to a fellow student! by J. Fisher
ANOTHER place to work that gets you exposure is the Campus intormation Center in Webb lobby, as Twanitta Martin discovers. Photo by C.
Thomas

STUDENTS also went off campus for their jobs. Waterside
provided employment for some.
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Class of ’89
Marla Adelman, Psychology
Lorraine Allenbach, Marketing
Deborah Ambrose, English

Vicki Avant, Elem. Ed.
Lawrence Beifeld, Computer Sc.
Jennifer Beyer, Middle Ed.

James Bigelow, Leisure Studies
Diana Blanchard, History
Trudi Blount, MIS

Ride/Share Program
a lift or want some company on a road trip then check
Need
out the Ride/Share Program. They may be able to hook
you up with just the person for you. The Ride/Share is a
program sponsored by the Commuter Services of ODU. The
main purpose is to help get people where they want to be
conveniently and inexpensively.
Students who are travelling long distances fill out one of
two cards-either “ Have transportation/Need Rider” or “ Have
no transportation/Ride Needed.” They hang up these cards
under geographical locations and it is up to the students to
pair themselves up and call one another. Those commuting
short distances to and from ODU fill out other cards with the
same headings as above and their names and information are
entered into a computer. The printout is available for stu
dents to check about rides.
There hasn’t been many students taking advantage of this
system. The Commuter Services are trying to improve the
Ride/Share Program by linking up with TRT bus service.
by C. Joynes
LOOKING for a ride to her destination, Coleen Patrick studies the geographic
chart for a possible candidate. All Photos By C. Johnson
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Sherry Bright, History
Mitchell Brindley, Economics
Mark Cadiz, EET

Leslie Caffrey, Finance
Paul Campbell, Elec. Engin.
Kevin Cason, Finance/History

Deanna Cook, Human Serv. Counseling
Floyd Copeland III, Business Admin.
Kelly Anne Costello, English

HOPING to find some companionship, Michael Kapha and Dennis Aquilo search on
to find a commuting pal.
LONG distance riders Eileen Deleor, Grace Lumaban and Leni Rordero search for a
ride to their destinations.

DISTANCE RIDE I
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Class of ’89
Elisa Cox, English
Sean Crowley, Economics
Mary Daniels, Education
Amy Daubenspeck, Rec. Therapy
Robert Davenport, Admin.

Maritza Dedekind, Business
Sean Dennis, Economics/Engl.
Tamra Dillon, Elem. Ed.
Stephanie Dodson, Marketing
Stephen Durr, Management

Henry Elrod II, Accounting
Patti Fervan, Marketing
Jeremy Fischer, English
Ben Ford, General Studies
Douglas Forker, Mech. Engin.

James Fuhs, Finance/Mgmt.
Monica Garrett, Marketing
Ronald Glass, Psychology
Angela Graham, History
Lamont Greenhill, Accounting

Lisa Hall, Economics
Matthew Harrah, Computer Sc.
Tracy Harris, Human Serv.
Mark Heisey, Business
Kimberly Hines, Graphic Design

Monica Hockalay, Human Serv.
Leander Johnson, Biology
Deborah Jones, Business Mgmt.
Keith Kincaid, Crim. Just.
Barbara Lawson, Speech Ed.
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SHARP dressers were out in full force for the fall
step show.

Annual
Step
Show
stompin’ good is how to de
Foot
scribe the annual Fall Step Show,
sponsored by the Black Greek Council.
On November 20,1987, the ODU Fieldhouse was packed with screaming fans.
Their attention was solely on the step or
stomp routines of various fraternities
and sororities. Those who competed
were Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi,
Phi Beta Sigma, Omega Psi Phi, Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta and
Zeta Phi Beta. This year the funds
raised were donated to the Sickle Cell
Anemia Foundation and the United Ne
gro College Fund.
The routines, which consisted of not
only dancing, but c o n fig u ra tio n s,
chants and cheers were judged on their

dress or costumes, creativity, synchronicity
and originality. The judges were Greek alumni
and campus administrators. The winners in
the men’s group were Alpha Psi Alpha and
the winners in the women’s group were Delta
Sigma Theta.
by C. Joynes
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Class of ’89
Lisle Lindsay, Finance
Lona Liosatos, Marketing
Twanitta Martin, Elem. Ed.

Nancy Mayo, Biology
William McGowan, Engineering
Kevin McNeill, Speech Comm.

Lisa Medley, Business Mgmt.
Kay Miles, Marketing
Doug Morrisson, History

Drinking Laws Change

Virginia Says “21”
want to grab a beer with a friend at your local bar you better make sure you’re 21, at least in Virginia.
If you
Virginia, like most other states raised their drinking age from 18 to 21 years old; the law was set up on a grandfather
clause and if you didn’t turn 21 by July 1, 1987 then you missed the mark.
This law was part of a nationwide push against drinking under age. Because teenage alcoholism was on the rise in
1987-88, and continues to rise many states decided to try and solve the problem with legislation.
To the dismay of many college students that left them in a fix. Some turned to fake identification and it worked for
awhile, but the police caught on and cracked down on fake IDs. Some officers went as far as arresting the student on
site, but most confiscated the identification and sent students off with warnings.
Along with the Virginia law, ODU implemented a new drinking policy; any organization wishing to host an event where
alcohol will be present must have 80% of their active members of legal drinking age. This basically left, the campus known
as “ dry.” With the new drinking law, most college students won’t be legal to drink until their junior or senior year.
This didn’t stop the ingenious college student; finding a friend to buy alcohol for him was not difficult and often times
easier and safer than fake IDs.
Still the knowledge of getting caught and possibly being arrested did deter under age drinking some, but not nearly
enough for the Virginia legislators.
The new law also hurt businesses across from ODU and even in Virginia Beach. On campus alone, the Rathskeller was
forced to close, partly because business was down due to so few legal drinkers on campus.
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Christopher Parker, IDS
Bob Powell, EET
Carey Radican, Marketing

James Raimondo, English
Judy Roundtree, Elem. Ed.
Erick Rozelle, Elec. Engin.

Michael Sawyer, Pharmacy
Stephanie Schaedel
Jake Schneider, Psychology
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Alternate
Clubs
age in Virginia has been gradually rising over
T hethedrinking
past few years. Each year clubs have been denying
admittance to those younger than the legal drinking age. One
result has been the emergence of clubs exclusively for under
age partygoers.
Some clubs have elected to go for the dual stamp system,
where drinkers have a different identifying stamp on their
hand than the underage patron.
Other clubs like Zoids don’t serve alcohol at all, therefore
anyone is permitted in; this leads to college students feeling
like parents when ten year-olds run by them while dancing.
Yet other clubs just don’t want the hassle or risk and don’t
allow “ under 21s” in at all.
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Class of ’89
Michael Schubert, Sports Med.
William Sikes, Mech. Ed.
Molly Simpson, Sociology
Amy K. Smith, Education

Rick Snow, Political Sc.
Sherri Steacy, Dance
Todd Stevens, Finance
Amy Stewart, Computer Sc.

Lisa Strobert, Marketing
Kimberly Thomas, Marketing
Christopher Thompson, History
Douglas Thompson, Sports Med.

___

SOAKING up the sun, Christine Lorlowski, Bonita Soites, Rhonda Anderson and
Robin Hendrick enjoy the bands at P.U.S.H. Photo by C. Thomas

PLAYING for a benefit concert (P.U.S.H.), the band N o ctu rn a l Z o o is a favorite
among students. Photo by C. Thomas
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Simon Toms, Accounting
Terri Wack, Marketing/Ed.
Jeff Walsh, Marketing

Gregory Watson, Marketing
T. West, Accounting
Kevin Wong

Bobbi Wotring, Dental Hyg.
Xenia Deleon, Finance
Kristin Zimmerman, Special Ed.

CHILLIN’ OUT during the P-U.SiJN
benefit, some students enjoy the
shade and Big Gulps. Photo by C.
Thomas

ROCKIN’ the crowd, The O utsid ers jam
with some real rock-n-roll. Photo by C.
Thomas

PUSH
he Pi Kappa Phi fraternity held a benefit z
T for
the severely handicapped on April 10, z
1988. The event was called “ P.U.S.H.,” which-:
stands for “ Play Units for the Severely 3
Handicapped.” P.U.S.H. featured Tidewater 3
rock bands; all of the bands are regulars on
the college bar circuit. Performers included ^
Centic Hay, Elvis from Hell, Leftwing Fas-3
cists, Patio Boys, The Lift, Boweevils, Facer.
First, Nocturnal Zoo, Shadowvine and the 3
Thin Lads. All the bands played free o f |
charge.
About 250 people showed up for the con- ^
cert; tickets were five dollars per person. The ^
concert brought in $1,150 and all the pro- 3
ceeds went to purchase recreational units for 3
the severely handicapped.
by C. Joynes *:
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Sloppy, Stompin’ [

Swamp

WAITING for their turn in the tug-o-war arena,
spectators look doubtful about their team ’s
chances.

dorm has themesjfi^each montti.and promotes ac
Every
tivities that develop arotityithose thejS$j, but the Swamp
Fest has became a speciaK^radition a&tjibger’s Hall. This
annual event ofi^ocial and recreational activities is held dur
ing the month.Sfcpctober, and’js sp o n so r^ by the R e c e n t
Life Office.
*•*’
Several main a’tjd unusual attractions
the m u d ^ Ie y ball games and thè tug-o-walr Ìh'the m u& *£veryon e;i^ fun
and got dirty whilevtfoey were doing it. '**•*•*
Money was raise&for the M.D.A. through the “<S5B**am the
Staff” game. People payed to throw a pie in the-ifece of an
R.A. (Resident A s s is ta rt^ :*^ .:;ij^ y /.v /.iy ..
Other fun things that’^ ^ Ì ^ ^ è . ^ ^ ù ^ ^ h ^ i c l u d e the
air banp contest, the
Fest
Dancp.. sphere is nothing.*i^è:*wi|éssy
muddy
entertàit&i’ent.
Joynes

HOSING off or mucking up, messy was the
word for the day.
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STR U TTIN G around clean, seemed to be a
mark of victory.
VISUAL proof of the reason behind the name
“Swam piest” .

ei
JÈÀÈM

SOME people couldn’t believe how “down
home” messy they could get.

LOOSENING up the playing field, these brave
revelers dive right in!

Class of ’90
Jillicia Armstrong, Elem. Ed.
Nancy Baker, Business
Michael Bell, Vo. Tech.
Donna Betts, Special Ed.

Gale Bolintiam, Psychology
Todd Buczek, Business/Finance
Jason Carter, Computer Sc.
James Cartwright, Busns. Admin.

George Chackman, Elec. Engin.
Anissa Crump, MIS
Michael Diller, Marketing
William Domanski
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Lisa Eanes, Marketing
Simon Eng, Business
Thomas Fedrick, Business
Monica Ferebee, Accounting

Julene Fisher, Secondary Ed.
Wanda Gay, Computer Engin.
Becky Gentry, Elem./Mid. Ed.
Robert Gies, Mech. Engin.

Jeffrey Graham, Pharmacy
Noel Gramlich
Carrie Halstead, Elem. Ed.
Daniel Harvey, Biology

The University Theatre Project
of “ The Stables Theatre” and the “ University The
T heatre”dualwasproject
finally completed due to much hard work and careful
planning by the project manager, Jack Zwicker and the Office of Archi
tectural Services.
Construction of the Stables Theatre began in August 1987; it consist
ed of a remodeled rehearsal hall and a new scene shop with an experi
mental stage for teaching. There have been two performances since it
has been built.
The University Theatre, in the Technology Bldg, was completely ren
ovated. The seats were refurbished and a new sound system was in
stalled. The acoustics were improved by the extended stage and the
inward sloping of the ceiling and walls. The lobby has also been remod
eled to produce a theatrical feeling before one enters the auditorium.
This theatre is accessible to the handicapped, which is an important
added feature. The combined theatre project will cost $900,000 when all
plans are finished.
by C. Joynes

FINISHING the exterior of the Stables Theatre is taking place during spring semester. The
theatre is located on 47th St. across from ODU. Photo by F. Copeland
iii.il.K il
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Class of ’90
Benjamin Henderson, Computer
Sonja Holloway, Crim. Just.
Nima Homayoun, Computer Engin.
Felicia Howcott, Human Serv.
Gregory Huntington, Finance

Phuong Phi Huynh, Engineering
Richard Jenkins, Mech. Engin.
Patrice Jones, MIS
Ryan Jones, Business
Maryann Keiser, Speech Path.

Audra Lamb, Business Admin.
Jennifer Lucas, Biology
Kathy Martin, Cooperative Mktg.
Eunice Massenburg, Elec. Engin.
Matthew Matera, Business

Carol Matthews, Civil Engin.
Tracy McCargo, Business
Brenda Means, Sports Med.
Tracie Medlene, Elem. Ed.
Michael Meehan, Marketing

Kevin Minor, Studio Art
Christopher Mitchell, ME
Tanya Morris, Marketing
Elforsi Noureddine, English
Carlene Palmer, Computer Sc.
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Wait

It’ll Change!

I f you watch national weather programs you know the Chesapeake Bay marks a
I dividing line between North and South; northern weather starts as close as Williams
burg, where sometimes it’s snowing when we’re only dealing with rain. We hardly ever
get those severe cold fronts that plague our close neighbors. And just south of us the
balmier air that keeps away those nasty cold-weather storms brews up the beginnings
of hurricanes and tropical storms.
But every so often, our middle of the road position is treated to a surprise snow — or a
sudden 80-degree day in the middle of March or November! And as many of us know
from slugging through campus mud and fighting flooded streets, when it rains here it
POURS. We do get plenty of sun for tanning though, often on the same day it rains . . .
Those of us familiar with this area know that the only thing we can really count on
about the weather is how fast it can change! by J. Fisher

ROUGH biking conditions prevail on wet days.

FLOODS plague Norfolk streets. Taking
advantage of a bad situation, students
dive off car tops at a typical underpass
during one of our famous floods.
DEDICATED student Anwar Hossain
trucks to class through a rare snow on
campus. Photo by J. Ling
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Class of ’90
Rochelle Pascual, Mass Comm.
Susan Raehn
James Reinersen, Business
Kathryn Ricketts, Human Serv.

Belinda Roper, Advertising
Gwendolyn Roundtree, Med. Tech.
Angela Rutch, Bio./Sec. Ed.
Lisa Shaver, MIS

Victoria Shu, Engineering
Scott Smith, Computer Sc.
Ana Stasia Spanoulis, Education
William Spruill III, Finance

STU DENT Hygienist Kim Mitchell and Instructor
Joanne Boyce,RDH study charts carefully as they
prepare to do a cleaning. Photo By F. Copeland
PRACTICE makes perfect, agrees Student Hy
gienist Jean Malian. Photo By F. Copeland
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Daniel Stapleton, POLS
Marianne Sugg, Biology
Janice Taylor, Comm. Dis.
Steven Taylor

Danielle Thompson, Dental Hyg.
Douglas Tudor, Political Sc.
Lynne Williams, Phys. Therapy
Marti Williams, Business

David Wilson, Business
Patricia Woods, Eiern. Ed.
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Dental/Hygiene Program
students receive the opportunity to put into practice what they
ThelearnDental/Hygiene
through the ODU Dental Hygiene Clinic. They offer a variety of oral health
services under faculty supervision to patients from the university and the community.
The ODU’s programs in dental hygiene and dental assisting are accredited by the
^ Commission on Dental Accreditation, a specialized accrediting body recognized by
the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and the U.S. Department of Education.
by C. Joynes

EVALUATING students radiographs to see if they are following proper procedures is Dr. James Luton
DDS. Photo By F. Copeland
UÜ1.A i J J i j
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CHAPLAIN David F. Lasalle discusses one of the activities
planned at Canterbury Center with staff worker Marsha
Wasner. Photo By F. Copeland

FOOD drives are part of the community minis
try in which campus faiths partake. Rabbi Ar
thur S teinberg encourages donations at
Thanksgiving. Photo By J. Ling

is nothing like the support and fellowship one can receive from a
T here
campus ministry. Those available at ODU are somewhat different but all
are dedicated to providing acceptance and love to students and the communi
ty. They provide the opportunity for the students to explore the questions and
meaning of faith, morality, ethics, and the very purpose and meaning of life
and its relationships. Those student centers are all located on 49th Street
between Hampton Blvd. and Powhatan Avenue, dubbing the avenue as “ God
Squad Row!” Each center offers its community of students and others a
many-faceted program of social, educational, and religious activities, with
directed outreach of service to the community, and connection to the social
justice issues and agencies of import to our nation and world.
The University Chaplains Association of ODU sponsors activities to ex
press the unity of faith and service. Events for the 1987-88 school year were a
“ Block Dance” (October), Thanksgiving Worship (November), Hunger Aware
ness (Fall and Spring), Blood Drive (Spring), Ash Wednesday Baccalaureate
(May), a monthly Faculty-Staff breakfast with speaker as well as other activi
ties. Each center has its own publication of events special to its campus
ministry group.
* The Canterbury Center (Episcopal) provides opportunities for worship,
study, friendship, programs, counseling and support to all members of the
university.
* The Catholic campus ministry provides opportunities for worship, educa
tion, community outreach, and social events for students and the community.
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Faithful Followers

KNOWN for its dance and involvement in Student Af
fairs, The BSU sponsors many activities, such as the
Country Christmas Dance. Photos By J. Ling
CATCHING up on the campus ministry news Presbyteri
an Minister Sue Lowcock Harris reads ministry maga
zine. Photo By F. Copeland

CATHOLIC Campus Minis
try’s singers provide musical
entertainment a t Thanksgiv
ing party. Photo By J. Ling

The weekly bulletin distributed at Mass and
available at the Webb Information Center
lists all on-going and special programs. Al
most all activities revolve around the Catholic
Student Center, which is open to students for
study and recreation, with a new chapel for
prayer and quiet.
* Hillel is an association which provides cul
tural, educational, religious, and social
events for Jewish students. The format of a
bi-weekly Sunday brunch offers students op
portunity to plan activities of mutual interest
throughout the school year.
* Intervarsity is an interdenominational
campus Christian fellowship group open to
all students. They are committed to engaging
the campus with the gospel of Jesus Christ,
growing as disciples of Christ, and helping
others to grow in Christ-likeness. Activities
include weekly small group bible studies and
a weekly large group meeting, and socials.
* Wesley-Westminster also offers a fall and
spring retreat, weekly Bible studies, and nu
merous social gatherings. Other opportuni
ties for involvement include community ser
vice projects and the Hunger Coalition.
by C. Joynes
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Class of ’91
Chrissy Archer, Poli. Sc.
Michael Arras, Computer Sc.
Liza Ayotte, Communications
Elane Bevacqua, Communications
Ashley Blevins

Felicia Blowe, Elem. Ed.
Beverly Burger
Tracey Burkhalter, Chemistry
Keith Butler, Engineering
Michelle Chapman, Psychology

Shannon Cucciardo, Education
Benita Deane, Spanish
Dawn Dougherty, Med. Tech.
Sharon Eddy, Business
Oscar Emerick, Business Admin.

Tarme Keve Fairman, Sociology
Andrea Freeman, Computer Engln.
Angela Gibbs, Photography
Amanda Griffin
Steven Gross, Biology

Gary Hansen, Accounting
Talethia Harrell, Business
Anne Harvey, Marketing
Mani Homayoun, Mech. Engin.
Clay Hornik, English

Dana Irving, Pre. Med.
Jason Jaeger
Shirelle Jones, Computer Sc.
Christy Joynes, Mathematics Ed.
Michael Keal, Poli. Sc.
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Lines, Lines, Lines
Lines, Lines, that’s all I see — There’s not a short one in the vicinity. It seems like
Lines,
college is just one long line after another. You have to stand in line to receive your
financial aid, to register for your classes, to buy your books, and the list goes on and
o n ...
It doesn’t seem to get any better but they are trying to improve the system. I guess
good things are just worth waiting for.
by C. Joynes
STANDING in line is part of university life for many students who feel it’s worth the wait. Photo By J. Ling
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Class of ’91
Harry Kimball III, Elec. Engin.
Heather Kimpel, Mech. Engin.
Sheri Kincaid, History Tech.
Kellie Kitchen, Mech. Engin.

Jacqueline LaFleur, Poli. Sc.
Joan Lankford, Music Ed.
John Ling, Personnel Mgmt.
Cassandra Little, Business

Kathryn Mahler, Mech. Engin.
Lara Mangan, Elem. Ed.
Stephen Mills, EE
James Miracle

TTT

Spring Antics
residents halls’ version of “ Greek Week,” called Spring Fling
T heinvolved
a week of fun and games during the month of April and
included all three dorms. Each dorm set up a competition amongst
themselves and planned races, games and contests.
There was a water balloon toss, a scavenger hunt, a watermelon
seed-spitting contest and an obstacle course that provided the
students an organized outlet for energy. Other activities to relieve
tension were movie nights, a mile run, volleyball games, and a jello
eating contest was planned for Rogers, but the jello never solidi
fied, so neither did the contest.
The Midrise came up with a contest called the Odd Couple; a guy
would dress like a woman and a woman would dress like a guy. The
most “ odd couple” would win the contest. Midrise also raised
money for the Seton House for Runaway Children by setting up a
dunking booth and a service called “ Rent-A-Resident.” This ser
vice allowed you to rent a student from the dorm for a maximum
number of three hours.
by C. Joynes
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READYING their aim, Acia Caldwell and Kevin Menrd take part in
the Spring Fling water balloon fight at Rogers Main. Photo by;B.
Roper

Cassandra Mitchell, Therapy
Mirjam Mueller, Biology
Mark Mullins, Marketing
Gregory Obenchain, EE

Curtis Parker, Engineering
William Parker, Computer Engin.
Keisha Paxton, Finance
Scott Penland, Business

Richard Perrault, Engineering
Bradley Post, MET
Deborah Pressley, Computer Sc.
Laura Ramsay, Art

PLAYING volleyball is one of the many competitions at Spring Fling
ROCKIN’ Midrise is a local band who were brought in to officially close Spring
Fling for another year.
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Class of ’91
Kristen Riley
Monique Saunders, Business
Cheryl Scott, Poli. Sc.

Melicent Scott, Biochemistry
Andra Sguegiia
Charlitta Shands, Accounting
Heidi Shiner

David Simas, Economics
Leigh Ann Smith
Robert Soriano
Heather Spooner, Nursing

l

Dorm Decorating

SURROUNDING themselves with a favorite sight, the
inhabitants of this room show their support position.

guess you could say, “ Home away
Ifrom
home,” defines the dorms of

SHOWING his admiration for the human body, Tom Kai
ser posts pages of the swimsuit issue of Sports Illustrat
ed.

Rogers, Gresham and Midrise at ODU.
The freedom of having your own place
along with a roommate is something to
take advantage of. The small, and I
mean small space they give you to
study, live, and breathe in, is yours to do
as you please. And some do just that.
Some decorate it like a garbage dump
since there is no mom or dad to make
sure it’s clean. Others let their imagina
tion run wild to keep it from being just an
industrial cubical.
There are those who get an E for ef
fort, or a high C for creativity, or an A for
Awesome, just as long as it’s comfort
able, and personable, it’s home!
by C. Joynes
r
r

STUFF is the description that fits the decoration of Rogers
rm. 255 owned by Leimomi “ M o” Manley. Photo by T. Smith
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Janice Strange, Civil Engin.
Marc Strent, Business Admin.
Thomas Swenor, Elec. Engin.

Kayleen Taddeo, Psychology
James Thayer, MIS
Charles Thomas, Communications
Shawn Thorpe, Business Admin.

Christie White, Marketing
Richard P. Willis, Crim. Just.
Shawn Windisch
Susan T. Wright, Computer Sc.
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Dr. Joseph Marchello
President

Dr. Harold (Pete) Goldsmith
Dean of Student Life
Dr. Myron Henry
Vice President for
Academic Affairs
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Dr. Dana Burnett
Vice President for Student
Services

Mr. Wayne Higgins
Vice President for
Administrative Services
Mr. Paul Holcomb
Vice President of Development and
Alumni Relations
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GUARDING a continued interest in G. & S. operet
tas is Dr. Charles Bell’s hobby. On stage and off he
is actively involved in “The Norfolk Savoyard,
Ltd” .

His voice rings over Gilbert and Sullivan

Dr. Bell
department at ODU is harboring one of Nor
T hefolk’sChemistry
emminent Savoyards, persons devoted to Gilbert &
Sullivan Operettas. Dr. Charles Bell feels as comfortable us
ing his vocal, acting, and directing ability in the theatre as he
does giving organic chemistry lectures to ODU students. One
rarely associates chemistry labs with theatrical perfor
mances, but this talented professor has performed in numer
ous plays and musicals as a leading actor or chorus member.
Church choir and musicals at the University of Virginia,
Bell’s Alma Mater, sparked his interest in the stage. In 1964
Dr. and Mrs. Bell founded The Norfolk Savoyard, Ltd., who
performs one or two Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas a year at
either the Norfolk Center Theatre. The group consists of
approximately ninety actors and musicians who donate their
time. Involved with scheduling, technical aspects and fi
nances, which is a big responsibility because the organiza
tion pays for itself, a 12 to 14 thousand dollar budget, Dr. Bell
is an essential member.
The goal of the Savoyards is to acquaint people with the
timeless plays of Gilbert and Sullivan. “ Performing the operattas is preserving a classic. You find persons in today’s
society who are the same as a character written about one
hundred years ago,” said Dr. Bell who then summarized why
people invest their time and talent in operettas, “ it is tradition
and we enjoy it!”
by H. Shiner
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RESEARCHING a project, is nothing new for Chemistry Instructor Dr. Bell. Photo By K.
Gooden

Back to School: Balm for Ex-Congressman

Dr. Whitehurst
I was in the house of Representatives I was often
W hen
asked if I missed university life, and now that I am back
on campus I am frequently asked if I miss being in Congress.
The fact is that I found satisfying careers in both places.
Comparisons cannot be made between them. Yet I can recall
sitting in the cloakroom and talking about the joy of teaching
in contrast to the frustrations of being a legislator. I would tell
my colleagues that I missed the daily association with stu
dents in whose presence I always found enthusiasm, excite
ment, and much of the intangible joy that comes with being
young.

It was for this reason that I knew in my heart that I would
not spend the rest of my days in Washington, no matter how
much political success I might have. As the years passed and
during my occasional visits to Old Dominion’s campus, I
found myself remembering my earliest days as a young histo
ry instructor when Old Dominion was just a branch of William
and Mary and we were beginning to grow into the great insti
tution that we have become.
Thus, when I determined to retire from politics, the decision
was made easier when I learned that a generous gift from Mr.
and Mrs. George Kaufman would make it possible for me to
return to Old Dominion and my first love, teaching. My first
year back has brought with it all the pleasures of former times
and more. Perhaps because of an eighteen year absence I am
simply experiencing the tonic that comes with being in the
presence of so much youth.
There is also another reward in my homecoming. The stu
dents I taught over a generation ago have gone on to fulfill the
promise that I saw when they sat in my classroom. They
occupy positions of leadership and trust in private and public
life that fill me with pride. Now I find gratification in teaching
their children, knowing that they will perpetuate a tradition of
achievement that is so much a part of ODU history.
God has blessed my life and the gift of my remaining years
as part of the ODU family, is the richest that I could receive.
by Dr. Bill Whitehurst
ALWAYS enjoying students, Whitehurst jokes with a student between
classes. Photos By C. Johnson

I

POPULAR lecturer, and interesting Professor, Dr. W hitehurst’s talents are
benefiting many.

ym ^m \
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QUARTER-TOSS in the dorms is one type of activity.
Most students wilt participate in some type of im
promptu social activities during their college days.
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SPONSORED by the Young Alumni Association, the Big
Blue Bash dances (after sports games) help school spir
it. Photo by J. Ling
ORGANIZATIONS of all types bring in vendors to raise
money. Everything from posters to tax advice to record
albums is sold during the course of the school year.
Photo by J. Fisher
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POLITICAL alliances can sometimes lead you to the “best party on campus”. The College Republicans
reached new students and returning students at the annual Mainstreet activities fair. Activities and opportuni
ties of this type are open to all recognized campus organizations.

Organized clubs are not the only type of
activity in which students participate on
campus. Every group that hangs out togeth
er can be considered a type of club, whether
or not they have meetings during activity
hour and elect officers. Of course joining
formal groups can offer chances for growth
in many ways, from improving one’s organi
zational skills to taking the chance to learn
about something new. No matter which style
is yours, it is guaranteed that you will con
nect with new people. Many of the friend
ships we make here will continue on through
the years and will be fondly remembered as
some connections worth keeping.
by J. Fisher
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BETA ALPHA PSI
Back Row: Gari Melchers, Eva Zahn Front Row: Lisa O ’Mal
ley, Kasey McGeein, Carolyn King (Faculty Advisor)

ALPHA PHI ALPHA
Left to Right: Ryan O. Jones, Jason Carter, Kevin M. McNeill, Anthony D. Alston, C.
Vincent Griggs, Wayne L. Byrd, Leander L. Johnson

Alpha Psi is a national scholastic and
Beta
professional accounting fraternity. The pri
mary objective of the fraternity is to encourage
and give recognition to scholastic and profes
sional excellence in the field of accounting. This
includes promoting the study and practice of
accounting; providing opportunities for self-de
velopment and association among members
and practicing accountants, and encouraging a
sense of ethical, social, and public responsibil
ity.

MUNCHING on their winning prize, Alpha Phi Alpha enjoys their pizza at the 4400
Club.
ENJOYING his winnings, Keith McNeil finishes his pizza before everyone else.
Photos by C. Johnson
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SKI CLUB
Back Row: David Hale, Jen Lucas, Andrea Hurst, Loo Chemi, Row 2: Anthony Manzione
Front Row: William House (Vice President), Allison Tysinger (Secretary), Jon Morpurgo
(President), Patrick McNeil (Fundraising Chairman)

YEARBOOK
Back Row: Scott Harrison (Advisor), Tami Smith, Shawn Windisch
(Asst. Editor), John Ling, Glen Gates Row 3: Chris Parker, Felicia
Morgan, Leimoni Manley, Patti McGarry, Kristen Cederquist Row
2: John MacCormack, Monica Falkiewicz, Kim Gooden (Sections
Editor), Belinda Roper (Editor-in-Chief) Front Row: Floyd Cope
land, Bill Damanski, Chris Johnson (Photo Editor), Constantine
Spanolis (Business Manager), Lisa Woodard, Bev Clements Not
Pictured: Julene Fisher (Layout Editor), Heidi Shiner (Asst. Copy
Editor)

Pizza, Pizza, Pizza . . .
“For getting my picture taken?”
think you could win all the pizza-you-can-eat just by getting your portrait for
Ever
the yearbook?
On March 31, 1988 Alpha Phi Alpha was treated to a dinner, on the yearbook, at
4400 Campus Club.
The black fraternity won the “ pies” in the yearbook pizza contest. Each organiza
tion had the opportunity to win a free pizza party at 4400 for their organizaton. The
contest was based on the percentage of active group members who had their individ
ual portrait taken for the yearbook. Whichever organization achieved the highest
percentage of their group being photographed won the contest.
Alpha Phi Alpha had eighty-six percent of their fraternity participate in individual
yearbook portraits. Way to go Alpha Phi Alpha!
by B. Roper
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Jammin’ the hits . . .

WODU

D.J. Kathy Pinkerton knows what to do
when it comes to spinning the hits.
Photo by C. Johnson
PROGRESSIVE is the way to go, agrees
D.J. John Peters. Photo by F. Copeland

CONTROLLING the music, Chris Jones equalizes the sound
input.
HELPING put at WODU, Chris Windham chooses a favorite,
depeche MODE. Photos by F. Copeland

you enter the stairwell on the north side of Webb Center, you hear a faint sound that seems to be coming from
A sabove.
It’s not quite clear to you, but it appears to have a beat. Or, maybe it’s a guitar. . . or maybe it’s just your imagi
nation and there’s simply a group of students talking up on the second floor. By the time you’ve rounded the first flight of
stairs, and the door to second floor is in your sight, the sound becomes a bit clearer and you have definitely identified it as
music. But, what kind of music is it? It doesn’t sound like anything you’ve ever heard before, well, maybe once when you
were walking down the hall in Rogers. Actually the music sounds quite good, most definitely different, but by this time
you realize that this is music you would really like to get to know. Your hand reaches for the door, turns the knob, and the
answers to your questions become apparent as the door swings open. Welcome to the world of WODU — TIDEWAT
ER’S ALTERNATIVE RADIO.
Well, perhaps their slogan is a bit ambitious in that WODU can only be heard in the residence halls (AM 640) and Webb
Center, but the ambitious name reflects the ambitious attitude of the staff — the largest staff of all campus student
organizations. WODU has come a long way, from a broom closet (literally), to their air and production studios in Webb
Center, and hopefully on to the air over Tidewater in the near future. The station has worked closely with the University’s
administrators for over four years in an effort to receive FCC licensing that would send their signal out over Tidewater,
and it looks likes, with persistance, that their dream may become a reality in a few more years.
WODU plays primarily alternative or progressive music that you will not hear on commercial (or any) stations id the
area. But, there are time slots that cater to all kinds of music. Why? Because they train all kinds of D.J.s. WODU, like all
campus stations, is the training ground for future D.J.s, advertising reps., general managers, engineers, and just about
any profession a student can major in at Old Dominion — yes, even Psych, majors who are interested in radio can get in
volved.
Overall, if you’re into radio and a lot of fun, you should be into WODU — TIDEWATER’S ALTERNATIVE RADIO!
by Scott B. Harrison
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MACE & CROWN
Left to Right: Elizabeth Smith (Photography Director), David Almeleh (Life
styles Editor), Carolina Mortara (Art Director), Michael Tamulaites (News
Editor), Lori Jones (Art Director), Philip Reed (Editor-in-Chief), Susan Smigielski (Managing Editor), Rodney Hill (Asst. Photography Director)

THRILLED at the performances, the audience
watches the contestants at the Canterbury
Dance contest. Photo by C. Johnson

STUDENT SENATE
Back Row: Jason Lundquist, Frank March, Tom White, James Flowers, Lars Dalseide, Row 4: Daniel Lynn, John Crammer, Bill Dengler, Doug Tudor, Kevin Pullen
Row 3: Stacey Mundy, Frank Holik, Heidi Shiner, Mike Krai, David Simas Row 2:
Paul Merullo, Doug Morrison, Heidi Kadel, Matt Harrah Front Row: Nancy Lindgren,
Brian Heath, Stella Chan, Philip Stanford Not Pictured: Wanda Gay, Molly Gray, Jeff
Cooper

ECSTATIC about the performances, the
audience can’t stop laughing. By C.
Johnson

“Cuttin’ the rug
for Greek Week competitori
he Rush process does vary between the three Greek divi
interested in joining a sorority and fraternity have
Students
about a week at the beginning of each semester to explore T sions; Intra Fraternity Council, Panhellenic, and the Black

DANCING their hearts out was the key to winning the Greek Week
Dance contest.

Greek organizations. Rushees, attend “ mixers” where potential
pledges meet the sisters or brothers who represent the Greek
organizations on campus. The sororities and fraternities use the
week to find prospective members and encourage them to
pledge. The process of elimination begins the first day when a
student chooses four Greek organizations he wishes to learn
more about and day by day eliminates until he is left with two to
decide upon. The last day of Rush Week, the student must
decide between the two. If the student decides to participate in
pledging he goes to the Greek table in Webb of his final choice
sorority or fraternity, which signifies formal interest. The stu
dent then participates in pledge activities throughout the se
mester, and if chosen to be a brother or sister, they will be
notified at the end of the semester.

Greek Council. Mindy Sopher coordinates the Greek affairs for
ODU.
Kevin Mack, the Chairman of IFC Rush for 87-88 commented,
“ the Greek system is working together to make sure freshmen
are aware of the Greek opportunités.” IFC President Tim Reistetter adds, “ Rush is the time to let everyone know what Greek
life is all about, the service, work, social and academic aspects.”
John Jones, Chairman of Public Relations for the BGC sum
marizes, “ the BGC is for the eight predominantly black sorori
ties and fraternities. The pledge period is not to intimidate, but
to build oneness and become close. The BGC also concentrates
on three main aspects: scholarship, social and service.” John
concluded, “ we are getting involved with the planning of Greek
week and basically promoting “ Greek is Greek.”
by Heidi Shiner

CIRCLE K ORDER
Back Row: Mack Stevens, Sharon Ramsey,
Mike Kubovchik, Heidi Kadel, Robert Sagnuolo Row 1: Stacy Jablonski, Debi Rooney,
Larisa Dragonetti Front Row: Angie Jones,
Sharon Pratt Not Pictured: Dave Young, Mary
Kate O ’Leary, Deborah Bickhart

Service is the key

ODU DEMOCRATS
Back Row: Michaela Ageny, Joy Wright, Kevin Coger,
Steve Wilson, Francis Renda Front Row: Pam Morris,
Jan M. Rosser, Andrew Aftel, Sonia Keswani

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Back Row: Jim Schermerhorn, Matt Harrah, Doug Morri
son, Dana Burnett Front Row: Jen Fitzgibbon, John
Cranmer, Vicki Turner

Politicians in Action

n the fall semester, the ODU Democrats
ircle K Order is a co-ed, service fra
ternity. It is affiliated with Circle K Isponsored a voter registration drive. Over
C
International, the world’s largest colle
giate organization. Circle K along with
Key Clubs, Keyettes and Builders
Clubs are sponsored by Kiwanis Inter
national. CKO’s main objective is to
create leaders and good citizens
through service. We work directly with
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Special
Olympics, The Children’s Hospital of
the King’s Daughters, The Lydia Roper
Home for Elderly Women, The Norfolk
SPCA and the southeastern Virginia
Training Center (a home for mentally
retarded adults). CKO also works with
the university on many projects they
have on campus.

125 people registered to vote. In the spring
semester, another registration drive regis
tered 276 people.
On September 29, Del. Yvonne Miller and
M.E. Sonny Stallings, each went on to be
come Virginia state senators, who later
spoke at ODU.

NEW dances popped up on the scene at the Greek Week dance contest.
Photo by C. Johnson
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HISTORY HONOR SOCIETY
Back Row: Dr. James R. Sweeney, Kevin Breen, Christopher Hudgins, Doug
Morrison Front Row: Fran Jacobson, Rowena Breen, Atsuko Biernot

HONOR COUNCIL
Back Row: Ruth Johnston, Tina Cowan, John L. Hogan Row 2: Lou Anne
Williams, Gwendolyn Rountree, Tracy Harris, Jason Lundquist, Hugh E. Black,
III, Christopher T. Gladden, David J. Bonney, Raymond J. Hart, Jr., Don E. Burch,
Jr., Anthony W. Kanclare Front Row: Robyn Klesath, Victoria Shu, Diana Blanr
chard, Anna Schaffer, Amy Stewart, Carolyn Cistola

Hosts of Annual State Meetings

Theta-Xi Chapter
Runs Away With Honors
Theta, the International Honor Society in History, was founded in 1921 for the purpose of promoting the study
Phiof Alpha
history and encouraging academic excellence. Old Dominion’s Theta Xi Chapter, active since 1962, is one of over six

hundred and fifty chapters nationwide. The Chapter’s 1987-1988 year was a particularly successful one; its contribution
to the academic atmosphere on campus was recognized not only by the Chairman of the Department of History and the
Dean of the College of Arts and Letters, but also by the University President.
The chapter helped to stimulate interest in history by sponsoring a number of campus-wide lectures by various speakers.
These included a member of the Royal Historical Society who spoke on the making of the English alehouse, a former U.S.
Congressman who presented lively ancecdotes from Washington, and a current U.S. Congressman who spoke on Virginia
and the Constitution.
The chapter helped to encourage academic excellence by hosting the annual state meeting. Members of chapters
throughout Virginia were invited to present papers, and the public was invited to attend. Dr. Joseph M. Marchello, President
of Old Dominion University, greeted the guests and discussed the University’s mission. Also present was Dr. Charles 0.
Burgess, Dean of the College of Arts and Letters, who spoke of the value of a liberal arts education.
Two prizes were awarded, one each for the best graduate and undergraduate papers. The Theta Xi Chapter, having
taken both prizes during last year’s meeting at the University of Virginia, made another clean sweep. The graduate winner,
for the second year in a row, was Phil McCaskey, a teaching assistant in the Department of History. Phil’s research led him
to examine the impact of the “ baby boom” on American economy and society. His paper was entitled “ ‘Look Ma, No
Cavities!’ The American Youth Consumer Culture in the 1950’s.” The undergraduate winner was Doug Morrison, a junior
majoring in history who was interested in the daily life experiences of colonial settlers, especially at the lower end of the so
cial spectrum. His paper was entitled, “ Bound Hands in a Free Land: Indentured Servitude in Seventeenth Century
Virginia.” Christopher Hudgins, also from Old Dominion, received honorable mention for his paper, “ Public Opinion and the
Tonkin Gulf Resolution.”
Through its consistently strong performance, the Theta Xi Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta has brought recognition to Old
Dominion University within the society. It previously has received honorable mention in the National Best Chapter Awards,
and is hoping to win Best Chapter this year. Whether it wins or not, there can be no doubt that it successfully has promoted
the study of history and encouraged academic excellence at Old Dominion University.
by Doug Morrison
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BIOLOGICAL HONOR SOCIETY
Back Row: Gordon Theisz, Ex Zaballeru, John Bruns, Jr., Mark A. Gray, Sean Jinright,
Rocky Salafranca, Keith Carson (Faculty Advisor) Row 2: John Troyer, Jeff Looper, Andrea
Coates, Michele Zylka, Kathy Kiefer, Julie Carroll, James Flowers Front Row: Nancy
Bland, Amy McDonald, C. Chapman Sanders

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Back Row: Jim Tomlinson, Randy Needham, Donald Hj§£ Lisa Jessie,
Brian Elliott Row 2: John Ling, Charlene Gibson, Amber Guthrie, Brenda
Carter, Christine Gionis, Kathleen McGeein, Lerma Escobar, Cynthia Galanides, Kimberly Chambers, Theresa Miller, Michele Peede Front Row:
John Healey, Robert Davenport, Charles Martilla, Susan Harding

Promoting
Special
Interest
societies are a special kind of
Honor
club. They promote academic excel
lence as well as career development.

Beta, Beta, Beta

SITTIN G at Main Street, Julie Carroll promotes her special interest, biology, to other students. Photo By C.
Johnson

IX appa Epsilon Chapter is a honor soci■ ^ety for students, particularly under
graduates, dedicated to improving the un
derstanding and appreciation of biological
study and extending the boundaries of hu
man knowledge through scientific re
search.
The Kappa Epsilon Chapter at ODU is an
active chapter that is dedicated to biologi
cal study. Chapter activities include one of
the only student sponsored lecture series
on campus, field trips, and funding of un
dergraduate research.
Membership is not limited to biology ma
jors or those with superb GPA’s, but is
open to all students showing a keen inter
est in the biological sciencies. A minimum
GPA of 2.5 with a 3.0 in biology courses is
required.
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Political Practice for

Student Senate

MEMBERS of the Senate attend the
student forum. Myron Henry, Dean
of Academic Affairs explains the
proposed “flex scheduling” and an
swers questions. Photo by F. Cope
land

of the Student Senate is to make recommendations
T heon purpose
university policy and to oversee the allocation of money for
students organizations. The officers serve on the Board of Visitors
and other student committees. The Senate is the student’s voice to
the administration that relays the feelings and opinions of the stu
dents. The 30 seats of the Senate serve as representatives of the
student body.
In the past, the Senate has recommended the establishment of the
plus/minus grading system. They have also fought to get flexible
scheduling approved to no availability. They plan to keep fighting this
issue. The Senate has also been responsible for making recommen
dations concerning the student seating for football season. Most of
the Senate’s power is in recommending and fortunately for the stu
dents the administration has been fairly receptive. One major respon
sibility of the Senate is the budget of student activities. They are in
charge of allocating funds for various student organizations.
The plans this year consisted of linking up with area universities to
get more lobbying power in the General Assembly. They also worked
on putting together a 20-year plan to predict the university’s growth
by the year 2000. According to President Doug Tudor activism is
important, “ I just want to get people involved to bring about the
changes that they want. I will be a more vocal voice both to the
administration and to the students.”
The members of the Senate from four committees included Aca
demic Affairs, Finance and Public Review, Student Services and
Women’s, International and Minority Student’s Concerns. ‘‘We are
generally trying to make the university the best for all of the stu
dents,” commented Matt Harrah, the Vice-President of Academic
Affairs and Finance.
by C. Joynes
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OFFICE hours are spent reviewing proposals by Administrative Vice President
Stella Chan. Photo By F. Copeland

MANY students wait to express their opinions at the
monthly Student Senate meeting. Photo By C. Johnson
VOTING for proposals or to elect new seats for the Sen
ate is part of ODU activities for many students. Photo By
C. Johnson

SWARMS of passionate students gather at
the first student forum on the proposed
flexible schedule, held in February. Photo
by C. Johnson

CORRECTING Gary Hansen’s layout, Layout Editor Julene
Fisher proofs for improvements.
PANNING the field, Tami Smith focuses in on her subject.

STAFF
Belinda A. Roper

EditoMn-Chief
Shawn W indisch

Assistant Editor
butene Fisher

Layout Editor
Chris Johnson

Photo Editor
Kim H'mes-Gooden

Sections Editor
Consta.ntina Spanouiis

Business Manager
Heidi Shiner

Asst, Copy Editor
John B. MacCormaek

A sst Photo Editor
Production S taff
G ary Hansen
M ichael Bell

Chief Photographers
John Ung
Floyd Copeland ill
Charles Thomas

S taff Photographers
Chris Parker, Mo Manley,
Tami Sm ith, B ill Domanski,
Felicia M organ, P atti McGarry

Contributing Photographers
HatSmith, Don Quin, Glenn Gates,
Caroline Deiacruz, Heidi Shiner,
Lisa W ooiard, Bev Clem ents,
Kris Cedarquist, Kate W eliiver,
M onica Falkiewicz, Robert M iller
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NO specs, no dirt, and no scratches will be found on Chief Photographer Chris Johnson’s negatives. Chris spends
numerous hours in the Education Bldg, darkroom developing film.

New Kid on the Block
ASST. Copy Editor Heidi Shiner had no problems writing créative copy to
be published for the yearbook.

’s late on a Tuesday night, you’ve just got out of a three
Ithour
night class and you think you’re the only one left in
BAL. But wait, down the half of the second floor you hear
“ Old Time Rock-n-Roll” by Bob Seger and wander doser
to investigate the source. You turn the corner and to your
surprise you find a group of ten to twelve people working at
a layout table talking about picas and spot color and ner
vously saying, “ Hurry, we’re on deadline.” You just stum
bled into The Laureate office.
Although some people still weren’t aware of it, ODU
began a tradition that had ended eleven years ago with the
closing of the Troubadour, producing a yearbook.
Early in 1986 the university decided to bring the year
book back and began the long and tedious process of
setting it up. It took a year to get offices, find a portrait
company and secure a publishing company.
When the fall semester began six editors, along with
some volunteer staff and about twenty photographers be
gan putting together what you’re reading now. Then a
name had to be chosen, so the staff took it to the student
body with a “ Name the Yearbook” contest. The name was
chosen by a vote of the entire staff, but ironically the name
was an anonymous entry. By definition, a laureate is some
one or something of high honorary status; we just thought
it had a nice ring to it.
Besides the typical yearbook problems like a shortage of
writers and layout artists, The Laureate staff found out
how paperwork is involved in doing a project like this.
Learning how to read contracts, filling out purchase orders
and meeting with administrators went along with the edi
tors’ jobs, but it wasn’t all work.
The Laureate staff had fun together too; aside from par
ties, the staff took in flics together, had a beach blowout
and most often just enjoyed having “ wrap” sessions in the
office. And the fringe benefits that accompany involvement
in The Laureate were pretty nice too.
Writers could get credit for serving an internship with the
yearbook or, under another program students could get
upper division elective credits. The editors’ positions were
paid by stipends and all the photographers received their
supplies from the yearbook.
It was quite an endeavor to get set up and produce a
yearbook all in one year (not to mention occasionally at
tending class and studying), but just knowing we were part
of a new tradition made it all worth it. Besides it’s the best
time one can have without spending an entire paycheck!
by B. Roper

DRAWING layouts came with the territory for Section Editor Kim Gooden, and
many other responsibilities as well.
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ORDER OF OMEGA
Back Row: Wayne Byrd, James Fabric, Stephen K. Davis, David Meiser, Mark
Gatlin, Bill Dengler, Ed Bano, Front Row: Brenda Jones, Michele Murphy, John
Cranmer, Vicki Turner, Karen McNealy

PROPELLER CLUB O F THE U.S. PORT OF ODU
Back Row: Elliot Perkins, Brian Heath, Paul Swain, Greg A. Huntington, Terry
Benken, Jr. (V. President), Front Row: Alan Wiggs, Marie Gustafson (Sec./Treasurer), Susan Cehti (President), Not Pictured: John Workman, Larry Forbes (Sr.
V. President), Dr. Mark Chadwin (Faculty Advisor), Becky Rusmiselle

Maritime
Matters
The Propeller Club of the U.S. Port of O.D.U.
he Port of ODU is nationally affiliated with 27 student ports around the country and is part of the Propeller Club of the U.S.
Twhich
was founded in 1927. The Port of ODU officially became charter on October 17,1986 by the Propeller Club of the
U.S.
The purpose of this organization is to acquaint its members with matters of interest and importance in maritime matters,
domestic and foreign commerce, and business administration and economics.
The Port of ODU organizes various educational and social activities for student members throughout the school year. Tours
of Norfolk’s harbor are featured and other port-related facilities are toured. The first Annual Banquet was held on April 26,
1988 and a Student Port Convention is being planned for the spring semester of 1989 to be held in Norfolk. Also, monthly lun
cheon programs are scheduled during both the fall and spring semesters where guest speakers from the maritime .and other
related industries are invited to speak to the student members. Senior Port (Port of Norfolk) members are also in attendance.
This provides the student members opportunities to learn how their classroom knowledge applies to the business world and
to come in contact with prominent persons in maritime and allied industries.
The Port of ODU also provides scholarships and internships. A book scholarship is being implemented in conjunction with
the Port of Norfolk in the fall of 1988, along with internships for students during the summer months. The Propeller Club of the
U.S. sponsors a National Maritime Essay Contest for College Student Ports each March with scholarship awards of over
$ 2000.

The Senior Port also hosts social outings in which the student members are invited, namely: an Oyster Roast in the fall and
spring; a Golf outing in the summer; a Spring Dinner Dance and a Christmas Dinner Dance.
by Susan Centi
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speakers from various medical schools and offering study aids for national admissions tests, the Pre-Health Club
Byissponsoring
a valuable organization for those at ODU interested in Health Professions.
PRE-HEALTH CLUB
Back Row: Dawn Dougherty, Jim Long, Monica Falkiewicz, Mandy Griffin,
Todd Fowler, Dave Montgomery, Dr. Clark, Front Row: Jimmy MacLean,
Andria Macstrello, Maria Tabora, Jill Silverman

THE FELLOW SHIP O F M IN O R ITY ENGINEERS AN D SCIENTISTS
Back Row: Cherise M. Wright (V. President), Darryl H. Johnson (President), Andrea
L. Freeman (Secretary) Front Row: Myra M. Saunders, Deborah A. Pressley, Peronica M. Howard, Wanda M. Gay

THETA CHI see-saw’s away to raise money for the American Diabetes Association.
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TAKING lottery tickets at Exam Jam is
Christie Kramer, to do a give away to
Seniors. Photo By C. Thomas

Student
Activities
Council
summer of 1987, the Activities Programming Board (APB)
Inwastherestructured
and reorganized in an effort to better meet the
extracurricular programming needs of the students at Old Domin
ion University. Following a new name campaign in the fall of 1987,
the Student Activities Council (SAC) was created with the inten
tion of providing a diverse selecton of programs and activities for
all students and the university community. This effort to redeve
lop and expand has proven to be one of gréât significance and
success.
Since its inception, SAC has been responsible for the planning
and implementation of a variety of events including movies, re
treats, lectures and other entertainment. For instance during the
fall orientation week the SAC provided students with a variety of
events and activities. This weeks festivities culminated in an out
door beach party on the front steps of the HP&E building. Free
food and beach music by Baby Huey and The Babysitters pro
vided students with an evening of dancing and fun. The SAC also
participated in and co-sponsored the Old Dominion University
Literary Festival. In addition to sponsoring six well known au
thors, the SAC had the pleasure to introduce and spend time with
Louise Erdrich, author and poet. Also, the SAC sponsored a oneman presentation of Mark Twain on tour. Performer Ken Richters
wearing his whité suit and sporting a gold pocketwatch stole
laughs from a large audience at the Godwin Life Sciences Build
ing while expressing opinions about religion, politicians and
teachers. Throughout the semester, the SAC provided students
with a weekly movie series featuring top rated movies. This in
cluded a special showing of Alfred Hitchcock’s “ Vertigo” and
“ Marnie,” as well as Monty Python’s “ The Meaning of Life” and
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“ Life of Brian.” An evening of movies and refreshments offered
students an opportunity to take a break from studying and enjoy
their favorite movies. Furthermore, the SAG co-sponsored a tail
gate party with the Athletics Dept, during the Met-Life Soccer
Classic and participated in Alcohol Awareness Week by sponsor
ing a free game night in the Webb Center gameroom.
During spring, the SAC continued its commitment toward pro
viding various Social, cultural and intellectual programs to meet
the needs and interests of the university community. In February,
the SAC co-sponsored the opening ceremonies of Black History
Month by featuring a presentation by Mr. Felix Justice entitled
“ Prophecy in America.” Also in honor of Black History month, the
SAC provided films as part of its spring movie series focusing on
the accomplishments and experiences of black individuals. The
SAC provided excitement in February by sponsoring one of thè
most amazing performances ever witnessed, featuring Tom De
luca, Hypnotist/Comedian. Bringing his own brand of humor to a
show that revolves around hypnotism, Deluca stunned a packed
audience in the Webb Center north cafeteria. The semester con
cluded with the SAC’s biggest and most impressive event of the
year, the “ Exam Jam before you Cram” outdoor concert. The
event which took place on the front lawn of Webb Center had the
flare and excitement of an actual concert. Approximately 1500
students and faculty jammed to the music of the Boneshakers
while playing hackeysac and throwing frisbees. The event, cer
tain to become a tradition at Old Dominion was a superb way to
end a most remarkable and successful year of programming for
the SAC. Thanks for all your support and participation.
The Student Activities Council.

BURIED in paperwork, Grad. Asst. Phil Buns puts a major
effort into providing activities for the ODU community.
Photo By F. Copeland
WINNERS of the (APB) New Name Contest, now known as
SAC got a free bike courtesy of Colley Ave. Bike Shop.
Photo By C. Johnson

MORE fun than 3 Stooges, the Activities Committee plans excite
ment for all. Michell Mayer, Director of Programming, and Amy
Klamerus, Fiscal Assistant discuss a proposal. Photo By F Cope
land
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ALPHA ZETA DELTA
Back Row: Gentry Manners, Sharon Lafergia, Karen Schlomann,
Tammy Renfraw, Terri LaFerrera, Joanna Powell, 2nd Row: Janie
Burcher, Michelle Montallane, Jennifer Williams, Stephanie Emer
son, Rebecca Coats, Marsha Wagner, Diana Kopp, Cathy Palmien,
Julie Harrell, Front Row: Pamela Powell, Anne Paisley, Ally Saldana

LAM BDA CHI ALPHA
Back Row: Patrick Manner, Cory Nash, Mike Harris, John Talnagi, Craig
Roegner, Kenny White, M att Corso, Kevin Rowe, Al Johnson 2nd Row: Mark
Heisey, O.J. Barlow, Steve Durr, Derek Bower, Mike Scholl, Paul Brickman, Trey
Pates, Rob Gics, Front Row: Tom Keefer, Todd Laekey, Gene Kim, Scott Haw
kins, Scott Trevor

Outstanding Chapter
Lambda Chi Alpha

A Cut Above
Chi Alpha is the fraternity of honest friendship. We originated at Boston University on
Lambda
November 2,1909 and are now the third largest fraternity in the country. This was our fifteenth
year at ODU since receiving our charter on April 7,1973. To us, fraternity means helping our fellow
man get the most out of his college experience. We offer a wide range of activities for a young man
in which he can excel. Fraternity life is not the “Animal House” of yesteryear, although we have our
moments, there are other activities which keep us busy. Lambda Chi Alpha frequently has first
place teams in intramural sports.
Anyone with a desire to participate in sports can find rewards by playing in the Greek intramural
system. Virtually all members participate in one sport or another ranging from softball to bowling.
Lambda Chi trophies include, first place soccer three years running, first place softball, first place
volleyball, and various other awards.
In addition to sports, Lambda Chi Alpha promotes academic achievement and community ser
vice. Peer pressure within the fraternity helps to keep our grades above the overall men’s average
on campus. Our academic standards are set above ODU’s minimum requirements. As an incentive
for higher grades, Lambda Chi Alpha has established a scholarship fund to reward at least one
derserving brother full tuition.
Lambda Chi does community service projects to aid charities in the Norfolk area. American
Diabetes Association has sponsored our Bike-A-Thon from ODU to Washington D.C. for three
years in a row, raising nearly $5000 a year. Last fall our joint Walk-A-Thon with ZTA raised over
$1500 for United Cerebral Palsy in 48 hours. Also, canned food drives are held throughout the year
to resupply area food banks. Community service projects of this type, as well as our academic and
athletic achievements gained us the Outstanding Chapter Award for the 1986-87 school year.
Our Parties? Oh, our ‘‘social events” , they give us an opportunity to unwind and forget about the
pressures for a while and give us a chance to meet new people.
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P I BETA PHI
Back Row: Kathy Moore, Bridget Ramey, Sarah Loney, Anne Harvey, Ann Graff, Joanna Manto Nouragas, Wendi
Zimmerman, Christie White, Amy Fant, Wendy Sampson, Mitzi Walthall, Mary Beth Sutton, Susan Lester, Beth
Sipple, Aundy Caldwell, Becky Greenfield Row 2: Karen Sealock, Bobbi Wotring, Tama Anderson, Linda Roberto,
Cheryl Germain, Jeanifer Borefsky, Vicki Turner, Pamela Grey, Maria Thiel, Barbara Boughton Front Row: Susan
Rives, Jennifer Fetner, Nancy Nielsen, Cathy Wolf, Michele Gregoire, Michele Zylba, Julie Zaccack, Kim-Ngan
Beauchamp, Victoria Petitbon

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
Back Row: Rosalind Epps, Dellareese Thomas, LaVinnie Baker, Rhonda Price, Janella Temple, Row 1:
Belaveate Miller, Pamela Mayfield, Sherry Ferrell
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“ACCEPTING” the awards for the Sigma Nu Biki
ni Contest was embarrassing for some.
SIGMA NU fraternity brothers wave with approval
at the bikini contest.
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DELTA ZETA
Left Side-Top to Bottom: Amy Klamerus (Corre
sponding Secretary), Judy Martin, Teresa Pettruny,
Liz Cory, Susan Baylor (Panhellenic Representative),
Cindy Turner, Cathy Hovde (President) Right SideTop to Bottom: Anne Huston, Kat Walsh, Bea Gra
ham, Tari Wolterman (Corresponding Sercretary),
J.J. Thomas, Tina Adams, Mandy Griffin

P I KAPPA PH I
Back Row: David Wilson, Thomas Fedrick, Doug Starkey, Ty Kulb, Row 3: Michael Hiurichs, Kyle Mackay, Richard
Sutton, Richard Owens, Thomas Newcomb, David McCarthy, Victor D ’Amato, Michael Diller, T. Kevin Galligan,
Gene Hamilton Row 2: Brian Mayer, Jeff Athinson, Bruce Burton, Ron Teach, Mark M u in s , Jamie Nalls, Steve
Stephenson, Alan Blisick, Jim Raimonpo, Danny Mina Front Row: Mike Zappaterrini, Jody Anderson, Roger
Arrington, Bob Cloud, Colin Eisenberg, Joel Allen, Mark Shroeder, Lance Norton, Ted Morgan

FUNDRAISING was one of the activities that made Delta Zeta known for
their ^enthusiasm and spirited involvement around campus. Photo by C.
Johnson

FOOD, drinks and a lot of fun were the high
lights of the DZ Formal. Photo by J. Ling

Rockin & Rollin Delta Zeta
is the word that describes this years sorority Delta Zeta.
Involvement
These young women won Greek Week, had the highest G.P.A. for
spring semester ’88 (3.0 out of all of the sororities of ODU). They have
made themselves known as the most spirited and enthusiastic group on
the campus.
On April 8,1988, the Delta Zeta sponsored a Rock-A-Thon fundraiser
for their National Philanthropy: Galludet College (College for the Deaf),
Washington D.C., in order to help raise money for their programming
and equipment.
Now if that’s not a touch of spirit, enthusiastic and involvement rolled
up into one, then what is?
by K. Gooden
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KICKING their heels up, Anne Huston and
Mandy Griffin enjoy going all out for their
Spring Formal.
S ER VIN G imitation alcohol, Delta Ze ta
proved you can enjoy yourself at a dance
without the real deal. Photos by J. Ling

C H I OMEGA
Back Row: Debbie Heisterhagen, Lisa Jennings, Kim Sours, Stacey Fasset,
Jackie McLaughlin Row 3: Teresa Brescia, Cathie Collins, Carolyn Haman,
Stephanie Everett, Teri Johnson, Debbie Sweeney (pledge mistress), Lori
Krank Row 2: Donna Cleland (Secretary), Brenda Jones (Personnel), Lorna
Turgiss (President), Michelle Murphy, Julie Simmons, Tierney O ’Colmon,
Margaret Meade Front Row: Tammy Thomas, Denise Wesberger, Christy
Norton, Dawn Newman, Jackie VaisVil, Kim Capps, Jenifer Bass

DELTA SIG M A THETA
Back Row: Sharldean Gunn, Angela C. Christian, Kay Eileen Miles, Veronica Wilder,
Geraldine Jones, Luceara W. Cross, Tracy Crawley Front Row: Johnsie Saunders, Pamela
Crockett, Dara Glass (President), Wanda Price, Trudi Blant

Omega had a very successful and exciting 87-88 school year. In
ChiJanuary,
the Psi Theta Chapter initiated thirteen new members into
the sorority. These thirteen are quality individuals that all add a lot to
chapter strength.
In December, fine new officers were elected to assume the responsi
bilities of president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, pledge mis
tress, and personnel chairman.
Since scholarship and community service are two of Chi Omega’s
purposes, the chapter strove to fulfill goals in these areas. After fall
semester, Chi Omega attained the highest G.P.A. on campus among
other sororities.
Various community service projects included: volunteering for Kids
Fair at Scope, helping out with water stations at Shamrock Marathon,
and organizing an adopt a grandparent program at Hillhaven nursing
home.
Last, but not least, Chi Omega is very proud of the spring pledge class
and is anxiously awaiting their initiation.
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PHI BETA SIGM A
Back Row: Vernon Whitehurst, John Michael Jones
(President) Bottom Row: Tarine Fairman (Secretary),
Frank Holloman-Emeritus, Neville Whiteman (Vice
President), Jim Miller Not pictured Fred Gamboa
(Treasurer), Omar Fahnbullen, Nimrod Nescott (2nd
Vice President)

ZETA PHI BETA
Left to Right: Angela Riggsbee, Rene6 Roberts, Twanitta Martin, Hilary Tyler
Not pictured: Catherine Adams

Zeta Phi Beta
Rho Nu Chapter

“Nu”-est Sorority
Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. was founded on January 16,1920,
Z eta
on the campus of Howard University, Washington D.C., by
five women. These women were encouraged to form a sorority
by two distinguished men of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. Zeta
Phi Beta and Phi Beta Sigma became the first official Greek
letter sister and brother organization.
There are more than 275 undergraduate and graduate chap
ters. They are divided into nine regions in the United States and
Africa. Zeta Phi Beta was the first Greek letter college sorority
to organize in Africa.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. objectives are Scholarship, Sis
terly Love, Community Service, and Finer Womanhood. The
sorority celebrates the last full week of February and the full
month of March for Finer Womanhood.
Some of the community services projects are C.A.R.E., March
of Dimes, National Urban League, and Storks Nest for Unwed
Mothers. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority publication is the Archon. Their
colors are royal blue and white, and their symbol is the kitten.
The Rho Nu Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. was
founded here at ODU on November 15, 1987, by five distin
guished ladies who felt the campus of ODU was lacking the
qualities of a true sorority.
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Back Row: Ron Hopkins, Roger Braner (Social Chairman), Steve Eliasek (Rush Chairman),
William DiNapoli, Tim Beekler, David Hinds, Tom Martin, Bruce Herd, Ray Bartley, Jeff Kirschbaum, David Merril (Scholarship Chairman), Eric Freeman (Comm. Service Chairman), Brian
O ’Connel, Front Row: John Wallace, David Bass (Secretary), Mark Gatlin (President), Michael
Nelson, Ric Bushey, Jeff Henderson, Joe AN, John Boscia (Sports Chairman), Scott Fresco,
Curtis Bronder (Treasurer) Not Pictured: James Beck, Peter Burch (Pledge Educator), James
Fabrie, Jay Faulconer, Drew Fisher, Paul Froelich, Jack Lane, Sina Matin (Alumni Relations Off.),
Ian McIntyre, Rick Paschall, Troy Pioth, Paul Pavey, Bill Rapp (Historian), Kurt Ritterpusch, Jeff
Sandridge, John Shapiro, John Sullivan, Steve Webb, Chris Yancey (Vice President)

ALPHA CHI
Top to Bottom: Curt Heldreth (Faculty Sponsor), Elizabeth Shirley,
Karen Pinneo (President), Sherry Brubaker

lpha Chi is a coeducational society whose pur
the chapter’s founding at ODU in 1965, Alpha Tau Omega has estab
Since
lished itself as a leading organization on campus. Our fraternity has a long A pose is to promote academic excellence and
exemplary character among college and university

history of excellence through involvement with both the university, and ser
vice to the Tidewater community. In holding with the tradition of our past, our
1987-88 school year was extraordinary. We began the year early last fall with
our annual assistance as Valet’s in the Anheiser Busch Golf Classic. Greek
participation aided in netting an excess of $20,000 in donations to ODU from
grateful Anheiser Busch sponsors. We further expanded on services to the
university through our assistance in events ranging from alumni donation,
phonathons to “ Big Blue Bash” celebrations following Monarch Basketball
games.
Alpha Tau Omega exceeded even its expectations in community service
projects ths year. Perhaps our most successful project was our involvement
with the Norfolk Interfaith Coalition for the Elderly. N.I.C.E. is a local organiza
tion which directly aids Tidewater senior citizens, and we welcome the oppor
tunity to continue our involvement with them. Other highlights include our
assistance as croupiers during “ Casino Night” an annual event hosted by
local lawyer Peter Decker which raised funds for the St. Judes Children’s
Hospital. We were also proud to be involved with the ODU Muscular Dystro
phy Association Carnival, where we hosted a dart booth as a fundraising
event. Taken as a whole, we view our service this year as most successful and
look forward to continuing it.
Alpha Tau Omega held its own on the university sports fields as well. Our
fraternity athletics have long been a dominant force on campus, this year was
no different. We highlighted a season of intramural sports, first and second
place finishers with outright dominance as Greek basketball championships.
But perhaps our most celebrated event occured at the close of the spring
semester. “ Greek Week 1988” began largely as usual in a flourish of nonstop
events. The competition was tight through much of the week, however as the
finals closed in we pulled together and recaptured the “ Greek Week” champi
onship cup. This was the crowning achievement of an exceptional year: a
year of service, involvement, scholarship, and competition. It was a year we
undertook in brotherhood, and a year in which we excelled. . . in brotherhood.
by Mark Gatlin

students and to honor those who achieve such
distinction.
As a general honor society, Alpha Chi admits to
membership students from all academic disci
plines.
Membership in Alpha Chi recognizes previous
accomplishments and provides opportunity for
continued growth and service.
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Mace & Crown
is it that practically every security
W hyofficer
on campus knows every editor
at the Mace & Crown? Probably because
like every other newspaper, collegiate or
otherwise, they work late into the night,
especially on Tuesdays before the paper
goes to press on Wednesday morning.
The staff is made up of several kinds of
people. There are the copywriters (report
ers) who go out and get the stories, the
photographers who get the shots needed,
the layout staff who design the paper and
the typesetters who prepare the paper for
printing. Then there are the advertisement
sales people, who bring in revenue to keep
the paper in operation and finally the edi
tors who keep the show running.
The Mace & Crown is designed to give
students a chance to see what the world of
newsprint is like. It is published weekly and
distributed free to the campus. The editors
receive stipends and the experience that
goes with the job.
This year the Mace received new type
setting equipment and is looking toward to
upgrading some other aspects of their or
ganization. Recruitment is another goal for
next year’s staff. Editors are elected by a
staff vote and hold the position for two
consecutive semesters. They welcome
new members, just drop by Webb Center,
2nd floor.

PASTING up a final copy of the Mace & Crown for printing is Lori Jones, Art
Director. Photo by F. Copeland
PROOFREADING a story, news Editor Michael Tamulaites makes corrections
before typesetting the article. All Photos by F. Copeland

LOOKING for cartoon selections, Art Director Carolina Mortara
chooses art for the next edition.
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COMMENTARY Editor Kevin Durbin helps at deadline time to fit copy onto
paste-up sheets.

r - ^. K £ m g

or drin
(oi any kind) near*
typesetting equip««

POSTING perfectly printed directions, John Trolloppe typesetting director,
shows off results of the new typesetting equipment.
LAYOUT director Pete LeFresne is typing copy into the Mace & Crown
typesetting computer in order to paste-up the copy for the final print.
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SIGM A PHI EPSILON
Back Row: Bruce Rosenberger, Tony DeShong, Ed White, Tim Laormna, Brian
Wechman, Mark Cadiz, David Shiroff Row 2: Shaon Doherty, Hal Neptune,
Bruce Morgan Front Row: John White, David Coppola, Andy Freeman, John
Carter, Andy Hayes, Ary Forster, Paul Parten, Tracy Reed, Jeff Grau, Jack
Sathers, Tim Reistetter, Mark Rankins

EYES popping out of their heads,
ODU students watch as the contes
tants strut their stuff at the Legs
Contest. Photo by C. Johnson

Hot

99

Contest

legs, she knows how to use t hem. . . could have been the theme song for Sigma
S heNu’sgot“ Hot
Legs” Contest. Young women from a number of different sororities competed
for the title of Miss Hot Legs. The judges were Sigma Nu brothers (who else) and the contest was
held in Sigma Nu’s fraternity house.
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ZETA TAU ALPHA
Back Row: Cathy Drewry, Kelly Malloy, Caroline Kincaid, Linnea Heide, Lisa Martin, Lorie Kovals, Kim
Thomas Row 2: Candace Neff, Stephanie Messier, Melanie Peirson, Laura Swanchara, Marybeth Billing,
Jeannine Eggers, Barbara Lawson, Terri Schmidt, Diane Woodyard Front Row: Angela Durrett, Kendall
Garrett, Amanda Beem, Melissa Phillips, Leslie Caffrey, Keeley McDonald, Tanya Spencer, Faith Ellison,
Nancy Cole

SHOWING off her winning legs, Miss Legs poses with a member of
Sigma Nu Fraternity. Photo by C. Johnson
SEXY criteria was set for the Legs Contest; and contestants made
sure they executed every one. Photo by C. Johnson
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Pledging to extend integrity:

Honor Council

ADVERTISING the honor system is a good re
minder of the “On My Honor” pledge agrees
Diane Blanchard and Louarin Wiiliarns. Photo By
C. Johnson

is the Honor Council? How does it operate? Several students may attempt to
W hat
explain, but many do not know the main purpose of the Honor Council or honor
system.
Honor Awareness Week was designed to provide students with sufficient knowl
edge about ODU’s honor system and the people who work behind the scenes. Activi
ties such as a videotaped model hearing and the honor slogan contest were held. Dr.
Bill Whitehurst lectured on the importance of the honor system to the academic
community, and several community schools spoke out on how important the honor
system is to their school.
The Honor Council has pointed out the significance of the honor system through
advertising in the Mace & Crown and hanging posters in classrooms and stamping
each blue book with a pledge requiring a signature of honor by the student taking the
test.
Robyn Klesath, Director of Honor Awareness Week, however, doesn’t feel that
students take the honor system (pledge) seriously. Klesath said, that many students
are curious about the hearings. Vital information about the hearings and honor sys
tem will be taught to the students through the activities of Honor Awareness Week.
The program is not planned to benefit students only and is open to the community
and faculty.
by K. Gooden
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DELTA SIGM A LAM BDA
Back Row: Margie Buyrn, Beverly May, Norma Rouse, Front Row:
Sharon Boyd, Betsy Gardner, Stephanie Downey Not Pictured
Martha Hofler, Advisor

Sigma Lambda, the sorority for re
Delta
turning women, was started at ODU
about 30 years ago to provide support and
friendship to any woman who has had a
break in her educational career. We do joint
activities with the Women’s Center and we
provide some support to local women’s shel
ters and a scholarship is offered by the Alum
ni organization.
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ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS COORDINATING ATH LETIC PROMOTIONS & EVENTS
Back Row: Brian Mcrae Row 2: Marsha Jury, Diane Brittingham, Dawn Garmon, Amy Fulcher, Dr,
Jarrett Alicia Brown Row 1: Bonnie Brett, Kathy Johnson, Sandy Phillips, JoAnn Danganan, Mike
Meehan, Angie Rutch Not Pictured: Laurie Harrison, Advisor

WINNER of the Best Bod Contest Cindy Redman,
struts across the stage to show her winning di
mensions. Photos by C. Thomas

LACKING the perfect physique? Not so thinks
Kirk Clark, 2nd place winner for the Best Bod
Contest. Photo by C. Thomas

STUDENT A C TIV ITIE S COUNCIL
Back Row: Chris Tayko, Marco Dulog, Oscar L. Kmerick, Greg A. Huntington (Direc
tor of Resources) Row 2: Nancy G. Baker, Shawn Windisch, Amy Klamerus (Fiscal
Assistant), Michelle C. Moyer (Director of Programming) Front Row: Heather A.
Khoury, Liza Ayotte, Cassie Little, Suzanne McGlone

STUDENTS FOR THE DEVELOPM ENT OF B LAC K CULTURE
Left to Right: Sherry Ferrell, Zuleika Baker, Marlene Cowell (President), Janella
Temple (Secretary)

Gresham’s

“Best Bod”
Contest
aren’t the only ones who like to have best body
Fraternities
contests, it’s also popular in the dorms. Gresham Main
also was among the students who dared to see who was fit to
be crowned “ Best Bod.’’ The contest was held in Gresham’s
cafeteria and residents competed for the title. Categories for
both women and men were established and then the judging
began. Contestants strutted their stuff across stage in hopes
of being crowned the winner. Cindy Redman won in the wom
en’s division, while Tim McKnight took the men’s category.

BEAUTIFUL bodies of Susan Lester, Karen Minders, Donna Pauley, Terry Har
dy, Cindy Redman made it difficult to decide the winner.
POT bellies are not sexy agree contestants Winston Henry, Eric Lyon, Patrick
Ferrara and Kirk Clark, but they sure are to the judges Men’s winner of the Best
Bod Contest Tim McKnight. Photos by C. Thomas
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LUNCHTIM E calling! V TE and DEÇA advertise on
Hampton Blvd. All Photos by T. Smith

Hot Diggity-Dog!
Vocational Technical Éducation (VTË) club is an organization for people
T hemajoring
in industrial education. In 1987 the club had many activities to be
proud of. First there was the hot dog sale by both the VTE and Distributive
Education Clubs of America (DEÇA) club which raised money for the clubs. For
Thanksgiving, the club collected food for a needy family including a 20 lb. turkey.
Then the club made toys for children who would spend Christmas in the hospi
tal. Also in December the VTE club and DEÇA club had their annual fall banquet
to recognize graduating seniors.
The President for the club was Jason Perry and the Vice President was Joe
Fazzi.
by Michael H. Bell
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FLAG’EM down in the streets even! Everyone must not miss
the hot dog sale.

SMELLING hot
crowd.

BASKETBALL is always a popular sport. Here Ran
dolph Macon College defends against the Monarchs’
basket-shooting. Photo by C. Johnson
A GREAT season for the soccer team made fans
proud to be bitten by the Big Blue Beast. Photo by B.
McCormic

FANS are a part of the sports scene too.
Delta Zeta won the Most Spirited Award for
their participation. Photo by C. Johnson
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W OM EN ’S sports are a well recognized part of
the ODU athletic scene.

Sporting games have al
ways been part of the colle
giate life. Whether partici
pating or watching, you can
be sure everyone at school
is aware of athletic events.
Besides the inter-collegiate
sports, there are intramur
als; fun team sports for
com petition on cam pus.
And with to d a y ’s health
awareness, even the pre
viously n o n -ath letic are
turning to some type of ac
tivity. Whether it be serious
competition, individualized
aerobics, or just walking
around the block, every
body can do som ething
playful!
by J. Fisher
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Soccer, Head Coach: Mike Berticelli F ro n t R ow (I to r) Smon Toms, Joey Lessard, John Klena, Chris Haywood, Geoff Walsh, Mike Peckich, Jon Parker, Kevin Walsh,
Joe Mallia, George Fotopoulos, Mike Radwanski, Paul Cann, Doros Constantlnou B ack R ow (I to r) Brett Phillips, Chris Pfau, Sean Crowley, Gregg Day, Peter Gaynor,
Jan Wergeland, John O ’Keefe, Leandro Hendrique, Mike Rouette, Rick Jenik, Ken Jewell, Alex Passucci, Brian Sheehan. Assistants: Chris Petrucelli and Mike Parsons.
Not pictured: Marian Warehime (manager) and Michelle Avidon.

Lacrosse, Head Coach: Beth Anders F ro n t R ow (I to r) Mary Lib Delong, Rachel
Edlich, Kimberley Padley, Stacy Spedden, Shelly Behrens, Cathy Large, Wendy
Gulden, Tracy Wood, Kathy Fosina. B ack R ow (I to r) Christine Carmean (trainer),
Doug Thom pson (trainer), Carolyn Herpen, Lisa Doran, Carolyn Sarr, Nori
McCargo, Lynn Hoinsky, Jill Fisher, Sharon Lanham, Wendy Coppola, Beth Anders,
Carol Progulkse.
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Field Hockey, Head Coach: Beth Anders F ro n t R ow (I to r) Mary Lib Delong,
Paula Tumas, Wendy Gulden, Lisa Doran, Shelly Behrens, Cathy Large, Winnifred Sanders, Mary Beth Bouch, Kathy Fosina. B ack R ow (I to r) Yogi High
tower (coach), Carol Progulkse (coach), Carolyn Sarr, Lynn Hoinsky, Mary Beth
Mahoney, Nori McCargo, Jill Fisher, Tracy Wood, Beth Anders (head coach).
Photos courtesy of Athletics Office

Winter Sports
Men’s Basketball, Head Coach: Tom Young F ro n t R ow (I to r) Eddie Myers, Ken
Bunker, Darrin McDonald, Kirk Eady, Howard Morgan, Garrick Davis, Bernard
Royster, Steve Trax, Terrance Raycrow, Tom Young, Art Perry. B ack R ow (I to r)
Paul Romans, Dee Pritchett, Frank Smith, Gerald Lofton, David Grissom, Anthony
Craver, Mark Siciliano, Donald Grand, T.J. Young, Mike Walker.

Women’s Basketball, Head Coach: Wendy Larry K neeling Lee Etta Cummings,
Stephanie Garner M iddle R ow S tand ing Jackie Kenney, T.J. Jones, Yvonne
Mois, Leslie Davis, Kelly Lyons, Laura Kubin B ack R ow Donna Harrington, Liz
Connahan, Adrienne Goodson, Kim McQuarter

Cross Country, Head Coach: Murph Byrne F ro n t R ow (I to r) John Murphy, Susan
Hall, Kim Hines-Gooden, Cris Snarsky, Gary Miller B ack ro w (I to r; Winston Brown,
Bob Townsend, David Coulter, Larry Mele, Tom Howard, Murph Byrne. Not pic
tured: Tom Kowalski, Denise Metzgar, John Metzgar, Kim Nelson, Cathy Burkovac,
Peyton Hull, John Raveling
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Winter Sports
Wrestling, Head Coach: Gray Simons F ro n t R ow (I to r) Lenny Bano, Wayne Gibson, Danny Kelly, Butch Hibbard, Tom Ruff, Paul Vasquez, Andy Stone (assistant), Trey
Haskell S econd R ow (I tor; Chris Edmond (assistant coach), Gray Simmons III, Steve Dondero, Mark Billups, Jeff Perry, Mario Durso, Andy Mele, Bill Ruff T h ird R ow (I to
r) Rich Castano, Philip Ash, Jason Jaeger, Jeff Segars, Jim Osborne, David Gentilcore, Will Heiberg, Kurt Ritterpusch, Peter Andrews (manager), Gary Simons Fourth
R ow (I to r) Jack Friel, Steve Sciandra, Dave Lovato, Steve Line, Jim Marker, Paul Stanwill, Alex Serreno, Dennis Cannon. Not pictured: Sherman Pendergarst

Cheerleading, Head coach: Ann Robinson F ro n t R ow (I to r) Dawn Dougherty,
Karen Clark, Leigh Ann Smith, Eve Goldblatt (captain), Marti Williams, Xenia De
leon, Kathy Johnson B ack R ow (I to r) Oscar Gamble, Patrick Duffy, Carey Radican,
Jim Boudan, Damon Hein, William McGowan (captain), Jim Long, Ann Robinson
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Golf, Head Coach: Murray Rudisill F ro n t R ow (I to r) Stan Jones, Charley Book
let, Mark Borkovich, Jim McGovern, Doug Ridgway B ack R ow (I to r) Murray
Radisill, Sean Noonan, Jon Hurst, Rich Pruchnik, Bobby Sullivan, K.J. Stutz
Photos courtesy of Athletics Office

Spring Sports
Women’s Swimming, Head Coach: Joe Gentry F ro n t R ow (I to r) Mark Van
Allman (coach), Stephanie Young, Renata Pellino, Amy Enderson, Teinnie
Sueta, Jamie Simprini, Kim Harris, Joe Gentry B ack R ow (I to r) Sharon Eddy,
Jennifer Walker, Jill Samuels, Alexa Jacroux, Sarah Winters, Sue Brennan,
Stephanie Thomas, Sharon Lanham

Men’s Swimming, Head Coach: Joe Gentry F ro n t R ow (I to r) Brett Hengst, Steve Strobel, Bob Schueler, Doug Ellett, M att Polansky M iddle R ow (I to r) Mark Van Allman (assistant coach), Kyle Fouché, Howard Hoffman, David Faircloth, Matt Shehee, Tom YuUt, Tony Barrett, Chuck Hutchinson, Joe Gentry B ack R ow (I to r) Russ
Quarles, Greg Horton, Russ Galindo, Larry Hassell, Aaron Thomas, Steve Sclutow, Jack Jones, Steve Farlow, Jay Odor, Steve Eliasek
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Spring Sports
Women’s Tennis, Head Coach: Carolyn Weems S tand ing (I to r) Karen Perez, Jennifer Fitzgibbon,
Debbie Karlen, Cayce Connell, Jane Strbic, Pernille Buch-Pederson,‘Allison Saldana, Megan
Rooney K neeling Sue Shontz (assistant Coach), Carolyn Weems

Photos courtesy of Athletics Office
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Men’s Tennis, Head Coach: Ken Rand F ro n t R ow (I to r) Chris
Brown, Chris Culley, Shannon Sealey B ack R ow (I to r) Drake
Schunck, Rex Terwilliger, Scott Steinour, David Wolf, Ken Rand
Not pictured: David Speery, B.J. Diggins, Craig Williams, Ken
Vaughn, David Stubbs (assistant), Rodney Glendon (assistant),
Andrew Novak, Matt Allen

Sailing, Head Coach: K. C. Fullmer F ro n t R ow (I to r) Mitch Brindley, Jill Hanna, Christine Bateman, Maggie Getzinger, Flurry Normann, Dawn Philips, Joe Logan, Tracy
Robinson M iddle R ow (I to r) Terry Hutchinson, Brad Post, Mike Devlin, Jim Weber, Cari Maidlow, Steve Curti, Charlie Ogletree, Marty Kullman, Bert Sanford, Donna
Kuhl B ack R ow (I to r) Kris Kammerer, Jim Nicolini, Kristen Hunt, Mike Tamulaites, Mike Martin, Bill McCandless, Andrew Oland, Don MacDonnell, Willie Bonilla, David
Watts, K.C. Fullmer Not pictured: John Kranmer, Phil Kinder, David Wilson
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Baseball, Head Coach: Mark Newman F ro n t R ow (I to r) Chuck Lane, Curt Shaffer, Pat Evangelista, Tab Pabst, John Fitzgerald M iddle R ow (I to r) Randy Roush, Scott
Thompson, Greg Ireland, Doug Williams, Ty Hawkins, Martin Tryzbinski, Mike Boyce B ack R ow (I to r) Dan Barbara, Geoff Burke, David Zerbe, John Boltersdorf, Barry
Miller, Doug Stevens, Jim Hizda, Lee Elici
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ODU Soccer Number One!

Sun Belt Champs
first time in four years, Head Coach Mike Berticelli and his soccer Moriarchs
ForweretheSun
Belt Conference Champions. They accomplished the feat in unprecedent
ed style by not allowing a single goal during the championship tournament, held on their
own turf Foreman Field. They beat South Florida 2-0 in the semifinals, then handed a 1-0
defeat to South Alabama in the finals to clinch the title.
Senior Doros Constantinou provided the heroics for the Monarchs. His scoring blast
off of a pass from freshman George Fotopoulos at the 22:04 mark gave ODU a 1-0 lead,
and gave them a share of the school record for career goals scored. It was the 31 st of his
three year career, 15 that season.
Goals? The Monarchs had one goal in mind throughout the whole season, and that
was simply winning. The goal was met when the horn sounded at that championship and
the ODU soccer team was the 1987 champs. Way to go Monarchs!
W INS-14

LOSSES-3

TIES-S !

OPPONENT

Radford
Howard U.
U. o f Virginia
George W ashington U.
VCU
W. Va Wesleyan
W illiam & Mary
Wake Forest li.
Loyola College
Jacksonville
UNC C harlotte
James Madison
Brooklyn College
Appalachian State
Towson State

ODU

3
1

0

0
1

3
3
2
2
2

0
’’ 1
1
1
.v:: *
2

0
•

1
6

0

1
1
2
1

1
1

0

ODU-MET LIFE SOCCER CLASSIC

U. o f Delaware
Rutgers U.

0
1

5
0

SUN BELT CONFERENCE

South Florida
South Alabama

0
0

' 2 !
M

HEADING for a goal shot, Sean Crowley flies by an opponent. Crowley is the team ’s
second-highest scorer with 18 goals and 25 assists, for a total of 61 points. Photo by B.
McCormic
CONCERNED about strategy, the coach and team members look on anxiously. Whatever
the tactics decided on, they worked!
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JOYOUS team members celebrate a win against Appalachian State. Photo by J. Ling
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SO M ETIM ES wet, often at night; the team ’s ener
gy still carried them through to victory after victo
ry. Chris Haywood smashes a soggy ball downfield. Photo by C. Johnson
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plays, fast hooks and quick passing all were part of the game
Power
plan for the field hockey team’s 15-5-1 season, but teamwork is

what brought it all together. The fourth-ranked Lady Monarchs
finished the season with a 3-1 record in the NCAA South Regional in
Chapel Hill, NC on Sunday, Nov. 15. Along with the outstanding rec
ord the 1987 season closed two fine hockey careers: senior co-cap
tains Cathy Large and Shelly Behrens. Both were four-year starters
and record setting players. Cathy Large tied for 10th on the goals alltime list and was named to the 1987 Field Hockey Coachs Associ
ation 1st Team All-American. Shelly Behrens holds the school record
for most shutouts, 31 with nine this season. With a fourth-ranked
team and a career record of 110-13-3 coach Beth Anders finished the
season with a winning style.
by B. Roper

WINS-17 LOSSES-5 TIES-1
OPPONENT
Massachusetts
Northwestern
North Carolina
William & Mary
Iowa
North Carolina
Richmond U,
American College
Loyola College
James Madison U.
Boston College
Connecticut
Northeastern

IlS Ilii
3
2
2
1
4
1
0
1
2
¡ llllll
0
0

ODU
2
0
1
3
5
0
4
12
7
3
2
0

OPPONENTS
U. of Virginia
U. of Maryland
VCU
Radford U.
SOUTH ATLANTIC
CONF. TOURNAMENT
Radford U.
James Madison U.
VCU

ODU
0 2
3
1
0 8
0 9
0
0
1

4
5
2

NCAA SOUTH REGIONAL
U. of Virginia
0 4
North Carolina
3 l l

WALKING on the field with the determination to win the Lady
Monarchs are prepared to play as a winning team.

CO-CAPTAIN Cathy Large brings the ball downfield with Lynn Hoinsky
backing her.
CHARGING in to steal the ball seems to be easy for Lisa Doran.

CONTROLLING the ball, Jill Fisher races towards the goal.

COACH Beth Anders discusses strategy with Tracy Wood, Mary Lib Delong and Lisa Doran.
Photos By C. Johnson
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Lacrosse

yfntramurals
DEFENDING the goal is a tough job |n lacrosse.

GOING for the goal is difficult, espe
cially with four opponents on you.
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intramural lacrosse was under
Men’s
the leadership of John Colt, who
lead the team to a seven and five record.
The team was given the opportunity to
play Hobart College who were eight-tidivision three champs. The Monarchs
also won the Lacrosse Your Heart Tour
nament.
CATCHING a high flying ball
is a skill that takes work, in
tramural lacrosse is taken as
seriously as any inter-colle
giate sport.

CHECKING out the opponent is hard to do if your’re running in the
opposite direction.
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"iard-hitting
R ugg ers
ODU rugby club began the 1988 season with high ex
T hepectations
after capturing the Ed Lee State Cup for the
first time in the club’s history.
The Monarchs opened the season against the Newport
News Men’s Club. Both the A and B sides posted a victory,
with the A side winning 11-0 and the B winning 19-8.
The team’s head coach is Zack Williams, a New Zealand
native, with a lifetime of rugby experience. Sam Doke, Scott
Ward, Ron Black and Bob McCarthy are asst, coaches, all
alumni of ODU.
The current team was led in experience by Andy Nolson
with 10 years. Four year ODU players include Mike Crabbs,
Skip Barrett, John Gerold, Craig Haisley, Chuck Lewis and
Scott Peterson.
The ruggers depended on their large crowds for support
and motivation. Even though many did not understand the
game, they still enjoy the excitement of a good clean hard
hitting sport.
by K. Gooden

SCRAMBLING for the ball is a constant play for the rugged players. Photo by
J. Ling

RUNNING towards the goal Frank McFadden is backed defensively by his
teammates.
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BRINGING the opponent down anyway, is the name of the
game.
GETTING and keeping the ball by all means, is also part of the
game for the Monarch ruggers. Photos by C. Johnson
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COACHING the CCCP team at the last minute proved to be a winning element.
ROUNDING her opponent for a pass, Liz Connahan dodges around a block. The
Lady Monarchs strategy didn’t get them a victory this time.
SURROUNDED by Russians, Stephanie Garner waits for a pass from a team
mate.
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nternational
Basketball
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SOME unsportsman like conduct marred the spir
it of hospitality, but the event went on with plenty
of cheering for both teams.
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acked with a very enthusiastic crowd of 3,752 in the ODU Field
Pteam
House, the ODU women’s basketball team vs. the Soviet National
exhibition game began.
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Taking place at home was good enough for the students, faculty,
and the community to come out and support the Lady Monarchs.
“ Hampton Roads is a very important key to our success” , comment
ed Coach Wendy Larry.
Leading scorer Donna Harrington led the Lady Monarchs with
32pts. in the 1st half, but trailed the Soviets by 6pts. This didn’t seem
to bring down the motivation of ODU as they came back with a 2pt.
lead in the 2nd half 40-38. ODU led three times in the game, but only
by 2pts. The Soviets were coached by Leonia Yachmenev and led by
Elena Khudasheva, who had 22 points for the game. Soviets took
advantage of the new three point rule, and made five of the attempted
19 three point shots. ODU did not attempt any.
Glimpses of ultimate effort was seen on the court, and the crowd
tried to cheer the Monarchs to victory. The Soviet National team had
been playing together as a team for four and half months, whereas
ODU only played together for three weeks. This not only showed the
effect of the loss 87-74 for ODU, but also the lack of preparation at
the time. Coach Larry added, “ our execution was not there tonight
and we did not adjust to the international step very well.”
After realizing the actuality of playing a top National team, there
was no doubt that the Lady Monarchs were on their way to new goals
and higher expectations. Good Sportsmanship Ladies!
by K. Gooden
DRIVING into the key, Kim McQuarter speeds through the Lady Soviets.
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jib in g that extra mile
he Lady Monarchs were led by senior captain and All-Sun
was a year of firsts for the ODU cross country program;
1987
the Monarchs had their first three All-Sun Belt harriers and T Belt runner Denise Metzgar, the wife of teammate John
their highest finish in the Sun Belt Championships (third), and
the Lady Monarchs had their first repeat All-Sun Belt runner.
The Monarchs finished with a 75-27 team record, and the Lady
Monarchs finished compiled a 46-51 mark.
Seniors Winston Brown and David Coulter, who missed most
of the season with a stress fracture in his foot, and junior John
Metzgar each parleyed top 10 finishes at the Sun Belt into allconference honors. Coulter took fifth, Brown ninth, and Metzgar
tenth. The Monarchs tied for third with South Alabama.
Brown earned MVP honors for the second year in a row after
running his best time in five of seven meets, including fourth of
80 at the UNCC Invitational, seventh of 165 at the Furman Inv.,
and second of 153 at the Virginia Intercolligiate Championships
as the team ran to its best finish ever, third of 19 teams.

Metzgar. Metzgar finished her two-year career as the Lady
Monarchs’ top finisher in all 16 races she competed in. Metz
gar finished in the top 10 in six of seven meets, including a
first place finish of 32 runners at the Western Kentucky Invita
tional, second of 69 at the Virginia Intercollegiate, and second
of 54 at the Sun Belt.
Junior Kim Nelson, a transfer from Brevard Junior College,
will be counted on heavily next year based on her strong
performance this season. Nelson ran to three top 10 finishes
and barely missed Sun Belt honors with a 12th place finish at
the Championships. Junior co-captain Peyton Hull finished in
the top 15 three times, including a 14th place finish at the Sun
Belt. Way to Run Monarchs! Courtesy of Sports Info.

GREETING and encouraging coaches and runners is where you’ll always find Head Coach Murph Byrne. Photos courtesy* of
Sports Info.

EVENT (Men)
ODU Invitational
Western Ky. Invitational
UNCC Invitational
Furman Invitational
VlL Championships
Sun Belt Championships (t)
NCAA Regionals

PLACE/TEAMS
3rd/10
4th/9
. 2nd/12
9th/17
5th/18
3rd/8
14th/34

POINTS
82
73
49
140
67
81
402

EVENT (Women)
ODU Invitational
Western Ky. Invitational
UNCC Invitational
Furman Invitational
VlL Championships
Sun Belt Championships
NCAA Regionals

PLACE/TEAMS
5th/10
4th/9
2nd/9
9th/17
10th/17
5th/8
23rd/34

POINTS
118
77
69
211
126
111
623

HARD work and motivation led freshman Susan Hall to the
fourth runner on the Lady Monarchs team.
WINNING is beginning to be a trend for All-Sun Belt runner
Denise Metzgar.
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fans, rooters, and sport enthusiasts, they travel by many names, but they are
Spectators,
easily identifiable in any crowd, in fact they are the crowd.
With each new score they jump to their feet and chant the school’s monogram. Die hards
may have it written on their shaven heads or printed on their face. Others show their support
by dying their hair or waving pom-poms as they shout “ G-o-o-o-o Monarchs!”
They can be seen flowing through the stadium in waves, or arguing over the best attributes
of a popular beer. They adamantly back the home team by answering an unfavorable call with
Florida’s Gator Cheer” or the more direct ‘‘Nuts and Bolts.”
A game would hardly be complete if some rowdy fans didn’t hoist Big Blue above the crowd
and pass him around. And of course, the fans serenade the defeated foes in the last few
minutes of the game with hundreds of jingling keys and a royal rendition of Steam’s ‘‘Hey, Hey,
Goodbye.”
Throughout the year sport enthusiasts have collected free mugs, posters, and pennants.
They have been witnesses to half time shoot outs and pie eating contests. The most enthusi
astic student at each game is honored with a free sweatshirt provided by ESCAPE. However
we feel the time has come to say thanks to ALL the Big Blue fans who prove that spectators
are stars too.
EXOTIC costumes sported by local Shriners for the Oyster Bowl show their spirit. Photo by J. Ling

SORORITY sisters of Delta Zeta
cheer on the basketball team, lat
er winning the Spirit Award for
their group’s enthusiasm. Photo
by C. Johnson
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1

ENCOURAGING the team, supporters show joy
and suspense when the game comes to a close
finish.
PACKED to the ceilings, fans fill the Scope for the
“awesome” games. Photo by J. Ling

WILD hair designs and face paint are signs of
true star spectators. John Campbell goes all
the way flaunting his school spirit at the DePaul game. Photo by J. Ling

ynamite B-Ball
e is known as one of the most prolific three-point shooters in
is little doubt that ODU was one of the nation’s most
T here
improved teams this basketball season. Recovering from the Hthe nation, but for Steve Trax, the ultimate is being a com
depths of a 6-22 season last year, the Monarchs suprised the
skeptics and rolled up an 18-12 overall record and third place in
the Sun Belt Conference. The season was capped off by a trip to
Columbus, Ohio for a game against Ohio State in the first round
of the National Invitational Tournament.
In all, ODU advanced to the Sun Belt Conference semi-finals,
before losing to arch-rival Virginia Commonwealth and then lost
its opening round NIT game to Ohio State. Grand performances
were turned in by Anthony “AC” Carver, Steve Trax, Garrick
Davis and Gerald Lofton. Still the Monarchs finished the season
outstandingly and worked hard for their 18-12 record. Courtesy
of Sports Info.

plete student athlete.
As proof this season, Trax received a prestigious award hon
oring him for the perfect mix of basketball and academics. He
was named by the Sun Belt Conference faculty as the co-winner
of the Jerry D. Young Memorial award with Phil Stinnie of Virgin
ia Commonwealth University. This award is presented annually
to the men’s basketball player who best exemplifies sportsman
ship, scholarship, leadership and athletic ability.
“ Basketball teaches you the work ethic that I know that I will
carry over when I get a job,” said Trax. “ Receiving the Jerry
Young award is a great honor and it is something that I will
always cherish with pride.”
DISTRACTING his opponent, Steve Trax tries to gain to set a teammate to steal
the ball. Photo by C. Johnson

REACHING for a rebound, Garrick Davis flys through the air and blocks his oppo
nent.
SUPRISED at a paly on the court, coach Tom Young prepares Gerald Lofton to go
and make up some lost points. Photo by C. Johnson

WINS-18,

LOSSES-12
Opponent

W illiam & Mary
Randolph-Macon
Dunquesne
Long Island
U. o f Virginia
Richmond
JMU
Virginia Tech.
UNC W ilm ington
W. Kentucky
South Florida
Jacksonville
South Alabam a
VCU
UAB
DePaul
UNC C harlotte
Jacksonville
Richmond
W illiam & Mary
U. o f Maryland
W. Kentucky
UNC C harlotte ;
UAB
VCU
S p ilth Alabama
South flo rid a
W Kentucky
VCU
Ohio State

ODU

•'. 62

80
74

85

96

68

72

83
74

70

63

58
97

65
71

60

66

85

66

80

W it77

78

81
67

80

80

82
88

78
71

95
81
64

65
73
75

82

78

69
70

65
81
81
74

76
82
80
82

'

77
101

69
84
91
86

85
86
69
73

SRAMBLING for the ball and a possible turnover, Depaul
swarms like hornets.
FRUSTRATED by a blown shot, coach Tom Young
jumps out of his seat. Photo by C. Johnson
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WINS-17
Cincinnati
Tennessee
Virginia
M aryland
Syracuse
W. Virginia
Dayton
USC
Arizona
South Florida
Miami
W. Kentucky
Tennessee
UNC C harlotte
Virginia Tech
Long Beach St.
Boston College
N.C. State
Rutgers
Duke U.
Wake Forest
James Madison U.
Louisiana Tech
VCU
South Alabama
UAB
UAB
W. Kentucky
Rutgers

LOSSES-12

Opponents

ODU

49
83
57
90
78
64
55
85
68
66
79
69
91
69
56
76
64
65
62
83

59
52
55
75
64
89
79
70
82
82
93

75
68
49
62
76
59
74
88

68
91
72
85
82
65
81
88
69
65
59
64
86
66
69
78

T E N S E plays bring coaches W endy Larry and Anne
Donovan and team members to their feet.
UNGUARDED, Stephanie Garner goes for a long shot. Pho
tos by J. Ling

W RESTLING the ball from USC, the Lady Monarchs at
tempt a turn over.
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laying the best

I t would not be presuptuous to label Wendy Larry’s season as
■head women’s basketball coach successful.
ODU finished the season with a 17-12 record playing one of the
toughest schedules in the nation, and was the Sun Belt Confer
ence regular season champion, posting a perfect 6-0 mark in
league play. In the second round of the NCAA National Champion
ships, the Monarchs played sixth-seated Rutgers, closing out their
season.
Fourteen of ODU’s 29 games this year were played against
NCAA Tournament participants, including eventual national cham
pion Louisiana Tech and two other “ Final Four’’ members. The
Lady Monarchs defeated Long Beach State, the west regional
champion, 85-76, played at home.
In leading the Lady Monarchs to the conference regular-season
crown, Larry was voted the Sun Belt Coach-of-the-Year by her
peers in the conference.
Larry was not alone in conference honors, though. Senior Adri
enne Goodson, who averaged 17.2 points and 8.8 rebounds after
missing the first three games of the season with an injury was
selected as the Sun Belt Player-of-the-Year, and was also named
to the All-Tournament team. In addition, she was voted as the
Virginia Sports Information Director’s Association Player-of-theYear.
Joining Goodson on the All-Sun Belt first team was sophomore
Kelly Lyons, who led ODU in scoring with a 17.4 per game average
while recording a .625 field goal percentage, best in the confer
ence.
Graduation claimed three of Larry’s starters from this year’s
team, but because of the dedication, guidance and high expecta
tions the Lady Monarchs receive from their coaches and team
mates the empty starting positions will be filled in an instant.
by K. Gooden
MONARCHS crowd the key to rebound on U SC ’s shot. Photos by C. Johnson
DRIVING around a USC player, Kelly Lyons pushes her way clear to a
shot.

H

aking it to
THE MAT

wrestling team had a fantastic season with an overall
T herecord
of nine wins and four losses in regular dual meets.
The key to such success was that coach Gray Simons had six of
his ten starters return this year. Top wrestlers among the team
were Rich Castano and Mark Billups.
Wayne Gibson and Mark Billups competed in the NCAA Na
tional Championships on March 17-19 and the Monarchs used a
season-ending four-match winning streak to finish with a grea:
record. Both Gibson at 118lbs. and Billups at 142lbs. earnec
wild-card berths from the East Region to advance to the nation
als, placing second in their weight classes. Both were defeatec
in the first round by seeded wrestlers. Gibson’s quest for the
consolation quarterfinals ended with a narrow 6-5 loss to Tony
Bellai of Oklahoma State.
In the NCAA East Regional qualifying tournament on March 5
6, junior Rich Castano placed second at 158lbs. and sophomore
Steve Line placed third at the heavyweight in addition to Gibsor
and Billups as ODU finished fourth as a team with 69.5 points
Courtesy of Sports Info.

JUNIOR captain Rich Castano holds an NSU opponent in a
stomach lock. Photo courtesy of Sports Info.

LOSE to pinning his opponent, Rich Castano locks the American University wrestler in a
old. Photo by T. Smith

Cornell
Coppin St.
Wilkes College
Norfolk State
North Carolina
U. of Virginia
U. of Maryland
Liberty College
VMI
Norfolk State
American
William & Mary
George Wash.

Opponent

ODU

6
0
20
6

20
•

29
15

45
24
42

20

31

14

20

22

32

16

11

39

4 2 i/,

42

20
6

22
36

PINNING his opponents is a mastered
task for junior Mark Billups. Photo by B.
MacCormack

SERIOUS expressions for George Constitinides when practicing any technique for martial arts is a technique
in itself. Photo by C. Johnson

knuckles, callused feet and aching muscles are the external signs of
Raw
aperson in martial arts training, but the inner signs are mental strength,
confidence and dedication.
Many think the martial arts are the arts of self-defense, but the martial
arts program is really the training of discipline. Martial arts stresses disci
pline and concentration. The practice of any martial art requires complete
concentration because without it the necessary intensity required to per
fect the martial arts skills will never come about.
The key to martial arts is discipline; when a perfect discipline level is
reached then intensity and skill will follow.
The Dept, of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation offers courses
in beginning, intermediate, and practical self-defense, martial arts theory
(zen), kendo (swordsmanship) and aikido. Many of the classes are taught
under the direction of Sensei Tesshin Hamada, a eight-degree black belt in
karate-do, fifth degree black belt in judo, jujutsu and aikijujutsu and a third
degree black belt in kendo. Dr. Hamada is also the Program Director for the
martial arts discipline.
by B. Roper
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STRETCHING before any instruction is taught in Program Director, Sensei Hamada’s
class is always a must.' Photo by K. Welliver

DEMONSTATING a martial arts movement, visiting professor Dr.
Ogino and Sensei Hamada dazzle the the audience with their ex
pertise.
HONORING the visiting professors from Mukogawa University,
Hamada proudly hands the American flag that flew over the White
House to Dr. Ogino. Photo by K. Welliver

TEAMING up to stretch or practice is a good way to mingle for
the martial arts classes. Photo by C. Johnson
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It’s not just fun & games . . .

CHEERING at losing games is no fun, but part
of the job.
STUCK in a contest, Oscar Gamble sacrifices
himself for a cause.

do you think of when you hear “ Cheerleader” ? A loud
W hat
mouthed, smilihg-faced, happy-dlspositioned, fun-loving indi

vidual? Well this is partially right, but a college cheerleader is also a
full time student maintaining at least a 2.0 G.P.A. and a hard-working
athlete. The lives of the cheerleaders aren’t all fun and “ basketball”
games, they also cheer for soccer games. Seriously, folks the 7 men
and 7 women who make up this year’s squad have devoted their
entire school year to promote school spirit.
An average week for the Monarch cheerleaders is: at least two 2hour practices and two 2-hour games during basketball season.
They have to be at the game one hour early to practice and polish up
on new routines for the game. Extra activities that are a part of their
job are pep rallies, pep clubs, clinics for recreation leagues, cheer
leading camps, public relations for club openings, Waterside perfor
mances and hosting dinners for university groups. They also judge
junior high and high school cheerleading tryouts. According to cap
tain Eve Goldblatt, a senior in Environmental Health, “you meet a lot
of people, and they look up to you (as a cheerleader), and it makes
you feel good.”
Although they sacrifice their weekends, free time, some study
time, and part of their Spring Break because of their loyalty to the
team,“ . . .it’s a lot of fun, especially during a winning season, “ says
Eve.
(continued)
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SOM ETIM ES it means making fools of
yourselves . . .
. . . and being silly.
All photos by Chris Johnson

THERE’S a lot of practice involved.

...

but it's worth it.

“ We have a great squad this yéar. They all work well together” , Coach Ann Robinson
reports. The monarchs train for annual competition, and this year ranked in the Top 20,
Division I. Congratulations! Way to go!
Is it all worth it? Kathy Johnson, senior and third year cheerleader sâys, “ yes, I feel like it’s
for the team. I can help them out; the team really does hèar you. They heed the support! The
crowd’s (our) support, and is important to the team as well. At the games, the crowd’s great,
and that makes it all worth it,” freshman Karen Clark assurés me.
How does it feel to be a male cheerleader? “ In high school, ” 1loved to watch College
(basketball) games-l saw the cheerleading and thought, Wow, that’s cool! So then I got here,
I tried out,“ captain 4th year Bill McDowan answers. ” lt’s been rough at times and thought I
might quit, but I decided to stick with it because I love it so much. Some guys are apprehen
sive about joining the squad, but all the male cheerleaders have athletic backgrounds and in
some ways cheerleading makes you more masculine.“
Being a cheerleader makes you a responsible leader. It keeps you in shape and trains you
to work well with people. These qualities are essential for success in any area of life.
No, a good cheerleader isn’t just a pretty face; it takes skill, talent, dedication and hard
work. But it is all worth it just to cheer the Monarchs on to victory — to keep on keepin’ on!
O-D-U GO!!
by Christy Joynes
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WORKING his upper and lower arms, Darrin McDonald
concentrates as he resists the weight of the machine for
maximum muscle overload. Photo by F. Copeland
STOMACH muscles are difficult to tone agrees Jackie
Kenney as she works out on the newest addition to the
Nautilus equipment. Photo by F. Copeland
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úseles vs.

achine

TONING her abdom inal m uscles, Lynn Gross focuses on
a point to keep her concentration. Photo by F. Copeland

years or so a
■ornewthetypelastof five
weight training has

STRUGGLING to do the last pullover, Ed Bond works on building his deltoid muscles. Photo by F.
Copeland

emerged as the choice of athletic
trainers and fitness conscious
people alike; it’s called Nautilus.
ODU has added more updated
equipment to its Nautilus and
weight training room. Much of the
former equipment was old and be
coming a hazard try to work on.
Some of the new equipment in
cluded an abdominal machine and
a new arm machine to replace the
old one.
Most of the time the room is used
by athletes who are in training for
an upcoming season or a season
that is underway. Nautilus classes
are offered through the university
and are a great way of getting in
shape while getting an A.
If you don’t have time to fit a
class into your schedule, training
sessions are held and then a per
son is free to go to the Nautilus
room when ever it is open.
The machines’ workouts range
for those that concentrate on the
calves, the stomach, the lower
legs, the thighs, the shoulders and
the arms.
To run through a com plete
w orkout, w ithout a partner, it
takes about a half an hour. The
routine begins with the largest
muscle group and works its way
down as you work through the ma
chines. The idea is to start on a
weight that you can’t lift more than
ten times, but by the sixth time it
begins to get difficult. Once this
number can be done properly then
the weight is increased. Each
weight plate on the machines
weighs ten pounds. The idea is to
push your muscles to a work over
load then to allow a rest period for
muscle to grow. Most advise that
Nautilus workouts should be done
no more than 48 hours close to
gether and no more than 96 hours
between the current work out and
the last one.
by B. Roper
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COACHES and team members observe diver Stephanie
Young, as she perfects her diving technique.
Photo by C. Johnson

MEN
130 85
97 119
90 116
115 98
89 122
130 79
107 104
101 131
no meet
2nd
3rd

DUAL MEETS
W illiam & Mary
James Madison
U niversity o f VA.
Duke
N.C. State
UNO. W ilm ington
East Carolina
Tech.

J v.au.
INVÍTATIONALS
JMU relays
Nat. tridep, Championship

ilill

WOMEN
110 102
158 111
63
50
82
136
152 107
84 109
99
115
47
66
144 108
tied 2nd
3rd

«nasas
COMPETING at a home meet seems to be an advantage to
ODU’s third place national swim team. Photo by J. Ling
STRIVING to win the breast stroke, Larry Hassell has the
look of determination. Photo by C. Johnson
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Speeding Along
ODU Swim Team is Building Up
Old Dominion swimming is in the building stages under Coach Joe Gentry and
T heassistant
Coach Mark VanAllman. The ODU swimming team will be one to watch in the
future. When Joe Gentry arrived the program underwent $ome radical changes. According
to the upperclassmen these changes were much needed, senior co-captain Howard Hoff
man said, “ Thank God for Gentry.” Gentry and VanAllman spend their time between
morning and afternoon workouts recruiting and fundraising for the program. They are
working on a new Olympic sized pool and a superior swimming center for the early 1990’s.
Of course by then the team will have met Gentry’s goals. ODU swimming currently has one
of the toughest line ups around, in order to gain the experience needed for the future.
“ Watch for the men in Speedos, in the years to come as a dominant force in Virginia,”
predicts senior co-captain Greg Horton. As for the women’s team, they are severely
“ undermanned.” Fielding only ten women they constantly face teams with twice their
depth. “ It’s hard, but we’re tough. Unfortunately, our record doesn’t reflect all of the work
we put in,” reports senior captain Sarah Winters.
Members of the swim team spend twenty-three hours a week training during the season.
They spend seventeen hours in the water and six doing aerobics and lifting weights. The
team also spent over half of their winter break training and competing. As if all of that isn’t
enough the swimmers can always be seen at soccer games, cross country meetg, basket
ball games and field hockey matches cheering on their fellow athletes.
by Sharon Eddy

OLYMPIC hopeful Tiennie Sueta swims to win for her
team.
RECORD breaking Russ Galindo swims with the
speed of lightning to win in the 50 freestyle.

SAILING away on the ODU #6, skippers prepare to steer the boat into a calm sea.

OFF-SHORE repairs and maintenance
are part of a sailor’s duties.
GUIDING the boat into position on a
submerged trailer to store it for another
day. Photos by C. Johnson

LAUNCHING # 7 Christine Bateman drops in the center board as
Donna Kuhl holds the boat steady.
ROUGH waters don’t slow down Jim Weber and Terry Hutchinson,
just off the shores of the Cheasapeake Bay. Photo by T. Smith
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A

ailing Away
was business as usual for the ODU sailing team led by Coach
ItK.C.
Fullmer as they raced to the top, winning many regettas.
The top skippers were sophomores Terry Hutchinson and Jim
Weber and senior all-american single handed sailor Mike Martin.
These three led ODU to winning five regettas in the fall and never
placing below 4th. Their most important victories came in the Nevin’s Trophy, beating 13 other schools, and the Danmark Trophy,
where they out-sailed 17 teams.
Junior skipper Flurry Normann, named one of the top ten women
sailors raced away with many winnings defending her title, while
others were proud to see the freshman dominating many of their
events. They proved that they were the “ cream of the recruiting
crop” for ODU this year.
Guidance and high expectations from coach Fullmer is what
gave the skippers the motivation to strive for supremacy and per
form at their highest level possible, and that they did. The depth of
dedication took the Monarchs to the NCAA Div. 1 Championships
this year once again. Ranked #3 in the division, the Monarchs are
ready to surpass that place and take the winning #1 spot. Good
Luck Skippers!
by K. Gooden

CHECKING the jib for correct adjustment, Mike Martin improves the boat speed.
Photo by C. Johnson
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Men's Finals 14-6

Wake Forest
S. Carolina
Temple
E. Carolina
UAB
Georgia Tech.
Davidson
Bloonsbury
George Wash.
N.C. State
NC
JMU
Penn St.
St. John's
U. of Virginia
VA. Tech.
Navy
William & Mary
UNC Charlotte
VA Commonwealth
SBC
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8
5
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Women’s Finals 11-6

Georgetown
George Mason
Boston College
U. of WVA
Wake Forest
Indiana St.
Richmond
Scranton
NC State
VA Wesleyan
U. of Virginia
JMU
Penn St.
East Carolina
VA Tech.
U. of Maryland
VA Commonwealth
SBC

Opp.
1
2
7
0
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0
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1
6
2
5
8
0

ODU

8
2
9
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8
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9
5
9
2
8
3
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4

1
9
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SENDING the ball back over the net,
Debbie Karlen shows her opponent
that she knows her stuff. Photo
courtesy of Sports Info.
POINTING out other players tech
niques, coach Ken Rand advises his
1 9 8 8 s in g le s c h a m p io n D ra k e
Schunck. Photo by Q. Thomas

teams both had fantastic seasons and their final stats
Theprovetennis
that. The men’s team entered the final week of the season as
winners in six of their last seven matches, raising their record to 12-6.
Meanwhile the women’s team posted big wins over NC State, Richmond
and James Madison to take a 10-4 record into the final week of competi
tion.
Both teams had outstanding players, which made the team hard to
beat. Sophomore number one singles player Debbie Karlen opened the
season with six straight victories, including wins over nationally-ranked
opponents from Wake Forest and Boston College, Karlen and junior
Cayce Connell, the 1987 co-MVP’s, led ODU into the Sun Belt Confer-

KmMii

INJURIES don’t stop “Mr. Fast on His Feet” Steve Steiner during his tough match. Photo
by C. Thomas

ence Championships at Charlotte, NC and placed third.
Jane Strbic finished as a runnerup, losing only in the finals
to the top seeds. Allison Saldana and Kaen Perez each
placed third, while senior Magan Rooney finished fourth.
All six singles players won their first-round matches, as
suring ODU of at least 30 team points. In doubles, Connell
and Rooney teamed to take third, while Karen and Sal
dana. For coach Weems, whe was named Sun Belt Confer
ence Coach of the Year.
For the men’s team, senior Drake Schunck captured the
no. 5 singles title at the Sun Belt Conference Champion
ships, becoming the first Monarch to win two singles titles in
the conference tournament. Number one singles player
sophomore David Wolf won against a rival from William &
Mary who previously had defeated him in last fall’s Virginia
State Championships. At the Navy Invitational, freshman
Chris Culley reached the finals of the C flight while Shannon
Sealey and Drake Schunck reached the A flight doubles
semifinals. Overall the men finished third as a team in the
Virginia State Championships. Courtesy of Sports Info.
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TRYING to get a hole in one Jim
McGovern concentrates on his
superb strokes.
WATCHING to see if he gets a
hole in one Mark Borkovich, fo
cuses on his shot. Photos courte
sy of Sports Info.
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JCime
1987-88 ODU golf team once again should be a
T hestrong
contender for the District III top ten rankings.
The Monarchs possess a good mixture of experienced and
young talent, with two seniors, four juniors, three sopho
mores, and one freshman vying for the top five or six spots
on the traveling squad.
The Monarchs ended the fall season with two tourna
ments in a five-day span. The Monarchs hosted the eighth
annual ODU Seascape Invitational in Nags Head, NC and
played in North Carolina State Wolfpack Invitational in Ra
leigh, NC., and concluded with a two-day total of 585, tied
for sixth.
The linksters, led by strong performances from seniors
Jim McGovern and Rich Pruchnik have rolled up an impres
sive spring record (87-19) and won two team champion
ships prior to competing in the Virginia State tournament
After taking an outstanding 2nd place at state, the link
sters concluded their spring season with another impres
sive win, placing 3rd out of 8 teams. Jolly Good Teeing!
by K. Gooden

FALL
Event
J. Ryan Mem orial
Campbell Intercollegiate
ODU/Seascape
W olfpack Invitational

Event

SPRING

Palm etto Classic
Campbell Intercollegiate
South Carolina Inv.
H yatt Richmond Collegiate
Iron Duke Classic
Kingsmill/W &M Collegiate
Virginia Intercollegiate
Sun B elt Championships

Place/Teams
(t)3rd/20
9th/19
6th/14
(t)6th/14

Place/Teams
9th/18
1st/17
3rd/13
5th/20
6th/24
1st/18
2nd/21
3rd/8

STROKING hard to get the ball out of the sand
freshman Jon Hurst learns that its not an easy
task. Photos courtesy of Sports Info.
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CRACKING the ball into left field, Mike Boyce hopes its a homerun as he recovers from his long swing. Photo by C. Thomas
PACING the field, assistant coach Jiftlnriy Martin worries about
the closeness of the game. Photo by C. Thomas
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FSU
Alabama
UNC CHarlotte
UNC CHarlotte
UNC CH arlotte
U. o f Virginia
Liberty College
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
JMU
W illiam & Mary
U berty College
George Wash;
George Wash.
George Wash.
JMU
VA Commonwealth
VA Commonwealth
VA Commonwealth
New Orleans
Virginia Tech.
New York Tech.
Richmond
Richmond
W illiam & Mary
Virginia Tech.
Tidew ater Tides
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Opponent

ODU

UNC W ilm ington
UNC W ilm ington
UNC W ilm ington
George Masson
U. o f Maryland
U of M aryland
U. o f M aryland
Georgia
Georgia
ClemsOn
Clemson
Clemson
Richmond
Penn St.
Penn St.
Longwood
UNC C harlotte
UNC C harlotte
UNC C H arlotte
George Mason
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
UNC W ilm ington
Richmond
George Wash.
VA Commonwealth
VA Commonwealth
VA Commonwealth
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Wins-24, Losses-31, Ties-1

Opponent

80’s Awareness:
Leading us to a healthier lifestyle

FITNESS
CRAZE
MOVEM ENT is what it takes to keep in good coordination. Jim Fisher
gets abdominal tone using the reclining sit-up equipment at H&PE
gym.

EXCERSING gives Karen Shebchuk an
excuse to relax in the sauna afterwards.
SETTING a good example, Dee Whitley
instructs Bruce Wagoner and Christian
Van Den Heeuvel who prove aerobics
aren’t just for women. Photos by J. Ling
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OUT for a cruise Joy Neville and David Kransz practice a
little skateboarding. Easy exercise in the fresh air is bet
ter than being a couch potato. Photo by J. Ling

“ couch potato” wouldn’t be acceptable in this age of the
T hefitness
craze; flat tummies are where it’s at. “ Slim is in” no

AEROBICS instructor Jennifer Launchnor encourages her group through their
routine.
SERIOUS bikers get great workouts as John Schwettenheiser can tell you.
Photo by C. Thomas

matter what age or sex you may be. Weight watchers are coming
out of the closets looking for the answer. Water diets, seafood
diets, natural diets, unnatural diets. . . are coming out of the wood
work. More and more people are pumping iron and working their
bodies to lose weight or just to “ get in shape” ; looking good is the
one main goal.
Fitness centers and gyms are overrun with men and women with
the primary focus of improving their figures. An average day at the
neighborhood center may consist of a morning swimming laps
followed by a few sets of weight lifting for muscle tone up, then a
light lunch of a green salad and a tall glass of ice water. The
afternoon is chocked full of exercise and fun beginning with a few
games of racketball and an hour long high impact aerobics class.
Finally, after a long hard day there may be time for relaxation in the
sauna, leaving the toughest exercise for last— getting out!
After about a year or two or three o r . . . your body will be used to
the pain and agony of making it beautiful. Physical perfection is
hard to master, but maybe with years of exercise and proper eat
ing, you may see results. The most important thing to remember in
the midst of this fitness craze is that every person is beautiful and
unique in many different ways, and everyone has something to
offer. It’s okay to want to “ get in shape” and be physically fit but it’s
essential to feel good about yourself. Remember, there is no one
else quite like you, so have fun with fitness!
by C. Joynes
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DEFENDING against the opposing team, Cathy Large drives down field.
Photo by C. Parker

SCOOPING up the ball with her stick, Carolyn
Sarr zips past a guard. Photo by C. Parker

I?fl Ii

Wins-5 Losses-7
Opponent
Vermont
Boston College
Northwestern
U. of Viringia
Loyola
Ursinus
UMBC
William & Mary
Richmond
JMU
U. of Maryland
Loyola

ODU

DUCKING to avoid a head bashing, and using her body to block, Rachel Edlich shows
how rough it can get. Photo by C. Parker
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Monarch lacrosse team, behind the explosive scoring of senior Cathy Large, earned their
ThewayLady
to a 5-4 ledger with two games left in the regular season.
Large, ODU’s all-time leading scorer, notched 33 goals and five assists in leading Old Dominion to a
ranking as high as eigthth in the nation.
ODU opened the season with a 10-6 victory over Vermont. Large scored five goals and added an
assist, and freshman Rachel Edich and junior Jill Fisher scored two goals apiece. The Lady Monarchs
upped their mark to 2-0 with a convincing 12-3 win over Boston College. Northwestern came into town
the next day and Old Dominion breezed past the perenially powerful Lady Wildcats 11-6.
Then the Lady Monarchs suffered a tough 9-6 loss to conference foe Loyola, but rebounded with a
10-5 win over Head Coach Beth Anders’ alma mater Urisinus. Finishing the season with another loss
to Loyola was not ideal, but looking at their total record the Monarchs finished grand.
Courtesy of Sports Info.

M O N A R C H S ’ Lisa Doran and Lynn Hoinshy race to defend teamm ate Jill
Fisher. Photo by C. Parker.
REACHING as high as possible, Jill Fisher trys to snag the ball away.
Photo by C. Parker
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CELEBRATING their success after ODU’s Soviet-U.S. telecast,
high school participants grin happily on board Norfolk’s “New Spir
it” cruise boat. The “New Spirit” is a popular site for organized
functions of all types as well as individual visits. Photo by J. Ling

ties for the community’s purposes as well
as academic goals.
DOW NTOW N Norfolk’s most-recognized area,
Waterside, provides an impetus for change made
to waterfront renovation. Next to the Waterside
mall, Townpoint Park hosts many outdoor func
tions open to the general public.
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PROUD to be part of a growing community business, Terry
Hardy and Karen Mihilasky share the effort to serve students
and locals alike. Photo by C. Thomas

The academic lifestyle we
lead at college doesn’t just
h a p p en on c a m p u s . All
around us are places where
we spend our time and mon
ey. Local fast food joints, beer
stops, sandy beaches, and con
cert venues are all a part of our
experience at college. Sometimes,
much as we dread spending money, the
challenge of tracking down the best
deal is an educational project in itself!
For many of us this is a journey away
from home. New scenery and different
food can be found just around the corner.
Go on a road trip. Take advantage of your
independence. This area is rich in histori
cal heritage and cultural deviations.
Have fun while you experience some of
the great things around us!
by J. Fisher
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Springtime Celebration

Azalea
Festival

the third week in April, with the Azaleas blooming
During
at their peak, the Norfolk Botanical Gardens come alive

with a celebration during the annual Azalea Festival, The
day was filled with music, speakers from around the world,
and of course the Azalea Festival Parade and all of its
beautiful flower-covered floats.
The Norfolk Botanical Gardens are designed to be a
living tribute to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) countries. Sections of the gardens are dedicated
to these countries native flowers and culture. Every year,
when over 200,000 azaleas are in bloom at the gardens,
diplomats from the NATO countries and the City of Norfolk
salute all that this treaty represents and the relationship
these countries have.
by Scott Harrison

TOURING the MacArthur Memorial the Queen of Federated Republic of Germany and attendants get to see the
sights of Norfolk. Photo by J. Ling
ENJOYING the festivities with Genevieve Pouliquen of France, Buddy Garbet of VMI shows his escortee the
sights.
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OWNER of the Botanical Gardens and
other guests enjoy the festivities of the
annual Azalea Festival. Photos by C.
Thomas
VOCAL group from West Germany pro
vides musical entertainment amidst the
blooming azaleas.

PRETTY flowers, pretty floats and pretty girls all are a part of the Azalea Parade
& Festival.
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Saving Seals
Sigma Nu builds Mona a home
do you think an entire fraternity would spend their free time for a week, building a seal
How
pool?
That’s how 42 brothers and 12 pledges from Sigma Nu spent September 20-27, 1987;
digging and renovating a seal pool at the Norfolk Zoo. It was a community service project they
took on when a harbour seal who was near death was washed ashore in Chincoteague on
Virginia’s Eastern Shore. Sigma Nu worked with Community Sevices Coordinator, Russell
Bouknight and Kitty Umbarger to get the project going. The brothers worked from day to dusk
and finished on Sunday, Sept. 27, 1987.
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Student
Activities
Council

Congratulations
and

Best Wishes
to the Class of ‘88
from

Student Activities Council

ACTIVE

INVOLVED
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440-3097

GROWING

“Beats” of Another Kind
sun reflects off of a small maroon Mazda RX7 as Tony springs towards his car, ready to hit the beach after skipping his
Theoneafternoon
o’clock class. Suddenly, Tony spots a lime-green piece of paper flapping mockingly from the windshield of his little RX7; it’s
another parking ticket, and enough to send Tony into a fit of curses that would make Bette Midler blush.
This is just one part of what our campus police handle in a day’s work. Most of the time students think of the police as those “ pain-inthe-butt” people who go around handing out parking tickets like they were business cards, but the ODU Public Safety Office is
responsible for many more services aside from parking.
One of the primary concerns of any public safety office is crime prevention through protection; the ODU Public Safety Office is no dif
ferent. The campus police provide two basic types of protection: property and personal. The first type of protection is brought about in
several ways. One way is through uniform car patrol; this is exactly what it says. The officer patrols the campus and surrounding areas in
hopes of deterring crime. Another way the security officers try to guard property is by monitoring the buildings on campus. Each night
one or two officers walk through campus buildings such as Batten Arts and Letters, Webb Center or the Education Building. These foot
patrols take place as many as five times per night for each building. If someone is found in a building late at night their idetification is
checked, called into the dispatcher and verified that they are currently a student at ODU. Another service offered to the community is en
graving. Any student or faculty member who wishes to “ tag” their property may check out an engraver tool for 24 hours. In addition, en
graving tables are set up in the dorms each year, free of charge to the students.
“ By engraving property, students gain better odds at recovering poperty if it is stolen,” said Eric Shoemaker, Director of Public Safety.
The second kind of protection is personal protection. Aside from the student escort service, which also operates from the public safety
office, the police provide escorts when the student escort service is not operating; an escort service is also provided to the Bursar’s Of
fice or a local bank for anyone handling a large sum of money. This service is used mostly by student organizations and campus
departments, according to Lieutenant Bright of the campus police. Should a person become ill or injured and transportation is
unavailable, the public safety office will provide a medical escort to the hospital.
The lost and found department is also run from the public safety office. The office sends someone out to three pick up locations on
campus each week and retrieves lost articles. The articles are then logged in and stored for a year, after which they are auctioned off for
operation funds to be added to the lost and found budget.
A crime prevention program is also active on campus. Several times a year the public safety office sponsors lectures on how to prevent
date rape, how to protect yourself and how to guard your property. The seminars are located in the dorms as well as central locations
such as Webb Center.
Yet with all the protection on campus, crimes were still committed. The biggest problem seen by Mr. Shoemaker was carelessness.
Many people didn’t take precautions to protect themselves such as parking near lights, calling an escort or marking valuables.
“ We (the officers) can’t be everywhere at once, so people must be aware of the dangers around them,” said Shoemaker, “ I’d love to
have a large enough force to cover more ground, but that isn’t possible on our budget.”
A good public safety office is one that is visible on campus and the community knows it is there, but many of the tasks the office han
dles are not visible as the ones people love to hate, like the ones giving tickets. ODU’s Public Safety Office does their job the best they
can with what the university gives them, both ticketing and protection.
by B. Roper

ANSWERING the phone is just another part of
Patrolman Patson’s job. Photo by C. Johnson
SECURING the library, Patrolman Alston checks
the halls after hours. Photo by C. Johnson
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It takes more
than type.
It takes a lot of special people
to bring you your student newspaper
each week.
We are always looking for fresh ideas
and enthusiastic individuals.
Come by and see us!
jHace & Croton

Room 200 Webb Center
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BURNING down the pine trees in the
forest preserves the trees seedlings.

GASOLINE is a hardazous chemical when it comes to dealing with the
forest. Photos by C. Johnson

BRIEFING what to expect, Dr. Musselman explains to classes that the road serves as a fire
lane.
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Ecological Control is . . .

Hot
Stuff
T

he biology department is extremely diverse in its research on
select issues. One of those research activities included a
forest burn in the Blackwater Ecological Preserve located in
south eastern Virginia close to route 460, west of Suffolk, Va.,
near Zuni, Virginia. The Blackwater Ecological Preserve is a
tract of land owned by ODU that the biology department main
tains. It is a region dominated by Pine trees (Pinus sp.). Pine is a
fire dependent species which means that it has adapted to fire
within its life cycles. Since pine is not a climax species (a climax
species is a tree that lives in a region that has completed an
ecological succession). If fire was deleted from the area by ac
tion of humanity, the area into a hardwood system. Fire is a
natrual part of a pine system that burns off other plant species
thus maintaining the pines. Due to this, the pine is considered a
climax community in this region. Contrary to popular belief, fire
is a very important system. Fire causes the combustion of ex
cess burnable vegitation and cleans the area so that pine seed
ling may germinate.
The biology department at ODU, in conjuction with state offi
cials, coordinated the burning of a section in spring 1988 in the
Blackwater Ecological Preseve to help replace the necessary
fires that fire controls have reduced. The operation was aided by
the help of both Dr. Levy’s and Dr. Musselman’s biology stu
dents.
The area of land that was burned had not been burned in
several years. Areas such as the Blackwater Ecological Pre
serve require fire every few years or there will be such a accumu
lation of litter (decomposing leaves, stems, and other dropped

or secreted biomass of plants) that when it is
finally burned it will be large and uncontrollable.
This burn was simply a small burn that elimi
nates this excess litter and prepares it for an
other burn later to get rid of the rest. At times,
the fire got so large and wide that many thought
that the fire would not stop at the predeter
mined fire lines designed to stop the fire and
preventing it from continuing to burn in areas
that do not need to be burned. All was kept in
control however.
To start and control the fire, volunteers used
drip torches, which held a fuel and a small flame
at the tip. The torch was inverted so that the fuel
dripped out and was ignited by the flame. The
volunteers then walked through the woods,
keeping a certain space between each other to
set the land on fire. Having others walk behind
each person with a drip torch over a few feet
allows for the fire to burn against itself, thus
keeping itself under control. Fire lanes were also
established to maintain the flames. Fire lanes
are areas that are cleared of any flammable
matter.
The next fire that will be set will be done to
burn the rest of the excess litter. Other areas of
land may also be considered for burning.
by Chris Johnson

^ 6

PINE trees have adapted to the powerful substance, fire,
and reproduce immediately to keep the dominating species
of the forest growing
WATCHING the fire control itself, Dr. Musselman looks on
with the forest ranger. Photos by C. Johnson
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Friday, April 8, 1988 ODU presented
On“ MDA
Mania,” a fundraiser which re
placed Superdance (an all night dance mara
thon for MDA). MDA Mania was done for the
benefit of the Muscular Dystrophy Associ
ation. Those who atended participated in
games, live rock-n-roll, courtesy of the “ Dis
tractions,” deejay music and the movies The
Morning After and Three Men and a Baby
The Circle K Order, the college branch of
the Kiwanis Club, sponsored a jellybean
quessing game. Sigma Phi Epsilon had a
putt-putt golf game while Alpha Tau Omega
held a dart toss. The Delta Zeta’s participat
ed in a rocking chair rock-a-thon.
“ It was a very good program,” said Mindy
Sopher, Greek Affairs Coordinator and facul
ty advisor. “ The booths were good, the deejay, the band; everything was terrific.”
The Student organizers, Elizabeth Danner,
Jeff Grau, Mark Cadiz and Debbie Rooney
helped to pull the function together.
by C. Joynes
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WODU
come

what we’re all
about
location- 2nd floor, Webb Center
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SENDING overdue letters (or bills) is one way of enjoying early spring beach weather, taking i
study break and getting a little exercise all in one shot. Photo by C. Johnson
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CONGRATULATIONS
to the
graduating class of 1987-‘88!

FROM
the

1987-‘88
Senate

Being escorted to Webb Center, Wanda Gay
enlists John Laines’s help. Photo by F. Cope
land

ESCORTS
Student Patrol Escort Service is part of the Old
T heDominion
University Department of Public Safety
and exists to enhance the safety and security of the
university community. Now in it’s seventh semester, 13
students working under Lt. Lucas actively patrol the
campus on rotating shifts from 5:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
seven nights a week. The primary purpose of an escort
is to ensure a student, staff member or visitor is safely
taken from one location to another. The range an escort
can walk a person includes university grounds as well as
reasonable walking distances from the university. The
escorts are in constant radio communication with the
campus police and report any problems or suspicious
activities directly to the police. The service is very suc
cessful, averaging 2500 escort calls per semester while
enhancing overall campus security through nightly pa
trols. The escort hotline is 440-3477.
by Lt. Ellen Lucas

ENJOYING Tory Peabody’s conversation,
Kevin Madsen passes the walking time. Photo
by F. Copeland
SUPERVISING the escort service is Lt. Ellen
Lucas, who also founded the escort service.
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NATIONAL
Review
•Colonel Oliver North became as well known as any Hollywood
celebrity because of his alleged involvement with the illegal sell
ing of arms to the government of Iran. The entire issue became
commonly know as “Irangate“ or “The Iran Scam.“ Some peo
ple believed President Reagan knew of the dealings.
*it was again an election year and anyone and everyone wanted
to run for the presidency; some of the candidates were VicePresident George Bush(R), Senator Gary Hart{D), the Rev. Jes
sie Jackson(D), Rev. Pat Robertson(R), Senator Robert Dole(R),
Senator Michael Dukaukis(D) and Senator Joseph Biden(D).
•Tension remained high in the Persian Gulf, where Iranian and
Iraqi planes and ships keep shipping channels under attack.
Tension increased more when naval ships (some from the Nor
folk base) were sent to keep the shipping lanes safe.
*AIDS keep many homosexuals and heterosexuals in fear. Re
search continued, but safe sex was a major message to all for
the year. AIDS education was also stressed.
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•Ministers Jimmy Swaggert and Jim Bakker were shamed in front
of the world as their sexual activities with prostitutes were revealed. Bakker was also accused of homosexual acts and was
ousted from the PTL Ministry; Swaggert was told to resign, but
said he would not.
•The Redskins took victory from the Broncos in the Superbowl,
while the Twins beat the Cardinals in the World Series.
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CAMPUS
Review
‘ Condoms became more in supply on campus as the
FIGI fraternity sponsored a safe sex program and
offered a door-to-door condom service. The dorms
also held safe sex programs where free condoms
were given out. Other students found new uses for
them such as balloons.
‘ The Hampton Roads area has always been great for
bringing in big name concert performances; this year
was no different. Some of the concerts that most
interested students were: Tina Turner (Break Every
Rule Tour), Bon Jovi (Slippery When Wet Tour), U2
(The Joshua Tree Tour), Alabama (The Touch Tour)
and Bruce Springsteen (Tunnel of Love Tour).
‘ The Webb Center fountain was “renovated” three
different times; the first time it became filled with
green water for St. Patrick's Day and the second two
times it became a fountain of bubbles after someone
filled it with laundry detergent.
—|
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— ‘ The widening of Hampton Blvd. to a six lane road was discussed and is
planned to start in 1989. This will take up some of the area in front of the
Old Dominion University sign and may even cause the sign to be removed.
No plans were finalized as yet.
‘The university was greatly saddened when on November 7,1987 Kristin
Terreri, a freshman from Morris Plains, NJ committed suicide. A memorial
service was held on Tuesday, November 17, 1987 at 4 p.m. in the Webb
Center North Cafeteria.
‘Student Senate elections were fair game for accusations of illegal cam
paign procedures when Phillip Stanford filled a complaint with the elections
board stating that Matt Harrah had misused campaign funds. The com
plaint was found invalid.

______________

‘ Football was a big issue when the administration
decided ODU needed a football team. The team is
scheduled to start playing in the fall of 1990. It is
estimated that $800,000 will need to be generated
per year, aside from student fees, to keep the pro
gram going. A new 1-AAA division was created and
teams to be played are St. John’s, Dayton and
Georgetown so far.
‘ Parking decal prices increased 50% from the spring
of 1987, up from $26 to $39 per semester and in fall
1988 the price will go up again to $52 per semester.
The increase is going to fund new high-rise parking
garages to add to existing parking spaces.

____________________
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O ixte e n buildings will be erected by the year 2008, ac■cording to a master development plan released early in
November.
“ The administration is trying to get an overall plan for
the university,” said Pete Goldsmith, Dean of Student Life.
“ The goal is to make a more traditional looking kind of
campus.”
The first phase of improvement includes the completion
of a new fine arts center, two high-rise parking facilities,
additions to Webb Center, a Greek housing section, an
additional soccer field and additions to the Child Study
Center.
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Alternative A

By the tenth year of development renovations to Chan
dler Hall, an addition to the library, a racquet sports center,
general student housing and an alumni conference center
is planned for completion.
The final stage of development includes a convocation
center the size of Scope and more parking facilities.
by B. Roper

Johnson, Johnson £ Roy/ine
Planning/LandscapeArchrtecture/UrbanDesign

0 « Leuw, C ath er & C om pany
Engineers and Planners
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WEBB fountain is a poular place to study,
read, relax or just enjoy the sun; in shades,
Bev Clements proves just what fun in the sun
READING the Mace&Crownin Webb or being
with friends in the Rat are just two ways stu
dents spend their free time.
FLOODING is nothing new to the area sur
rounding Rogers Main and Rogers East dormi
tories. Norfolk is infamous for it's rainy sea-
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